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ABSTRACT
This unit, developed for use with junior high school

students, focuses on industry as an integral part of community life.
It discusses factors industry should consider before choosing a
location; it attempts to demonstrate that industry should not always
be regarded negatively in a given community, but rather that it can
benefit a community by providing employment opportunities and
additional tax revenue. The unit stresses the manufacturing and
processing aspects of production and not the distribution end
retailing features. It also emphasizes the value of cooperation
between industry and local citizens. Two publications necessary to
teach the unit are listed along with additional teaching aids in a
section for the teacher. The unit includes the behavioral objectives
and the expected student criteria for evaluation, pretests and
posttests, teacher background information, a suggested instructional
sequence, a bibliography of both student and teacher resources,
student data sheets and readings. (MLB)
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SETTING

For the purposes of this unit, industry is considered as any
productive enterprise that indirectly provides goods for people in
a community. The unit stresses the manufacturing and processing
aspects of production and not the distribution and retailing fea-
tures of business. Like most aspects of American life, industries
require capital investment and making a profit from that investment
in order to survive.

Industry is an integral part of community life. Without it a
community may die. On the other hand industry creates its share of
problems when it locates in any local area.

In this unit we are trying to show that an industry needs to
consider a number of important factors in choosing a location in
order to help achieve its profit making goal so that it can survive.
We are also trying to show that industry does not necessarily mean
"bad news" t.ecause it locates in a given community, but that it
fact it brings some benefits with it, such as employment and adai-
tional tax revenue that is used to benefit other segments of the
community. W.? have also tried to point out problems that Industry
can bring with it.

It is our hope that anyone teaching the unit will stress the
value of cooperation between industry and the citizens living in
the community.
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TO THE TEACHER

IT WILL BE NECESSARY FOR YOU TO ORDER THE FOLLOWING MATERIALS
WELL IN ADVANCE OF TEACHING THE UNIT. SEVERAL ACTIVITIES IN
THE UNIT ARE BASED ON THESE MATERIALS. IN EVENT YOU HAVE SOME
PROBLEM ACQUIRING THESE MATERIALS CALL JUANITA MCKEE, SOUTH
JUNIOR HIGH, 527-0270.

OUR POLLUTED WORLD
American Education Publications
Education Center
Columbus, Ohio 43216

These are inexpensive paperback booklets and you should order
approximately 3U, or one classroom set.

ENERGY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH
American Petroleum Institute
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

These materials are free. Along with 30 student copies ask
that they send you the TEACHERS MANUAL AND THE 6 COLOR WALL CHARTS.

We Suggest That You Make Every Effort To Order The Following Classroom
Aires And References As Classroom Resource Materials This Year.

THE GAME MONOPOLY
Available at department stores

THE POLLUTION GAME
Available at department stores or
Houghton Mifflin Company
Geneva, Illinois 60134

YOU AND THE INVESTMENT WORLD (THESE ARE FREE)
New York Stock Exchange, Educational Division
11 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

IIFE ON THE RIVER by Norbury Wayman
Crown Publishing Company
Available at The Museum of Transport
Barretts Station Road
Kirkwood, Missouri 63122
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NEEDED: CLEAN AIR. THE FACTS ABOUT AIR POLLUTION.Channing L. Bete Company, Inc., Box 112
Greenfield, Massachusetts 01301
Booklet (Catalog # 1454-1616)
May be obtained from the publisher for 25t each (16t eachin lots of 100; 100 each in lots of 1,500)Note to teacher-order at least enough for your particular class.
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SO CoOft 1000.t.
TO THE TEACHER

The following bool'lets and pamphlets may be ordered free of charge.
They are excellent student aids in the classroom.

1. MONSANTO AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Monsanto Co. (Public Relations Department)
800 N. Lindbergh Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63166

2. OPERATION GREEN EARTH
Public Relations Dept.
Peabody Coal Co.
301 Memorial Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63102

3. Union Electric's Goal: ECONOMICAL ELECTRICAL POWER WITHOUT AIR
POLLUTION

Public Relations Dept.
Union Electric
P.O. Box 87
St. Louis, MO 63166

4. WOOD RIVER REFINERY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Shell Oil Co. Refinery
Wood Rivet% IL

5. AIR AND WATER POLLUTION
Granite City Steel Co. Pubiic Relations Dept.
Granite City, IL

6. BUDCASTER-1970-A PLEDGE AND A PROMISE
Anheuser-Busch Public Relations Dept.
St. Louis, NO

7. Stateu.ant of Environmental Policy
National Lead Co.
111 Broadway
New York, NY 10006
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CONCEPTS

Development of Industry Within a

(Note to the instructor: The concepts III
covered partly in the Transportation unit.
may wishTraiver these concepts with less

StS1
COVI

010110.1.

Community

and XIII At! have been
TIf this ithe case, you

emphasis)

I. Capital investment and profit making are necessary for the
survival of industry.

II. The acquisition of appropriate land is important to all industry.

III. Types of available transportation must be considered by industry
before locating so they will be assured of meeting their specific
needs, such as, availability of raw materials and transporting
the goods to market.

IV. Available energy sources and their cost may determine the kinds
of industry that will locate in an area.

V. Industry will investigate local zoning laws, building codes, and
tax structure before locating in a community.

VI. Industry provides many jobs and career opportunities for people
in a community. (i.e. professional, semi-professional, skilled,
semi-skilled, and unskilled.)

VII. Industry benefits the community because it is a major part of the
tax structure for that community.

VIII. Industry disrupts the environmental processes within a commanity.

A. Industry may aesthetically contribute to OR detract fru a community.

X. Industry may create pollution problems within a community.

XI. Industry may create problems concerning the community's existing
facilities. (i.e. sewage disposal, waste disposal, and water
facilities.)

XII. Communities sometimes have to solve the problems created by industry
and its great demand for electrical power.

XTIT. Industry may create a strain on existing roads and traffic facilities
when it enters a community.

XIV. Industry may create problems for a community when it goes out of
business or moves away.
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CONCEPT NO.

I 1.

II. 2.

III. 3.

III. 4.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Seventy-five percent of the students will be able
to state in writing fin twenty-ffive words or less
one reason why capital *Investment and profit making
are necessary for *Industry to survive.

Eighty percent of the students will be able to list
two factors that industries take into consideration
in acquiring appropriate land.

Given a list of several types of transportation,
ninety per cent of the students will be able to match
the specific industrial need supplied by that form of
transportation.

Eighty-five percent of the students will be able to
list two reasons in writing wny transportation is an
important consideration of a locating industry.

5. Ninety per cent of the students will be able to list
in writing two reasons why, before an industry locates
in an area, they would investigate the availability
of various forms of energy.

6. Each student will choose one of the following three
factors: zoning laws, building codes, tax structures.
Each will investigate why an industry will consider
that factor before locating. As a result of the
students investigation and other group reports,
eighty-five per cent of the students will be able to
state one reason each, why industries will investi-
gate the zoning laws, building codes, and tax
structure.

7. Eiakty-five nerennt of the students will be able to
complete a chart listing four career opportunitiac
that exist in various industries and tlie levels of
training required for each particular career.

8. Given the dollar value of an industry, the dollar
value of a home, and the real estate tax formula,
students will be able to compute the amount of taxes
the industry contributes and amount of taxes the home
contributes. After comparing these amounts, eighty-
five percent of the students will be able to conclude,
in one sentence, that industries boefft the community
because they are a majov part of the tax structure.

6



CONCEPT NO.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

eX53
teri

9. Ninety-five per cent of the students will be able
to list, in writing, at least five environmental
processes that will be disrupted when an industry
locates in a community.

10. Eighty-five per cent of the students will be able to
sketch an industrial complex and identify five aesthetic
qualities an industry contributes to a community OR
aesthetically detracts from a community.

11. By drawing a poster, ninety per cent of the students
will be able to show three forms of pollution that
are related to industry.

12. Ninety per cent of th* students will be able to
name and explain in two or three sentences, one
problem industry may create in a community in one
of the following areas; adequate water facilities,
sewage facilities, or waste disposal facilities.

13. Ninety pe. cent of the students will be able to
suggest, III writing, two workable solutions for in-
creasing electrical power when an industry or industries
in a community place a strain on the existing supply of
electrical power.

14. Ninety per cent of the students will be able to list,
in writing, three effects on road and/or traffic
facilities that are likely to arise within a community
when a new industry or industries first locate in a
commLni ty.

15. After reading a hypothetical setting of an industry
leaving a community, ninety percent of the students
will be able to state in fifty words or less, at
least four effects of an industry leaving a com-
munity.

7



BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE NO.

0
PRE-POST TEST

1. 1. In twenty-five words or less write one reason why capital
investment and profit making are necessary for business

to survive.

2. 2. List two factors that industries take into consideration
in acquiring appropriate land.

a.

b.

3. 3. From the lists below match the specific industrial need
supplied by that form of transportation. INSTRUCTIONS:

Match the letter answers in list B to the Types of
Transportation in list A.

LIST A
TYPES OF TRANSPORTATION

AIRPLANE

TRAIN

RIVER BOAT OR BARGE

TRUCK

OCEAN TANKER

LIST B
SPECIFIC INDUSTRIAL NEED

A. OIL REFINERY

B. COAL to STEEL MILL

C. AUTOMOBILES TO THE
WEST COAST.

D. COCA COLA to i RESTURANT

E. LIVE LOBSTER from MAINE

4'.

4. 4. List two reasons why transportation is an i4ortant
consideration in locating an industry.

a.

b.

.111114f
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BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE NO.

5. 5. List two reasons why an industry investigates the
availability of various forms of energy before it
locates in a community.

b.

6. 6. Industries investigate the zoning laws, building codes,
and tax structure before locating in a community. Give
one reason that tells why ea-h item below is investigated.

a. ZONING LAWS -

b. BUILDING CODES -

c. TAX STRUCTURE

7. 7. Complete the chart below: INSTRUCTIONS - List four (4)
types of career opportunities that exist in industry today.
Indicate the level of training you think is needed for each
career you name. Levels of training: professional,
semi-professional, skilled, semi-skilled, unskilled.

CAREER OPPORTUNITES LEVELS OF REQUIRED TRAINING

a,

b.

c.

d.

8. 8. The real value of an industry is $6,000,000. The property
tax formula is $8.00 per $100.00 asEasses valuation. Assessed
vrluation is 1/3 of the real value. FLid the amount of pro-
perty tax the industry would pay:

The real value of a home is $30,000. The property tax
formula is $8.00 per $100.00, assessed valuation. Assessed
valuation is 1/3 of the real value. How much property tax
will the home owner pay?

9



BEHAVIORAL

OBJECTIVE NO.

8. 8. Compare the amount of taxes paid by the industry to
cont. the amount of taxes paid by the home owner. Do industries

benefit the community? Why or why not?

9. 9. List four (4) environmental processes that will be disrupted
when an industry locates in a community.

a.

b.

c.

d.

10. 10. Draw a sketch in the space below. In the sketch draw and
label five (5) aesthetic qualities an industry might add
to its complex to make it more appealing to the community.

OR

Draw a sketch in the space below. In the sketch draw and
label five (5) items that an industry might have on its
complex that would detract from the aesthetics of the
community.

10



tOiti OW.
BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE NO.

11. 11. In the space below draw a poster that will show
three (3) forms of pollution related to industry.

12. 12. Choose one of the following: water facilities,
or waste disposal facilities. In two or three
sentences name and specifically explain a problem
that an industry might create in a community
regarding one of these facilities.

13. 13. Suggest two workable solutions for increasing
electrical power when industry places a strain
on the existing supplies of a community.

a.

b.

14. 14. List three (3) effects on road and/or traffic facilities
that are likely to arise within a community when an industry
first locates there.

a.

b.

c.

15. 15. Read the following story: Approximately 20,000 people
live in the community of Doomsville. About 8,000 of these
people are attending elementary school and high school.
5,000 men and 3,500 women are employed by the Big Bad
Bunny Baking Company. There are about 500 retired couples
living in the community and the remainder are engaged in
such businesses as: filling stations, grocery stores,

11



16% cleaning shops, barber shops, beauty salons, and

clothing stores. Because Nalph Rader discovered

that the Bunny Baking Company was big and bad, the

4 B's had to get out of town. By the end of a two

year period, the Doomsville community was still

unsuccessful in getting a new industry to locate

there. In fact there were no other factories within

a radius of 75 miles around Doomsville.

In 50 words or less, state at least 4 effects of an

industry leaving a community.
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PRE POST-TEST

Answer Sheet

BES1 COP1 AVAILABLE

1. We get this money from our savings. If our business did not
make a profit we would eventually lose our savings and go out
of business. Eventually there would be no goods produced.

2. a. The surface of the land (land form).

b. The cost of the land or the cost of preparing the land to
make it suitable for industry.

3. E AIRPLANE

C TRAIN

B RIVER BOAT or BARGE

0_ TRUCK

A OCEAN TANKER

4. a. Convenient and adequate in terms of need

b. Cost factor

5. a. Continued availabWty in sufficient amounts to run the industry.

b. Cost of extraction, transportation, and handling of the energy source.

6. a. Before an industry can build on a piece of land it must be sure
the land is zoned or set aside for that particular kind of industry.

b. Will building codes for that area permit the type of building plans
the company has in mind?

c. Property taxes must fit the budget of the company and not be too
prohibitive.

7. a. Engineer Professional

b. Mechanic Skilled

c. Assembly-line worker Semi-skilled

d. Janitor Unskilled

8. INDUSTRY

1/3 of $6,000,000 = $2,000,000

$2,000,000 divided by $100 = 20,000

20,000 times $8.00 = $160,000



sts `41
HOME

1/3 of $30,000 = $10,000
$10,000 divided by $100 = 100
100 times $8.00 = $800.00

a. Industries do benefit the community. Because they pay a
larger portion of taxes that in turn support the various
services and facilities of the community.

9. a. Create noise which may scare away bird communities.

b. Grading and razing - destroy grass habitats of wildlife.

c. Water run-off may cause erosion of the soil.

d. Impure emissions into streams may kill fish, plants and other
animal life.

e. Smoke may kill the trees.

10. Students may draw the following

Aesthetic Non-aesthetic

fish pond
trees
flowers, flower boxes
shrubs
water fountains
attractive architecture
exterior texture of building
(rock, brick, marble, etc.)
how building blends in with
lay of land.
art works, sculpture
grassy lawns

11.

parking lot not hidden from view
unpainted concrete block building
gravel or dirt roadways and
parking lots
unattractive signs (advertising)
litter around building
bare ground around building

14
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12. a. May create need for installing larger water mains.

b. May create pollution problems related to local sewage plant.
Industrial sewage may be hazardous for existing sewage plants
and sewer lines (oil, gas, poisonous chemicals.)

c. May create need for larger landfills, the waste disposed by the
industry may be difficult or impossible to break down and may
cause the community to resist efforts of the industry to use
landfill.

13. a. Cut back on consumption and restrict the use of electrical energy.
Community may have to build another power plant or cause the in-
dustry to build their own, or else find another energy source.

b. Nuclear energy may be used to power electrical plants.

14. a. Traffic jams. More traffic accidents caused by more vehicles.

b. Noise and air pollution from increased numbers of vehicles.

c. Cost factor of widening roads, installing traffic lights.

15. (1) Widespread unemployment.
(2) Unemployed begin to move immediately.
(3) No sale for property, many buildings are empty.
(4) Retail businesses slump.
5) Unemployment benefits run out, people go into debt.
6) Property no longer has value.
7) Tax structure falters - public services become limited (i.e.

police, fire fighters, garbage collectors.)
(8) Many of the people who remain unemployed finally are forced

to seek work elsewhere.
(9) Progress in the community dies.

15



BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Vocabulary

1. Capital: A major factor in the production of goods. Capital is
money, buildings, tools, and machines needed to start a
business.

2. Asset(s): Any item of property having value as land or money. The
individual has personal assets ac clothing, bicycle,
savings account. A business has assets such as buildings,
machines, tools, stocks.

3. Liabilities: The money a person or business owes in rent, salaries,
utility bills, raw materials.

4. Profit: The amount of money gained in a business transaction after
deducting all expenses such as taxes, salaries, utility
bills, rent, raw materials.

5. Cooperative: A form of business organization like an apartment
house owned and managed by an association of people.
(i.e.) a government (an association of people) that
owns and operates business. Communism is an economic

system.

6. Eminent Domain: Right of government to take private property for
necessary public use. (i.e.) parks, schools,

roads. Government must pay owner the market value
of property taken.

7. Steel: Mixture of pig iron and small definite amounts of carbon
and other materials.

8. Primary Energy: A term applied to natural resource fuels and energies
such as wood, coal, oil, gas, uranium, wind, water.

9. Zoning Laws: Legislative method of controlling use of land by
establishing standards and requirements concerning the

use of land and buildings. (Based on constitutional
power that allows government to provide for the
general welfare of all the people.)

10. Building Codes: A group of laws that specify in detail the many
structural requirements of any building proposed

to be erected. (Based on contitutional power that
allows government to provide for the general welfare

of all people)

11. Real Property Tax: Tax based on ownership of land, buildings, and
all other items permanently attached thereto.

12. Personal Property Tax: A tax based on material items owned by an
individual or business. It is a tax based

on movable items. Examples would include

rings, cars, tools, machinery, stocks on hand.
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER: SEVERAL ACTIVITIES IN THE "BOOMSVILLE TO DOOMSVILLE"
UNIT ARE BASED ON THE MEAT PACKING INDUSTRY

The Meat-Packing Industry

The following information is condensed from Encyclopedia Americana,
Volume 18, Page 484 and Encyclopedia Britannica, Volume 20, Page 627.

MEAT-PA:1C% INDUSTRY

The production of meat and of the livestock from which it is derived
constituLes one of the world's greatest industries. In the United
States alone, more than 4,000,000 farmers and ranchers produce the
livestock processed at 4,500 plants devoted to meat packing and meatprocessing. Meat is sold in the United States at more than 230,000 retailoutlets, supplied by about ;9000 wholesale distributors. The sale of
livestock accounts for about one third of the total income of U.S.
farmers and ranchers.

The meatlpacking business is unusual in that its basic operating
principle is not one of assembling but of disassembling: the meat
animal is split up into many separate cuts and glandular deriva-tives. The industry is also somewhat seasonal, since more livestock
is marketed at certain periods of the year than at othePs. About two
fifths of the hogs, for example, are marketed during four months of the
year, and greater numbers of cattle normally come to market during the
late summer and fall months than at other seasons. The time of marketing
is affected by many factors, including weather, availabili4 of feed,
and prices.

Meat animals are produced on large numbers of individual farms
throughout the United States and meat packers therefore have no practical
way of controlling the flow of livestock. Moreover, meat is a highly
perishable product, most of which must be used within a few days after
it has been dressed. It is true that some meat is cured, some canned,
some made into sausage, and some frozen, and that these processes lessen
its perishability. In general, however, meat may be considered a perish-
able in uncontrolled supply. As is the case with other comodities in
this classification, prices are determined by the interplay of supply
and demand, adjusting to the level which will move existing supplies into
consumption.

In meat packing there is some specialization. Some packers handle
beef only and others pork only; some confine their operations to sausage
making; still others can meat and perform no other operation. Many
packers combine two or more of these operations, and a score or more
throughout the United States produce a full line of meat. Some packers
conduct slaughtering operations; others buy their meat from packers who
do.

After meat animals have been slaughtered, they are chilled pre-
paratory to their sales as fresh meat or to such further operations
as curing or canning. Beef is sold chiefly in the side, although sub-
stantial quantities are boned fcr sausage making or canning. Pork

17



usually is divided into cuts before sale; such parts as the loin, spare-
ribs, and, at times, the shoulder are sold fresh, while the ham and the
side usually are sold cured and smoked.

METHODS OF SLAUGHTER

In early times domestic meat animals were slaughtered by stran-
gulation or by piercing the brain through the eye with heated spears.
Blood was left in to cure as an essential part of the meat. Later, the
Judaeo-Christian distaste fcr blood led to new practices: animals were
dispatched by a head blow or 4 severing the jugular vein, the carcass
being hung head downward to bleed. After bleeding, cattle and sheep
were skinned; pigs were wiped into vats of scalding water so that hair
or hide or both could be easily removed.

With increased interest in humane considerations, the practice of
rendering animals unconscious before slaughter was advocated, and before
the end of the 19th century various mechanical devices for animal
stunning were in use in the Unite° States and Europe. Stunning is now
normal procedure in modern abattoirs; since 1960 U.S. federal legisla-
tion has required federal agencies to buy meat produced only from animals
slaughtered by humane methods. In the United Kingdom and some other
European countries, stunning is required by law, ritual slaughter some-
times being exempt. Cattle are stunned by captive bolt pistol or
pheumatic gun; small animals by pistol, by electric shock, or by
anesthetizing in a carbon dioxide chamber.

In addition to stunning devices, large modern abattoirs use a
wide variety of mechanical, elect.lcal, and pneumatic equipment for
the various slaughtering and processing operations. The moving chain-
conveyor production line system is widely used where the scale of opera-
tions warrants it.

18



THE FOLLOWING RESOURCE MATERIAL MAY BE DESIRABLE FOR CONCEPT VI WHICH
INVOLVES OCCUPATIONS AND CAREERS. CHECK WITH YOUR COUNSELOR AND
LIBRARIAN FOR ACCESS TO THESE OR SIMILAR RESOURCES.

Handbook of Job Facts

Occupational Outlook Handbook (1970-1971)
OccupationaT Outlook Handbook (1972-1973)

Dictionary of Occupational Titles - Volume I
Dictionary of Occupational 'rifles - Volume II

Dictionary of Occupational Titles - Volume III

Selected Characteristics of Occupations - A supplement to the
Dictionary of Occupational 'titles

o'edia of Careers and Vocational Guidance - Volume I (Blue)
Encyc ope.ia of areers an Vocationa ui ance - Volume I (Green)
Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance - Volume II (Green)

Occupational Briefs - Volume I
Occupational Briefs - Volume II
Occupational Brfefs - Volume III

Vocational-Technical Schools and Programs in Missouri (1971)

SRA Job Experience Kits

19



To assist the teacher, the following background information
has been organized according to concept and behavioral objective.

CONCEPT BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE

NUMBER

I 1. Our economic system is capitalistic. Our objective
in concept one is that students must realize there
are at least two very important factors necessary to
this economic system. These are: 1. Raising
capital through our individual assets and money sav-
ings (capital investment) and 2. Achieving a profit
from this investment.

Before an industry can begin operating it must raise
capital. Capital is the money used to start the
business, it also includes land, buildings, machines,
etc. Capital can be raised in many ways (e.g.,1 large
numbers of people can pool their assets and 2. these
people can borrow some money from banks, insurance
companies or the government).

In activity A we are trying to familiarize the students
with the term assets by bringing the term to them on
their individual level. Such items as clothing, bicycles,
and savings in a piggy bank are very similiar to assets
that adults acquire through savings and can use as secur-
ity to borrow money for establishing an industry. People
starting an industry would use such items as automobiles,
stock, bonds, buildings and land as securities for borrow-
ing cash that would then be used to start the business.
This is capital investment. Of course these people may
also have cash savings that they use to purchase land,
buildings, machines and checking accounts for payment of
salaries and bills as they prepare to start their first
day of business.

After a reasonable length of time these people must have
more assets or money than they began with (Profit). If
they do not they will eventually go out of business. The
banks, insurance company, government, or individual that
loaned them money will foreclose on the land, buildings,
machines, and remaining checking account. They will fore-
close in order to salvage as much of the money they loaned

20



CONCEPT BEHAVIORAL

OBJECTIVE

NUMBER

I. 1, as possible. People to whom they owe salaries and
(cont.) unpaid bills will do likewise. No one will be inter-ested in loaning them more money because now they willhave nothing to offer as security for a loan.

Profit making serves as an incentive to people to risk
their assets and savings by going into business. Thisseems to be a very necessary incentive because the
Soviet Union has taken several steps toward a form of
profit making since the inception of communism in `hat
country. For example, farm workers have been given one
or two acres of land on which they can raise whateverthey like. They may sell the products to anyone they
please. Of course the work must be done on their own
time after their days work on the government owned land.
Managers of large factories were first given better
apartments to live in and now they are allowed to inter-ject their own design into the product they are manufac-
turing. If their products sell better than another like
product, they will receive additional benefits, one of
which may be more salary.

2. Industries must have appropriate land for building factor-ies. For obvious reasons one would not build a factory
on top of a mountain, on river bottom land that frequentlyflooded, or an area that experienced frequent earthquakes.Since the industry must make a profit, it will obviously
consider the cost of grading land for a building and
providing proper drainage. Proper drainage may entail thecost of building retaining walls and/or laying large pipes.
Cost may also involve a land fill in a swamp area. The
industry will be interested in the ability to lay water
pipes in order to obtain the purified water it will need
in its operation. They will also need to consider laying
adequate sewage disposal pipes for disposing of liquid
sewage. It will be necessary to consider the ability to
adequately dispose of solid waste materials.

Through the use of a physical map you will be able to
point out land areas that are mountainous and land that
is probably swampy because it is so low and close to large
bodies of water. You will be able to point out rivers,
lakes and coastlines. Water is very important to industr-
ies for several reasons: 1.) it is used it the general
operation of the plant 2.) reasonably purified liquid
wastes must be returned and 3.) transportation for its
raw materials and finished products.
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II. 2. An industry will not locate without giving consideration
to the ability to bring needed transportation to its
location. This would involve building roads, laying rail-
road tracks, and in some cases airports are needed.

The industry will likewise consider the surrounding neigh-
borhood. If homes are too close they would receive complaints
about noise, suell, and other forms of pollution.

In activity C we are asking the students to assess the
school grounds for the possibility of locating a slaughter
house meat packing operation. Such an operation would
undoubtedly require large quantities of water, Water

would be needed for the animals in pens, to clean equipment

and floors, and for scalding. They would have large
quantities of liquid and solid waste matter. This would
require installing adequate disposal facilities. They

would need road facilities to accomodate large semi-trailers
to bring in the animals, or train tracks for that purpose.
Roads or train tracks would be needed to transport the
finished product. Even a small operation of this type
would probably require 50 or 60 acres of land. They will

need a reasonably flat area so they can fence it in for
cattle pens. This operation would not be able to locate
very close to a residential area because of noise and

smell, etc. In event the land had to have much grading
done on it, they would have to consider erosion problems.

Even though an industry may locate suitable land for
building its complex, the owner of the land may not want
to sell. Sometimes the owner may ask a price for the
land that would not be realistic. The industry will
consider the price of the land because they need to meet
competition and make a profit. Most privately owned in-
dustries may not use the legal right of eminent domain
(i.e. the right to condemn private property for needed
public use.) The exceptions to this are public utility
companies and privately owned transportation companies.

III. 3. In the topic of transportation we are interested that
students become aware of the idea that the location of
an industry is dependent upon the accessibility of raw
materials and the shipment to market of its finished
product. The cost and availability of appropriate trans-
portation are important considerations of locating in-
dustries. Students are asked to trace the history of
transportation in terms of industrial growth in the
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3. United States. The Mississippi River made St. Louis(cont.) the Gateway to the West. River travel can be tracedfrom: paddled; poled; horse drawn along river banks;to stream; and then diesel driven boats or barges. Landtravel from St. Louis might have been: human pack; packhorses or mules; horse drawn wagons; trains (wood, coal,and diesel burners);
development of the automobile andtrucks from gasoline to diesel burning; development ofthe airplane from propeller to jet driven present today.Transportation needs of Industry can be reduced to termsof: speed of deliverY, quantities of goods to be handled,kinds of goods to be handled - perishable vs nonperishable,

and cost factor.

III. 4. We chose the reading: The Dennison Manufacturing Companyto indicate to the students in a simple fashion, how asmall industry was able to grow and succeed because itrecognized that location was related to appropriate andavailable transportation for obtaining its needed rawmaterials and the shipment of its finished products tomarket. Major types of transportation employed by thiscompany were: horse drawn wagon (too slow, the industrychose to move), ocean going vessels became a factor,
finally trains were used country wide. The student isrequired in the topic of transportation to select aparticular industry and determine its transportation needsin relation to raw material needs and the accessibilityof a market for its product. Students are asked to buildmodels of transportation vehicles employed by variousindustry and associate with them the types of raw materialsneeded and the shipment to market of that industry's product.

We have gone one step farther in the topic of transportation.What kinds of industries will exist in the future, what willbe their transportation needs, and what types of transporta-tion devices will they utilize? This is a fasinating subjecteven for the adult. In a world of change - what kinds ofchanges can we foresee for future industry and its trans-portation needs? Youth is often more imaginative alongthese lines than are the older. This should be an interest-ing area of study to pursue:::

IV. 5, The United States today has the world's largest iron
and steel industry. It includes more than 250 iron and
steel companies. The industry in the United States has
the capacity to produce 150 million tons of steel a year.
This is almost one-third the combined steel production
of all other countries of the.world. More than 1 1/2
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IV. 5.

(cont.)

billion tons of iron and steel now are in use in the
United States. This is enough steel to build six cars
for each man, woman, and child in the country. Each
year steel companies in the United States produce
about 1350 pounds of steel for each United States Citizen.
The iron and steel plants in the United States are worth
over 8 billion dollars.

The big iron and steel centers in the United States are
located near supplies of coal. That is because it is
less expensive to transport iron ore to the furnaces
than it is to carry the coal to the steel plants. About
three-fourths of the workers in the industry are employed
in the five states of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana,
Illinois, and New York.

The companies of the steel industry often own iron ore
mines, coal mines, and limestone quarries. Some operate
their own railroad lines and iron ore boats to carry raw
materials.

IRON MAKING - The iron maker starts out with a basic
material, iron ore, He adds coke made from coal and
limestone. Then he cooks all these together in a blast
furnace into which a great blast of hot air is blown.
He uses water to cool the outside of the furnace. The
recipe for making one ton of iron calls for about 1 and
3/4 tons of iron ore and other iron-bearing materials,
3/4 of a ton of coke (made from coal), 1/4 of a ton of
limestone, and 4 tons of air. It takes about 11,000,000
gallons of water a day to cool a furnance which makes
1,000 tons of pig iron.

STEEL MAKING - Steel is an alloy (mixture) of pig iron,
and small definite amounts of carbon and other materials.
Steel is stronger than iron, and can be shaped into many
more useful products. Pig iron contains as much as 4 or 5
per cent carbon and other impurities. Therefore the steel
making process is largely one of removing the excess
carbon and impurities from the pig iron and adding desired
materials in controlled amounts.

Scrap iron and scrap steel provide one of the most important
raw materials in steel making. On the average, about as
much scrap as pig iron is used to make each ton of steel.
Making steel requires a number of different raw materials
gathered from many states and countries. A tin of steel
may require iron ore, limestone, coal converted to coke,
manganese, fuel oil, magnesite, ferrosilicon, and scrap iron.
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IV. 5.

(cont.)

THE OPEN HEARTH FURNACE - The fuel used may be blast-furnace gas (carbon monoxide), oil, tar, or two or moreof these in combination (the fuel burns above the hearth).The furnace has a temperature of about 3,000 degreesFahrenheit. Each open hearth furnace is about as big asa two story house. Each batch of steel made in a furnaceis called a heat. A heat may be 50 to 500 tons of steel.It usually takes from eight to ten hours to make a heat.About 18 out of every 20 tons of steel used in the UnitedStates are made in the open hearth furnace.

THE ELECTRIC FURNANCE - Electricity is the energy sourceand a temperature of 3500 degrees fahrenheit is reached.Electric furnaces are used to make most of the exactinggrades of alloy and carbon steel.

THE BESSEMER CONVERTER and THE BASIC OXYGEN PROCESS -Both methods utilize coal as a heat source. Both methodsare dependent on passing huge quantities of air or oxygenthrough the molten material to burn out the impurities
contained therein.

VACUUM MELTING - Is a way of marking
new improved steelsfor special purposes. It takes place in a small electricallyoperated furnace from which the air has been removed. Thiscauses a vacuum that withdraws gaseous impurities from theiron.

THE CRUCIBLE - This is the oldest method of making steel.Only a few tons of steel are made by this method. A cruci-ble is a small pot made of fire clay and graphite. Severalcrucibles are placed on the hearth furnace which is heatedby gas. Carefully selected scrap is melted in these cruci-bles.

The foregoing information has been presented to familiarizeyou with the kinds of raw materials and energy needs of theIron and Steel Making Industries of the United States. Hope-fully it will cause you and students to ascertain where thematerials are located, how they must be transported, andwhat kinds of transportation must be employed to obtain them.Consider the kinds of fuels employed: coal (coke), fuel oil,tars, gas, electricity. Also consider where the raw materialsoriginate from. Which factor really determines why an indus-try locates where it does? In the case of the Iron and SteelIndustry coal is the primary factor.
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IV.

V.

5. In activity D we have designated two kinds of energy,
primary energy as opposed to secondary energy. Primary
energy refers to natural resource fuels (wood, coal,
oil, gas, radioactive uranium) or water used for power.
The fuels are burned to release their energy with the
exception of uranium. Secondary energy refers to
electricity and steam that is produced from a primary
energy source. Water power may be used to generate the
electricity. A primary fuel may be used to heat water
which is converted to steam, and the steam in turn runs
the electric generator to obtain electrical energy.

6. Lecture outline for V-6, Activity B. (See page 70)

Before locating in community - company must check
zoning laws of land
it is interested in.

Zoning - legislative method of controlling the use of
land through establishment of standards and
requirements concerning the use of land and
buildings.
i.e. A well zoned community will have certain
areas zoned for parks, apartments (multi-family
residence), single family residential areas,
industry, retail outlets, schools, agriculture,
hospitals, garbage dumps, etc.
If a certain area is zoned for residential use,
the land cannot be used for a drive-in theatre
unless it is re-zoned. (Use form #10 located on
Page 136 to make a transparency to illustrate
zoned areas.) Zoning protects you from
somebody coming in and building an oil
refinery nex., door to your house in a sub-
division.

Conclusion: An industry cannot build on the land unless
that laad is zoned for industry or will be re-
zoned for industry.
(e.g.) Before Western Electric (Woods Mill and
Clayton Roads) could build, the land has to be
re-zoned from agriculture to industry.

Before locating in a community - company must check the
county, and/or city building codes that apply
to the land it has purchased before it begins
construction.

NOTE: The diagrams on the following two pages may
be used for transparencies or student handouts.
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VI.

6.
Building Code - building laws which specify in detail

the many structural requirements of any
bu.iding proposed to be erected on a
piece of land. These requirements in-
clude size and location on property,
types of fireproof construction, ventila-
tion, electrical installation, plumbing
requirements, etc.

In other words, building codes are set up to ensure safe,
sanitary, and pleasant looking buildings.

Because of building codes, Western Electric had to build
an attractive looking, safe, and sanitary building.

Tax Structure -

Property Taxes

an industry will want to make sure property
taxes are not prohibitive before it builds.

- are based on value of the property and are
used to support public services, i.e. schools,
roads, fire protection, etc.

Residential areas that have high property taxes will not
likely attract lot of industry. (e.g. Parkway)
On the other hand, an industry will probably pay less taxes
in an area that has a high concentration of industry. Heavy
industry concentrations provide enough revenue for that com-
munity to permit it to lower taxes. (e.g. Clayton)

7. The effects of automation on jobs of the future is an
activity included in this sub-topic. The following read-
ings on automation and computers should give the teacher
enough background to handle the activity.

World Boom in Computers and the Challenge to the United States.

Many other methods of production in industry, are
being scrapped as computers take over. In other countries,
a race is on to pull even with United States technology in
computers.

These machines are designing money in Brazil, running
an entire steel plant in Japan, monitoring river levels in
Italy and keeping tabs on the weather in France.

The social implications are great. Citizens worry that
the machines will put them out of work and invade their privacy.
Others welcome with open arms the changes computers will bring.
Computers are also being used to study pollution levels in
cities and the information they gather may be the _guidelines
for establishing effective pollution control devices.
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The Four-Day Week
Like moat retailers, Philip Lansdale

ittli 1)011 ( .trr must make things convert'.
Jr/it 1.,1- their 'customers if their small Los
AtIgelCS tire business is to prosperand
the% pride themselves on doing just that.
Yet potential tire buyers had to wait all
through Monday, Tuesday and Wednes-
day last week before Lansdale and Carr
finally opened their doors. In fact, with
descriptive simplicity, the partners call'
their shop the 4day Titis Co., and they
aspect to gross about $1.5 million this
year from seven separate. outlets operat-
ing only four days a week. ."We run the
40 Wyss that are most productive, and

slisarstlay through &today in the
hniimeas," says Can. That, he ex-. .;

OM es when customers like to go shop-
pingand furthermore, "Ow employees
like it. They'd rather -wort bard for four
days and rest for three.'

While 4day Tire Co. is an extreme
example, other U.S. companies are nib-
bling away at the entrenched concept of
the NIttinday-throthgt-Friday workeek
s fixture on the industrial 'landscape
since World %%tar IL In Chicago, head-
quarters employees of McDonald's
Corp., the hamburger-store chain, report
k) work on summer Fridays in casual
weekend clothingand leave the office
at I p.m. Last .month, 3,000 employees
Of the Reader's Digest enjoyed Four week
of three-day weekends for the sewed

ecutive year. T ids'tams to have
New SOW

IMS1111111111e

bass and at keg one hospital
ban inperinseeltst with four-day
JP inii-tisms basis. But nationally,

in the concept seems to be ris-
When word got around that tiny

sales: $5 million) Kyanize Paints,
., in Everett, Mass., was experiment-
with a four-day week, some 300 firms

:,verote the company and asked for more
Isiormation.

f Fears: The main factor in these four-
**, week experiments is not fear of eco-

ic slowdown, which in the past has
ced shorter workweeks in some indus-

aPd prompted union leaders to call
four-day weeks to spread work and
serve jobs. Rather, the experimenting
panics see the short week as a power-
reoeulting tool. If only as a morale
stet that -helps cut turnover. and ab-
teeisin (tctaditiogally bad on Friday

amyway), the abbreidated week with its
....assured long weekend is proving its
Ate* Vohs is ask a peat setup,"
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beamed a young mill tvorkei in Lowell.
Mass., last week. -I can get all my house-
work done on Friday and spend the en-
tire weekend with my bushand."

Kyanize Paints is generally credited.
as being one of the first companies to
test the concept. While negotiating a un-
ion contract in 1988. Kyanize looked hard
at requirements for startup time... wash
periods, coffee breaks and shutdown time
and figured it could get as much pro-
duction hi four nine hour days as in five
eight-hour ones. The union, a bit stunned
by management's proposal, agreed' to a
three-week trialand later, by 9 to 1.
voted to work four 401 on a regular
basis. The results, according to the 00181
parry, have been gratifying indeed; pea
ductivn has risen by 4 to 7 per cent-a,
month since the plan went into effect last
spring, and absenteeism has dropped al-
most to zero. Following the Kyanize lead,
142-year-old Lawrence Manufacturing
Co. one of Lowell's original textile ndifs.
initiated a four-day week (ten hours a
day) in December, and has seen absen-
teeism and turnover plunge, while job
applications have gone up more than
fourfold. "Now," says an official, "we can
be more selective in our hiring."

11/..: To be sere, the four-day sys-
tem has snagsparticularly for
flies with heavy investment in
rods that must be used intessiVely

Cable. Then, too, some comparthe
so much work that a shorter web,

week h out of the question. "It's alb Ost
can do to meet orders with a
week," says an official of TRW, !neg.:kb
Houston. "I'd like it, but it's not in the
cards." Similarly, management consultoot
Kenneth E. Wheeler of Lowell, while
strongly in favor of the four-day Om,
acknowledges that there are cases whoa
it simply isn't feasible. "For the company
that operates on a round - the -clock .

is." Wheeler says in an article in the
current Harvard Business Review, "the
shortened schedule has many problem..
indeed." Still, there are examples of =Os
cess in that area, too. At the Roger
hams General Hospital in Providence,.
nurses work a new schedule that allow'
time off after three consecutive work-
days. Says Lorraine Fraser, director al
nursing services: "People were calling
in sick when they were just ,plain
They aren't so worn out now,'

As the skeptics see it, a four-day wear.:
for the majority of the nation's 85.8 mil.
lion jobholders is a long way off. "AU
those great liberal ideas seem to emanate
from the East Coast," scoffs John Coulter,,
director of research for the Chicago As
sociation of Commerce and Industry. "It
will be a long, long time before you heat
of changes in the workweek here." But
consultant Wheeler predicts that some
big companies might' shift to the system
next Oar, especially if the economy
keep!, slowing iiown. And once a few
giants take'the plunge, he says, three-day
weekends will be on the way. "The four-
day week is coaling," be aye, Imam
dna meet ad na awe

Source: Newsweek, June 15, 1970,
Page 89.
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VI. 7.
Education is being affected. People that have

traditionally downgraded technical education are now
(cont.) pushing computer courses to meet the demand for trained

operators.

Source: U.S. News and World Report. March 9, 1970.

Students will be studying about job possibilities and how
to apply for jobs. Applications and interviews will be
covered as activities.

APPLYING FOR A JOB

1. How to find job possibilities.

A. Newspaper want ads.
B. Posters.
C. Employment office.
D. Placement Bureaus.
E. Application.
F. Personal contacts.
G. Send out letter of request for job with personal resume.

2. Letter of Application.

Pass out student application form and have students complete.
(Form #15 data sheet .) When looking for a job be pre-
pared to fill out an application form. (i.e. social
security number, pen, information needed.)

3. How to handle an interview.

A. Be on time---not too early.
B. Be well groomed and neatly dressed. (Many employers

are no longer concerned about long hair as long as it
is clean and neat.)

C. Be polite. (shake hands, etc.)
D. Try not to express nervousness. (e.g. twiddle thumbs,

bite nails, etc.)
E. Answer all questions. (Try to figure out ahead of

time what questions the employer will ask. In other
words, be prepared.)

F. Be ready to ask questions. (But don't ask about
salary first.)

4. Divide into groups for mock interviews.

One student can go over another student's application
(employer-applicant relationship). The employer then
asks the prospective employee questions concerning
application and about the job.
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VI. 7.

(cont.)

The teacher might choose one of the more extroverted
students in the class to be interviewed by another
student and display how a prospective applicant should
not conduct himself. The other students would then
try and pick out all the negative points about the way
the applicant conducts himself. The students will
learn a lotthis way and it is also fun, depending of
course on the student you choose to be the applicant.
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VII.

SOO
0140.t

8. Land used for industry produces more personal and real

(cont.) property tax than homes or apartments built on the
same land. The reason is that land used for industry
is assessed at a higher dollar value than land used for
homes. Also, industrial buildings are far more expensive
than homes and are therefore more valuable.

Personal property means property that is removable such
as machines, tools, raw materials and finished products
on hand.
Real property means land, buildings and the permanent
fixtures in the buildings.

By working the tax problems in activity A we are attempt-
ing to show the students that industries are a major
part of the tax structure in a community. The tax formula
you will use is explained in the instructions for carrying
out the activity.

The next step in teaching the concept is having the
students list community facilities that real property
taxes benefit. Schools, junior colleges, parks, fire
districts, community libraries are some examples of
community facilities that are almost entirely supported
by property taxes.

The tax rates we are using in activity B are the actual
tax rates in the districts. (Clayton $3.69, Valley Park
$4.65, Parkway $5.62). The assessed valuations of all
property in these districts are, Clayton $111,012,527,
Valley Park $11,822,614, Parkway $265,238,887. (Note:
These figures come from assessed valuations of 1970. To
get the total valuation, multiply each of the three figures
by three-)

You can see from these figures that land and buildings
are valued much higher in one district than another.
This is primarily due to commercial and industrial land
usage. Of course some of it is due to larger and/or
newer homes in the area. The activity will help students
understand the value of industry in a community in terms
of the amount of property taxes their parents must pay
for quality services based on the fact that industry
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VII. 8. is or is not located there. Clayton for example has
many commercial operations and these are assessed at(cont.)
a very high value. Valley Park on the other hand has
little industry and only small commercial operations,
the homes are small and many of them are old. Their
property is assessed at a low value and their tax rate
is therefore high. You should note that Parkway has
some industry and commercial areas as well as new and
medium sized to large homes. The tax rate is high be-
cause residents demand quality services and there is
actually insufficient industry here to maintain quality
services and lower tax rates. You will need to point
out that Clayton covers about one square mile, Valley
Park approximately 5 square miles, and Parkway 55 square
miles. This accounts for the very large figure for
total assessed valuation in Parkway as compared to
Clayton. In other words Clayton has as much as 1 square
mile as Parkway has in about 26 square miles.

VIII. 9. Note to Teacher: The best way to illustrate to you the
importance of environmental processes
is to reproduce below a segment of
Aldo Leopold's A Sand County Almanac.

"There are some who can live without wild things,
and some who cannot. These essays are the delights and
dilemmas of one who cannot.

"Like winds and sunsets, wild things were taken for
granted until progress began to do away with them. Now
we face the question whether a still higher 'standard of
living' is worth its cost in things natural, wild, and
free. For us of the minority, the opporunity to see
geese is more important than television, and the chance
to find a pasque-flower is a right as inalienable as
free speech.

"These wild things, I admit, had little human value
until mechanization assured us of a good breakfast, and
until science disclosed the drama of where they come from
and how they live. The whole conflict thus boils down to
a question of degree. We of the minority see a law of
diminishing returns in progress; our opponents do not.

"Conservation is getting nowhere because it is in-
compatible with our Abrahamic concept of land. We abuse
land because we regard it as a commodity belonging to us.
When we see land as a community to which we belong, we
may begin to use it with love and respect. There is no
other way for land to survive the impact of mechanized
man, nor for us to reap from it the aesthetic harvest it
is capable, under science, of contributing to culture.
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VIII. 9. "That land is a community is the basic concept of
(cont.) ecology, but that land is to be loved and respected is

an extension of ethics. That land yields a cultural
harvest is a fact long known, but latterly often for-
gotten.

"Such a view of land and people is, of course, sub-
ject to the blurs and distortions of personal experience
and personal bias. But wherever the truth may lie, this
much is crystal-clear: our bigger-and-better society is
now like a hypochondriac, so obsessed with its own economic
health as to have lost the capacity to remain healthy. The
whole world is so greedy for more bathtubs that it has lost
the stability necessary to build them, or even to turn off
the tap. Nothing could be more salutary at this stage
than a little healthy contempt for a plethora of material
blessings.

"Perhaps such a shift of values can be achieved by
reappraising things unnatural, tame, and confined in terms
of things natural, wild, and free."

Madison, Wisconsin ALDO LEOPOLD
4 March 1948

One of the more important activities in this topic
involves a field trip to the Parkway 98 acres. The
following should introduce you to the area.

98 Acre Area

Approximately 83 acres were purchased by the Parkway
School District and the remaining 15 acres were donated
under an agreement with the Kodner Construction Company,
builders of Big Bend Woods Subdivision. The two circular
areas on the west side of the property will be turnabout
areas as agreed on by the builder and the Parkway School
District.

WHAT HAPPENED IN THE AREA IN THE PAST:

1. fence posts were cut in the woods for the
Crutchfield Farm.

2. about 20 years ago, there was a motorcycle race
through the creek bed, from the south to the
north, west through the woods to the boundary of
the property and then south through the next farm.
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VIII. 9. 3. the woods have been burned several times over
(cont.) the past thirty years, the cause is thought

to be the children in the area.

4. the area known as Big Bend Woods was farmed for
many years until 1968, when the contractors
graded the area and destroyed the topsoil.

5. the creek bed was all loose gravel, now there is
much exposed limestone bedrock, tne cause being
changes in the area north and west of the property.

THE PAST FEW YEARS:

1. the corn field has had corn on it for the years
1970 and 1971, gets 12-12-12 fertilizer and
weed killer.

2. the soybean field gets weed killer but no fertilizer.
It has hat soybeans during 1970 and 1971. The
field was planted in wheat before that but the
price dropped and the type of crop was changed.

THE FUTURE:

1. the farmer hopes to farm the area for the next
two years or until the district begins construction
on the land.

2. the woods are to be left unchanged except for
trails for use by the Environmental Ecological
Education staff, the teachers and students in
the district.

IX. 10. We have included the topic of how industries may con-
tribute to or detract from the aesthetics of a community.
In times past industry tended to locate in fairly large
cities. Little attention was given to the aesthetics of
the industrial plant, it was built mainly from a utilitarian
standpoint. Most of us think of factories as being boxy,
dirty, bleak, and forlorn. Cities have become very much
like their benefacting industrial plants. Cities are be-
coming defunct, both industry and people are moving out of
congested, blighted areas. Government and various other
individuals advocate that industries locate in small rural
towns throughout the United States. This is to reduce
congestion that results when large populations come together.
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IX. 10.

(cont.)
Industry and people in general have observed the mistakes
of the past and are not willing to see blighted cities
reduplicated. Most small towns are receptive to industries
locating because they will provide jobs and aid the economy.
The people of these small towns will not accept the "eye
sore" type buildings of the past. They demand that the
building be unobtrusive and that it blend in with the
residential environment. Ugly, dirty, buildings devalue
the real property of n area, people move away, and the
community declines. Most small town people have lived
here all their lives znd are reluctant to change. Industries
must meet the demands of the community before they locate.
They have found that the cost of beautifying the grounds
and buildings of the industrial site pays off in terms
of image that enhances their public relations role in the
community.
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X. 11. AIR POLLUTION: Air pollution is a serious problem
relating to industry in the United States. The following
readings will help the teacher understand what some of
these problems 3re and now we have tried to solve them.
(The following information comes from an article by
Virginia Brodine in Environment, Volume 14, No. 1, page 2
and 3.)

"Between the individual and his natural environment
stands another complex system-the economic, political,
and social system of the country we live in. This is the
medium through which most of our relationships with our
natural environment are conducted, and it is here that we
must look for the reorganization of human activity re-
quired for reducing the burden of contaminants in the
atmosphere and in our own bodies.

"Those individuals who seek their recreation in a
remote mountain wilderness and those who seek it where
the city lights are brightest may feel and think very
differently about nature; the household that recycles
its newspapers rather than burning them, that uses a
bicycle or public transportation rather than a second
car, may be expressing a greater concern about air
pollution and contributing a mite less to its city's
total. Nevertheless, if we actually reduce the burden,
it will not be through the choices individuals make in
their private lives, but through the choices they make
collecti,/ely to adapt or change the economic system
which is now heavily dependent upon the largely uncontrolled
exploitation of nature and the political system whose
decision-making processes were not developed to cope
with environmental problems.

CURRENT EFFORTS TO REDUCE THE BURDEN

"Air pollution control programs scarcely went beyond
a few smoke control ordinances and nuisance laws until
1947 when Los Angeles launched its long fight against smog.
It was more than a decade later that the California city
was followed haltingly and unevenly by other cities. In

the last decade, the federal government increasingly provided
education, research, technical assistance, monitoring, and
finally, in 1967, some F;teps toward control. Without the
efforts of those years, the situation wuuld undoubtedly be
worse than it is today; nevertheless, although some com-
munities succeeded in holding he line or even in making
some gains, overall we were almost certainly worse off at
the end of the decade than at the beginning.
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(cont.)
"We started the seventies with new federal legislation

(an overhauling of the Clean Air Act) and with uniform air
quality standards for six major pollutants: sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen dioxide, particulates (particles small enough to
remain suspended in the air), carbon monoxide, non-methane
hydrocarbons, and photochemical oxidants. Attainment of
the air quality specified by these standards is up to the
states, but they are required to submit their plans to
the federal Office of Air Programs for approval. Once
the plans are approved, the states have three to five years
to reach the goals.

When the primary standards, which are based on human
health effects, have been attained in any air pollution
control region, the region is expected to move on to still
better air quality, described by more restrictive secondary
standards (based on environmental effects) for sulfur diox-
ide and particulates. Those regions where air quality is
now as good as or better than, the primary standards are
to move directly to secondary standards. Outlying areas
where the air quality is even better than secondary standards
should not allow "significant deterioration" of this quality.
Emergency provisions are required in all states to prevent
"excessive buildup" of pollution levels during periods of
stagnant air, when pollutants cannot disperse.

"The standards for the open air (ambient air) are rein-
forced by some restrictions on what can come out of the
stacks (emission standards). These are for new installa-
tions in a number of categories, regardless of where they
are built. There are also uniform national emission stan-
dards for a few of the contaminants that are hazardous even
in small amounts; the new berrylium, mercury, and asbestos
standards are in this category, and others may be added.
Emission standards for automobiles have been specified:
New cars in 1975 and thereafter are to emit 90 percent less
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide than they emitted in 1970,
and 90 percent less nitrogen oxides than they emitted in 1971.

"This sounds as if we should have the air cleaned up
within the next few years, but that is far from being the
case. While there is some hope that automotive emissions
will drop substantially in coming years, what the public
has yet to learn is that the present approach to air
pollution control of stationary sources, in the long run,
will not reduce the total burden of pollutants from stationary
sources-industry, power generation, agriculture, space heating,
and waste disposal. Gains in controlling emissions from each
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(cont.)
single source will he offset by the increase in the size
and number of sources. Moreover, it is still quite un-
certain just what the control devices on automobiles wi.h
achieve, and in hny case these devices will have their maxi-
mum effect C. pollulion reduction about 1990 and emissions
from this source will then begin to climb again if the num-
ber of automobiles on the road continues to increase. Either
we will fail to meet the goal of improving air quality in
the cities over the long haul, or we will fail to meet the
goal of protecting air outside the cities from deterioration,
or both.

FOSSIL-FUEL BURNING

"A very big part of our air pollution problem arises
from the burning of fossil fuels (coal, oil, and gas) for
the generation of electric power, for industrial processes,
and for space heating. Federal air pollution control
engineers have summarized the situation for the remaining
years of this century:

" If we assume that the work we are doing now to develop
and apply control methods is successful, overall amounts
of sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxide emissions can be held
to relatively modes increases over present levels
S02(sulfur dioxide) emissions from the power industry are
expected to increase with controls by an estimated two to
three times by the year 2000. (Emphasis added)"
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TABLE 1

MAJOR INDUSTRIAL SOURCES OF PARTICULATE POLLUTANTS*

Source Emissions in Tons per Year

Coal-Fired Boilers
Electric Utilities 5,107,0001
Industrial Power Generation 2,044,000 7,151,000

Forest Products
Forestry Operations
Plywood, Hardboard & Particle Board 70,000 6,793,000
Pulp Mills 627,000

Agriculture & Related Operations
Field Burning 1,000,000)
Grain Elevators 1,210,000f 2,210,000

Crushed Stone 1,490,000

Cement 1,233,000

Iron and Steel (includes Iron Foundries) 722,000

Fertilizers (solid) 312,000

Nonferrous Metals
Aluminum 80,000
Copper 61,000 215,000

Zinc 39,000
Lead 35,000

Clay 147,000

Lime 142,000

Asphalt 95,000

Phosphate Rock 49,000

Acids (Sulfuric & Phosphoric) 48,000

Petroleum Refining 24,000

Paint and Varnish 20,000

Detergents 2,000

TOTAL 20,803,000

*Excerpted from "Particulate Pollution in the United States," by A. Eugene
Vandergrift, et al., presented at the 63rd Anual Meeting of the Air Pollution
Control Association, 1970, Table 11, pp. 23,4.



X. 11.

(cont.)
One student activity involves making a scrapbook of politicalcartoons and comics dealiny with pollution. The following aretwo examples of political cartoons and comics commenting onpollution problems.
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(cont.)

One student activity involves a visit to the riverfront to
study pollution problems in that area and to see first hand
what some of the problems on the east side are. The follow-

ing reading should help the teacher to understand the
problem concerning east side industry.

The following reading was taken from the St. Louis Post-

Dispatch,, April 20, 1972, E. F. Porter, Jr.

UGLY AIR
(PROBLEMS OF AIR POLLUTION ON THE ILLINOIS SIDE OF

METRO ST. LOUIS)

"The smoky heavy industries bordering the Mississippi
River's edge on the East Side are out of sight and out of

mind to many St. Louisans much of the time, but they are

among the chief reasons pollutant levels throughout much
of the region are still well above the level the Federal

Government considers safe for human health.

"The metropolitan atmosphere has been gradually getting

cleaner since Missouri adopted tough rules in 1967, but even

on a clear day, as air travelers can attest, St. Louis is

often distinguishable at a distance only as a brownish

purple blister of smog, swelling a thousand feet or more

above the surrounding countryside.

"Federal requirements now call for a rollback of pullu-

tion so that by 1975 they will be at a level where breathing

would be no longer hazardous to your health.
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(cont.)
"For at least one contaminant, sulfur d' vide, thatgoal would already have been attained were it not for theheavy discharges of the East Side industries, Missouri

officials maintain.

"Color coded pollution from Granite City Steel leaksinto Horseshoe Lake through a breach in a holding pond.

"Coke ovens of Granite City Steel belch clouds ofsulfurous smoke each time one is opened for fresh chargingwith metallurgi-.al coal, making them one of the most
offensive sources of air pollution in the region. Thecompany has agreed after months of hearings before theIllinois Poll 'ion Control Board, to install close-fittingconnections and a vacuum system to prevent the escape ofpollutants during charging.

"Now under the Federal gun, Illinois is hastening tocatch up. The Illinois Pollution Control Board, which twoyears ago replaced the unagressive Air Pollution ControlBoard, has adopted emmission regulations in some respects
more restrictive than Missouri's. But many experts, in-cluding some Federal clean-air officials, harbor privatedoubts as to whether Illinois can move fast enough tomeet the Federal deadline.

"According to estimates calculated by a computer atthe Argonne National Laboratory near Chicago, total daily
discharges of flyash, soot and dust in Madison and St. Claircounties, which total 317 tons a day.

"Shell Oil's vast refinery complex at Wood River mayface a costly cleanup job to meet new Illinois rules and the1975 Federal deadline. On the other hand, Illinois officials,who have not tested the plant, admit they are unsure howclose it is to compliance today. Strict as the new rulesare, they are more lenient for petroleum refineries thanmost other industries.

"Three years may not be enough time, the skeptics say,to design and install the costly equipment necessary to dothe job. Furthermore, if industries resist and avail them-selves of the law's delays with courtroom challenges andrequests for variances, the attainment of the clean airgoal will be harder still to attain.
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11.

(cont.)
"Some experts seriously question whether acceptable

air quality ever will be achieved, or whether, in fact,
industrial growth will add new pollutants to the air
faster than remedial measures can take them out.

"For some pollutants the solution may be palliative
and temporary: relocating industrial sources so as to spread
out the problem or flushing captured pollutants into the
sewer system here they become water pollutants."

12. Industries may create problems that strain the exist-
ing water, sewage disposal and waste (solid) disposal
facilities of a community. This is a very broad topic and
is directly related to the preceding Concept X, Behav4oral
Objective 11. Water Facilities of a community may become
taxed by an.industry that uses large quanities of water
(a steel mill for example uses 11,000,000 gallons of water
for every 1000 tons of steel produced or about 22,000,000
gallons per day per 2000 tons of steel produced. Twenty
such furnaces may be operated in a single mill.) Industr-
ies that use large amotlits of water may have their own
wells and/or adjacent bodies of water. In the event
neither of these possibilities exist, larger water mains
may have to be installed. Who picks up the cost, the in-
dustry or the community? It may be a combination of both.

Sewage disposal facilities are directly tied to the
water facilities of the (ommunity. Community growth often
corresponds to the types of sewage disposal facilities
available in an area. Primary sewage facilities use the
"settling" technique t at removes the solid residue (sludge)
from sewage as a result of gravity. Cess pools, septic
tanks, and lagoons are examples of primary treatment
facilities. A secondary facility removes the sludge and
then treats it with chemi:als or simply lets natural micro-
organisms render it harmless. Primary and secondary facilities
make sewage harmless from a health and disease standpoint.
Tertiary treatment facilities have been developed as a
resvit of detergents and other difficult-to-remove chemicals
that adversely affect the quality of water to be used by
man, animal and plant life in bodies of water.

Another major problem is the getting rid of solid
wastes produced by both community residents and industries.
The problem has become more severe with each passing year.
In the past a open city dump was adequate for solid wastes,
except it usually became rat infested and created health
problems. Then much solid as incinerated, but this method
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%cont.)

proved unsatisfactory because of air pollution. The
last method of solid waste disposal presently in use
is the land fill. The future of land fills is dubious
because of the various problems they create. Normally
a community's days waste is trucked to the fill site,
dumped and spread out and packed down by a bulldozer.
Then the layer of waste must be covered with six inches
of gravel, clay, and soil. This earth cover is readily
obtainable where the building industries are booming.
The cost of transporting the earth cover where it is
needed is no small matter. Another problem is that items
such as washing machines, stoves, or refrigerators take
a long time to disintegrate and thus sinking land forms
may result in future years. A three foot final earth
cover is required when land fill is completed.

The final and best avenue for waste disposal will
come about when technology is developed that will permit
us to refine and recycle most of our man-made materials.
Attitudes of the public and industry must also change.
We will have to give up some of our luxuries and con-
veniences. We will have to ur,c. recyclable glass rather
than plastics or aluminum containers. Glass can and is
being used to construct roads, the paving material is
culled "glassphalt."

Following is a story which we have titled "MOUNT
TRASHMORE": Du Page County, Illinois has found a sensible
and certainly useful way to dispose of it's trash, including
industrial waste. The county, which is located West of
Chicago, is geographically flat and this of course limits
winter recreational activities. To alleviate the problem,
Du Page County is literally building a mountain of trash.
Each days collection is spread out, pressed and packed,
and covered with clay and gravel which controls decomposition
and unpleasant odors. The hill, when completed, will become
the highest elevation in the county accommodating six tobog-
gan runs and five ski slopes. The garbage filled mountain
has, at this writing, not been formally named but has been
dubbed "Mount Trashmore" by area residents.

The following is a r4sum4 of the readins in "OUR POLLUTED
WORLD" (pages 17 to 27.) The articles denote the import-
ance and man's need for water through his direct and in-
direct use, such as, raising food crops both ple.nt and
animal. It identifies how water is polluted by careless
dumping of nonbiodegradable materials into it. It points
out how specific industries and cities are responsible for
pollution. Steel mills dump hot water used in codling
phases of the steel operation, this causes an increase in
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12. river temperature and kills the fish, which in turn
(cont.) decay and foul the water. Meat packing plants have

been found guilty dumping animal remains directly
into rivers and this results in the formation of poison-
ous gases that bubble up from the river's bottom. The
reading discusses types of sewage treatment facilities,
introduces the concept that cities need to install two
kinds of sewer systems. Storm sewers should be constructedf;,
to carry only rain run-off and not be mixed with the
polluted domestic sewage as is the present case in most
cities. This would assure that rain water would not be
polluted and have to be treated before entering water
tributaries. The article gives evidence that much study
and progress is being made 'in the cleaning up of our
water, but much yet remains to be done. The article
stresses the point that it will cost much for us to
accomplish the goal of clean water, but that it can be
done. It concludes that changes must come and will
come when we have an informed and interested citizenly.

13. Electric power is quickly becoming over
loaded and problems have accelerated with the great demand
for electricity by industry. The following article dis-
cusses possible solutions to those problems and possible
future problems.

The following reading was taken from the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch, December 29, 1970, E. F. Porter, Jr.

NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE SEARCH FOR POWER

"Sun power, moon power, earth power and a hydrogen
bomb stuffed in a bottle may be summoned to meet the
energy demands of a power-hungry society.

"To accommodate the insatiable American appetite for
pitiless illumination and ear-splitting music, for gadgets
that cool, hew.:, freeze, defrost, blend, mend, roast, toast,
wash, dry and open tin cans, the nation's power industry
must double the production of electrical energy every de-
cade. In the future the demand may double every eight
yfars, or even every seven.

'Notwithstanding growing opposition to more power
plants and more high-tension towers, few persons appear
to be willing to endure power shortages, or to cut back
on consumption.
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(cont.)
"fhe strain is greatest on hot summer days. Then

the city dweller sits indoors with the shades drawn, the
lights on, the air conditioner going full blast and the
color television set on--to drown out the air conditioner.

"The effects have been most conspicuous on the East
Coast, where the power companies have had the hardest
time abreast of demand. As they learned last summer,
when they attempted to stretch a limited output to feed
the demand, the voltage drops. Color television sets
go gray, subways grind to a halt and computers in banks
and brokerages get fuzzy-headed and suffer temporary
attacks of amnesia, giving credits (and debits) where no
credit (nor debit) is due. Appliances left plugged in
during a brownout can be ruined when the full voltage
surges back through the lines.

"The problem is double-edged. To meet the rising
demand, the nation will need ah estimated total of 250
new power-generating plants over the next 20 years.
This means more pollution.

"Conventional electrical power plants today rate
second only to the automobile as a source of air pollu-
tion. They generate 25 per cent of all the airborne
particles (fly ashand the like), 25 per cent of all the
nitrogen oxides and half of all the sulfur dioxide.

"Nuclear reactors, which so far account for only a
tiny fraction of the nation's power-producing capacity,
still are considered potentially explosive.

"Both nuclear reactors and conventional steam plants
use vast quantities of cooling water that can raise the
temperature of lakes and streams and unbalance aquatic
ecology.

"Even hydroelectric projects have run into opposition
from environmentalists. Although they cause no direct
pollution of the water or air, they alter natural river
flow, the topography, the environment and perhaps even
the weather. Suitable sites for hydroelectric dams,
furthermore, have nearly run out.
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XII. 13. "In a conventional steam power plant, burning fuel
heats the steam, which drives a turbine, which spins a
generator. Unless the fuel is superclean, like natural
gas, the exhaust from its burning pollutes the air. And
reserves of natural gas, experts estimate, will be ex-
hausted before the end of the century."

Students will study the causes and effects of power
failures in communities. The following information dis-
cusses the great northwest power blackout of 1965 and the
dangers of power blackout.

The Great Northeast Power Blackout of November, 1965.
Contrary to common public belief, the 1965 blackout

was not caused by a shortage of generating capacity.

Electrical relays in the Canadian powerhouse at
Niagara Falls operated in such a manner that power which
had been going north into Canada suddenly was sent south
into the United States. This excess power surged into
New York, Massachusetts and New Jersey. Charles Luce,
utility expert states. . . .

"But then, because Canada was power-deficient,
power surged back from the United States to Canada over
other interconnections. Our generators in the Northeast
couldn't respond quickly enough to this tremendous demand,
and figuratively ttity chugged to a halt. We have since
installed the equipment and made changes necessary to guard
against a recurrence of that disaster."

Dangers of massive power blackouts in cities.

People trapped in subways, elevators.
Airports without power for directing planes safely in at
night.

Hospitals
Food spoilage
Public safety (looting, assault)
Accidents from darkness.

Many companies of course are required by law to have
auxiliary power along with institutions like hospitals,
but how long would this power last in a massive blackout?
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XII. 13.

(cont.) PROJECTED ELECTRIC GENERATION
by SOURCE 1965-2000

Annual average generation
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Sources: Water Resources Council; Bureau of Mines. Department of the interior.
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CONCEPT BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE

NUMBER

XIII. 14. One of the major reasons residents use in fight-
ing against an industry locating in a community is that
the industry creates traffic problems. The problems
that are usually pointed out are such things as traffic
jams, the necessity to put up more stop signs, widening of
roads and more hazardous driving conditions due to the
general increase in traffic. Today people are also
concerned about the additional air and noise pollution
near their homes.

The purpose of activity A is to make the students
aware of the great variety in types and sizes of vehi-
cles by industry. For example the teleohone company
uses many pick-up size trucks and panel trucks. Concrete
mixers, gasoline trucks and finally the medium to large
size semi-trailers are seen on all major highways and
roads. We felt that activity B would make students
aware of the large numbers of vehicles that industry
adds to our highways, roads and streets.

In most cases the size of the vehicle will coincide
with the size of the product the industry makes or the
raw materials the industry needs. For example the
Chrysler plant needs trains or large semi-trailer trans-
port trucks for its product. On the other hand many
chemicals are transported in small vehicles or by air.
(Monsanto is an example) An industry needing large
quantities of oil will bring large tank trucks to the area.

Industries usually agree to help underwrite some of
the expenses in installing stop signs and widening the
road immediately in front of their land site. Sometimes
they hire their own private police to help direct traffic
during the rush peaks. Sometimes they set working hours
in such a way as to help distribute their traffic.

The community may find it necessary to limit industrial
vehicle use of certain streets and roads. This becomes
necessary due to the noise and pollution factors near
hospitals, schools or residential areas. It also becomes
necessary when bridges, roads or streets are not wide enough
to accomodate such vehicles safely. Of course provisions
are made when major construction is taking place, or people
are moving or road construction is taking place. Obviously,
at such times, needed large vehicles would be allowed on
the road or street.
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CONCEPT BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE

NUMBER

XIII. 14. It is impossible to get statistics pinpointed
(cont.) directly to numbers of acc4d. *s due to an industrial

location. In spite of thi! .dit that students could
benefit from a positive encounter with police and there-
fore included activity E. We also felt that local police
could state expert opinion on such accidents out of their
own personal experience.

XIV. 15. The following summary discusses what happens when a
crucial industry leaves town or declines in business.

City: Seattle, Washington

Industry: Boeing Company

Type of Industry: Aircraft manufacturing (jumbo-jet 747)
and aerospace.

Importance of company to city in terms of employment:
During peak year-101,500 or
1 out of 12 people in Seattle.

Effect of hard times on Boeing: Employment cut from 101,500
to 25,000-forced to sell a plant, close
another, auction off surplus equipment,
consolidate assembly lines, cut production.

Problems of unemployment for former Boeing engineer:
New engineering jobs hard to find.
Difficult to adjust to lower budget.
Expensive houses.

How the Boeing decline hurt Seattle's total economy:

Unemployment compensation services increased many times.
Many unemployed moved out of Seattle.
City government forced to cut expenditures for city
programs and employees.
Schools-budgets cut drastically.
Automobiles sales agencies "losing their shirts." - typical
of many consumer retail agencies.
Housing-apartments become vacant-homes difficult to sell.
People who are working are afraid to spend too much money
because of uncertainty (just like depression) which causes
a chain reaction of more business slumps and more unemployment.
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INSTRUCTIONAL SEQUENCE

(Note to Teachers) - Activities marked with an asterick (*) are highly
recommended. The numerals preceeding each activity
refer to the related concept and behavioral objec-
tive (e.g., IV-5 refers to Concept IV, Behavioral
Objective 5).

Topic: Industries Consider Certail Important Factors before Locating
in a Community

Time: Maximum two weeks

Sub-topic: Capital and Profit Making

Suggestion to teacher: If you know someone who is a stock broker and willing
to speak to a class about the need for capital invest-
ment and making a profit in a capitalistic society,
you could add this as an activity for Concept I,
Behavioral Objective 1.

*I-1 Activity A - Have the students make a list of their personal assets
and place a dollar value on each asset. The student
will total these assets.

Note to teacher - 1. Before assigning the activity explain
the term."assets."Explain that personal
assets are analagous to capital assets
in a business.

2. The students should list such things as
clothing, bicycle, money in a piggy bank.
The teacher may want to give the students
one or two of these examples in order to
get the students started on the assignment.

*I-1 Activity B- Have the students read hypothetical facts for two industries.
After reading the facts have them determine whether or not
each industry had a profit or suffered a loss.

Note to teacher - 1. Explain the terms capital investment
and profit. (see background information
pages 15-46)

2. Give each student a copy of the hypothetical
facts. (see form #1, p. 122)

3. After students have completed each problem
have them write approximately 25 words or
discuss reasons why one industry
is likely to stay in business while the
other may close down and resell the property
and machines.

4. See Data Sheets with answers on follow-
ing two pages.
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Form 18
Answer Key

Note: When assets equal liabilities the business breaks even.
When assets exceed liabilities the business has made a profit.
When lia517iceedaregreater than) assets the business has
suffered a loss.

1. Total the assets and liabilities for Company A for the month of
December.

2. Complete the chart for Company A for the year and total all assets
and liabilities.

Company A
ASSETS LIABILITIES

$44,300 sales

wages $25,000
electric 5,000
water 500
gas 2,000
materials 5,400
freight 600
taxes 5,000

$43,500

1. Total the assets and liabilities for Company B for the month of
December.

2. Complete the chart for Company B for the year and total all assets
and liabilities.

Company B
ASSETS LIABILITIES

$56,450 sales

salaries $33,000
electric 6,000
water 600
gas 3,000
raw materials 7,000
transportation 700
transportation 900
taxes 6,500

$57,700

Teacher note: things like patents, land, machinery, and buildings can be
pointed out to be assets.
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Form 1C
Answer Key

COMPANY A

Assets Liabilities

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.
APR.

MAY
JUN.

JUL.

AUG.
SEP.

OCT.

NOV.

DEC.

Total

45,500
45,300
43,100
43,600
44,400
44,800
46,700
45,900
42,050
41,200
43,900
44,300

46,200
46,700
44,050
41,100
41,300
42,600
44,600
43,700
42,100
41,800
43,850
43,500

$530,750

Assets

$521,500

Liabilities

JAN. 55,200 57,900
FEB. 54,500 55,800
MAR. 55,900 55,500
APR. 56,750 54,600
MAY 57,200 55,100
JUN. 56,500 56,400
JUL. 55,250 55,700
AUG. 55,100 55,750
SEP. 53,800 55,650
OCT. 52,550 56,400
NOV. 53,600 56,200
DEC. 56,450 57,700

Total $662,800 $672,700
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I-1 Activity C - Students may play a game of monopoly.

Note to teacher - 1. If this game is not available in your
school, you may ask students to bring
one in, or order a game through you school
budget. These games are available in all
major department stores.

2. Playing this game may help some students
better understand capital investment and
profit making.

*I-I Activity D - Students will read an excerpt from a St. Louis Post-Dispatch
story on the Soviet Union under Leonid Brezhev. They will
analyze the article from the viewpoint of profit making and
capital investment, perhaps jot down their ideas, and be
prepared to discuss in class.

Note to teacher - 1. The teacher will find the article in
the student data sheets (form #2),
and run off copies for students.

2. In discussion, students should conclude
that production is dropping in the Soviet
Union because incentives are taken away
from the producer and the worker by not
offering a share of the profits. Profit
making is therefore a major factor in
production output and the Soviet Union
is considering adopting some capitalistic
practices on a limited basis. Is it
possible that communism is hanging itself?

Sub-topic: Appropriate Land for Industa

*II-2 Activity A - From a selected group of pictures or slides have students
analyze why an industry would or would not use that land.

Note to teacher - 1. Teacher may obtain example pictures of
various land forms (i.e. low lying bottom
land, deserts, swamps, mountain ranges
and discuss them with the students so they
will know what to look for).

2. Students may get their own pictures from
newspapers and magazines.

3. Teacher should bring pictures or magazines
to class for students who will inevitably
forget their materials.

4. Slides of various land forms are available
at the EEE Office if you wish to use these
in lieu of magazines. On the following
page you will find a synopsis of slides.
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Slide Synopsis

1. Mountains and cattleland in Wyoming.

2. Alaska: Ice fields with mountains in background

3. Erie Canal, New York

4. Three forks converge in Montana to form the Missouri River

5. Sand dunes with the San Andres Mountains; California, in the background

6. Shark River in the Florida Everglades

7. Vancouver

8. British Columbia

9. Farmland in Southwest Wisconsin

10. Hoover Dam, Arizona and Lake Mead

11. Topography of Missouri

12. San Francisco Bay

13. Strip Mining

14. Virgin Islands

15. Dry hills of desert in Southern California

16. Columbia River Basin, Washington

17. Sand dunes near coast 7 miles below Tel Aviv, Israel

18. Canadian rugged terrain

19. Rolling hills surrounding St. Lawrence River, Quebec

20. Vacation land, U.S.A.

21. Steel mill plant in Gary, Indiana

22. Steel mill plant in Gary, Indiana

23. Air pollution from steel mill

24. Power lines

25. Power lines, railroads

26. Railroads

27. Transportation: rail and water



5. After the students have viewed the slides
or obtained their picture they will in

writing or general class discussion, state
why the land is suitable or not suitable
for industry to locate on it.

*II-2 Activity B Have students study a physical map.

Note to teacher - 1. Familiarize the students with land
surface information that can be read
from a physical map. Examples are
hills, low flood areas, streams or
rivers, natural drainage.

2. You may use a physical wall map of
the county, state or nation that
your social studies or science
department will make available to you.

3. Have students suggest land surface
features they think would be bene-
ficial for building a large factory
building.

4. Have class discuss the feasibility
of each suggestion as it is made.

*11-2 Activity C - Students will assess the school grounds to see if the
land could be made suitable for locating a slaughter
house meat packing plant on it.

Note to teacher - 1. Data sheet (form #3) is provided
in the student data sheets. The
data sheet explains the assignment
to the teacher and the student.

2. The teacher will come across several
activities in this unit that use the
school grounds as a hypothetical setting
for a slaughter house meat packing
industry.

11-2 Activity D - Have students do a contour model map of your school grounds.

Note to teacher - 1. This activity is suggested for average
to slow students.

2. When map has been competed have students
orally or in writing determine its feasi-
bility for building a large factory build-
ing on it.

11-2 Activity E - Have students do a model contour map that illustrates the
studen6 ideas of the best possible land form on which to
build an industry.

Note to teacher - 1. Activity E is suggested for above average
students.
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2. After activity has been completed have each
student hand in two or three written
paragraphs justifying the ideas he
illustrated on his contour map.

3. Contour maps may be done with colored
pencils illustrating flat areas and
shading to illustrate height. Water and

possibly vegetation could be illustrated
also.

4. You may want to challenge the student's
creativity by having the student use
other materials L.; construct a contour
model map, for example, cardboard or
plywood on which the student molds clay,
plaster of paris, or paper mach( -
Remember art teachers are helpful to
students and other teachers when involved
in a project of this nature.

*II-2 Activity F - Have students read a hypothetical story. After reading the
story the students will discuss whether or not the owner of
the property will sell it to an industry.

Note to teacher - 1. The story to be handed olit to each
student will be found in the student
data sheets (form #4). The major
point of discussion is at the end of
the story.

2. You may discuss it orally or have the
students write their ideas and turn
them in.

3. The hypothetical story is based on
real facts of a case in St. Louis
County. As of this writing the farmer
was offered two million dollars and a
farm in Illinois to be purchased for
him by the company wishing to buy. The

offer was turned down for these reasons:
A) This is where he was born and raised
B) He would not know what to do with
that much money and he had all the
things in life he needed or wanted on
this farm. C) He had a need to work
the ground, be close to nature, yet
another farm would not be the same as
the "home place."

4. This story will give you an opportunity
to point out the difference in values
among individuals.



Sub-topic Transportation Needs of Industry

*111-3 Activity A - The students will choose an industry located in Metro-
St. Louis and determine the specific transportation needs
of that industry in terms of obtaining its raw materials
and shipping its products to market.

Note to teacher - 1. Before making the assignment the
teacher should help the students
through discussion identify various
industries in the area. The phone
book may be used as a source.

2. The students can be instructed to use
reference books to determine the raw
materials and products of that industry
and the kinds of transportation used.

3. Ralston Purina might be used as an
example industry. River Barges and
traim may bring in raw materials.
Trains and trucks may distribute
finished product.

4. The student will report their findings
to class for general information and
discussion.

*111-3 Activity B - The students will do a comparative study of types of
transportation (river barges, trains, airplanes, trucks)
and determine their suitability in terms of cost, speed,
kinds of goods carried, size and weight of goods carried,
perishable as opposed to nonperishable goods handled.
The information obtained will be compiled in chart form.

Note to teacher - 1. Run off copies of data sheet (form #5).

2. Show film Development of Trans ortation
(BW - 11 m nutes , ava lable from
County A V.

3. Briefly discuss the factors in question
with the class before making the assignment.

4. The activity may be either done in groups
or assigned as an individual project.

5. To obtain pertinent information the
students will need to contact various
transportation agencies. You might have
the students write to the Interstate
Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C.
for this information.



*111-3 Activity C Have students research the history of transportation by
sketching models or clipping pictures from magazines
and newspapers.

Note to teacher - 1. Explain that types of transportation
have changed over the years: that as
it has changed so have changes occurred
in industrial locations. Example -
after the railroad was invented some
industries found it possible to locate
farther away from rivers since they
would no longer have to be dependent
on barges to bring them raw materials.

2. Student pictures should include examples
of the following: Pack horse, horse
wagon, trains, poled or paddled boats
and barges, sail boats, trucks,
airplanes, steam, boats, diesel ships,
nuclear ships, wood burning-coal burning -

diesel burning-electric trains, propellor
or jet air planes.

3. Have students mount sketches or pictures
and at the bottom of the picture indicate:
(a) example of type of industry that used
that transportation, (b) the energy source
for that type of transportation - human,
woodlcoal, gas, oil, water (steam), nuclear.

Sub-topic Transportation Needs of Industry

*111-4 Activity A - Have students read: The Dennison Manufacturing Company
1844 to 1865. Have the students list chronologically
the changes and the need for changes in the types of
transportation used by the company.

Note to teacher - 1. Run off copies of Form #6 (starting on
page 129.

2. The book Individual Enterprise and
National Growth which contains the
above excerpt is available at West
Junior High. Each school is encouraged
to obtain a copy if at all possible.
Excellent background information on
development of large industry.

3. This activity reinforces Concept I and
Behavioral Objective 1.

4. The reading dee.- with types of and speed
of transportation used by this company and
its success bEcause it recognized the
importance of changing modes of transportation.
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5, You should stress the idea that
speedier transportation afforded
larger markets at reduced costs -
accessibility of both raw materials
and markets for the finished products.

*111-4 Activity B - Have students hypothesize about future types of industry,
the types of transportation used by these industries, and
the consequences of these developments. What will be the

most feasible types of transportation in the future?

Note to teacher - 1. Show film Industry of the Futur-
(28 minutes) available from County A V.

2. Class discussion could center around
depletion of raw materials versus man-
made materials that will replace the
former. Industry of the future may be
concerned with recycling of used
materials, rather than natural raw
materials.

*111-4 Activity C - have students build models of various types of transpor-
tation and associate it with a particular type of industry
that will use it in terms of the raw materials needed and
how the manufactured products will be shipped to market.

Note to teacher - 1. Use steel industry as an example,
River barges deliver iron ore to plant
site where it is processed into steel
that is sent to market via river barges
or railroads.
Refer to background material.

2. Make a class display of the chosen in-
dustry by pictures and words, the model
of transportation carrying the needed
raw material and/or the finished product
which is to be sent to market.

3. Good activity for slow learners.

*111-4 Activity D - Hypothetical Problem - You are a civil engineer and your

company has assigned you to survey the proposed location

of a new Slaughter House Meat Packing plant in terms of

transportation facilities. Assume that the plant is to

be located on your school grounds in place of the school

building. Assess your school area to see if needed or
necessary modes of transportation are available or feasible

for obtaining resources (cattle, hogs, sheep, etc.) and

transporting the processed product to market, Also consider

the handling of employee traffic. Your survey should be
submitted in the form of a report under the headings:

Roads, Railroads, Water and Air transportation indicating whether
they are feasible, adequate, or inadequate.



Note to teacher - 1. Run off copies of the Hypothetical
Problem, (form #7) to be handed out
to the students.

2. Students doing the activity should
include some of the following ideas
in their report:

(a). Roads - Report on the roads
immediately surrounding the
school site. Are they wide
enough to accomodate large
trucks? Do immediate roads
connect with major road arteries
(state and interstate highways),
i.e. Interstate 70 and 244 or 44-66?

(b). Railroads - Are there rail lines
close by? Would it be possible
to connect the proposed industrial
site by spur rails to the main
railroad trunks?

(c) Water - Are there rivers nearby
large enough to carry barges that
could be used to transport re-
sources and products? (i.e.
Missouri or Mississippi Rivers.)

(d). Air - Is the industry close to
major airports? Can the air
traffic handle the type of re-
source and prouuct that the
company produces - is this idea
at all feasible? (i.e. Spirit of
St. Louis Airport, Lambert Field.)

Sub-topic Use of Available Energy Sources

*IV-5 Activity A - Using a Standard Reference have students find out theprimary energy needs and material needs of a steel milland have them explain orally or in writing, why a steelmill is not likely to locate in Metro-St. Louis.

Note to teacher - 1. When making the assignment you might
pose the question: Do steel mills in
fact exist in this area - if so, why?

2. You and the students might consider the
Peabody Coal from Illinois that cannot
be burned in St. Louis - why?

3. Refer to background information and note
that coal with high sulfur content can-
not be used in the St. Louis area.
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*IV-5 Activity B - Have students analyze a graph that shows various energy
sources as they have decreased or increased in use during
this century.

Note to teacher - 1. Make an overhead transparency of
graph paper. Use the transparency
in giving students directions on
how to prepare the graph.

2. Run off copies of graph paper to -
hand out to students, (form #8).

3. From the ordered sets of charts
accompanied by the booklet Energy
and Economic Growth, use chart 5
accompanying the booklet (see page 2)
for this activity. Read: The
Changing Picture of Energy Use.

4. From the above chart identify dif-
ferent natural sources of energy.
Have the students observe the changes
in types of energy sources that have
occured in this century.

5. Have students suggest how the availa-
bility of these energy sources may
affect an industry locating in a
particular area.

6. Have students prepare.a bar graph based
on chart 5 to see if students really
understand and interpret the chart in
terms of changing types of energy and
their use in this century. See sample

graphs on pages 66 and 67.

*IV-5 Activity C Have the students make a survey of their homes to determine
the various sources of energy used by them in their daily
lives.

Note to teacher - 1. Examples might be: Natural or Propane
gas, oil, wood, coal, gasoline, motor
oil, kerosene, fats or wax in candles,
coke, electricity.

2. The students will turn in a written list
of these energy sources that may be com-
pared with classmate lists to determine
what energy sources are most widely used
in the area.
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3. The activity should make the students
aware of their major ..:ergy sources.

4. The students should be able to identify
minor of energy, such as,

lighter fluids, butane gas, candles.

*IV-5 Activity D - Have students determine what types of energy would be suited
for use in a Slaughter House Meat Packing plant that is to
be located on the school grounds.

Note to teacher - 1. Explain the difference between primary
and secondary energy sources. Refer
to background information page 26 - IV-5.

2. Have students read: The Changing Picture
of Energy Use in the booklet Energy and
Economic Growth.

3. Run off copies of data sheet for each
student, see (form #9).

4. See data sheet with answers and explana-
tions for suggested answers on the
following three pages.
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Form #9

Answer Key

USE OF AVAILABLE ENERGY SOURCES

1. List 4 types of natural (primary) energy sources.

water

coal

gas

oil

2. Name the main kind of secondary energy used by industry today.

electric

3. List 4 facts about primary and/or secondary sources of energy an
industry would consider before locating in a given area.

continued availability (will local source of energy
be used up)

efficiency (does coal heat more effectively
than oil for the industry's needs)

cost (which source can the industry
buy more cheaply)

convenience (is gas cleaner than oil or
electric)

transportation

4. Which of the energy or energies do you think a slaughter house meat

packing plant on your school grounds would select?

(is coal easier to handle for
the industry than oil or gas)

5. Based on the facts you listed for #3, justify in about 50 words your

answer to the above question.



*Suggestion to the teacher: If you know a lawyer, or someone who is elected
to a city or county government office or employed by them, you may want to
have such a person in to talk with your class. This is merely a suggestion
because we do not have a name to offer you at this time.

Sub-topic: Zoning _Laws, Building Codes, and Tax Structure in the Community.

*V-6 Activity A - Have students choose one of the following topics: Zoning
Laws, Building Codes or Tax Rates Personal and Real. The
student will find out how the average citizen goes about
getting information he may need on these topics. The
student will report this information to the class.

Note to teacher - 1. Explain that incorporated cities as
well as the county government have
different zoning laws and building
codes. They may be similar but generally
will not be exactly alike.

2. The average citizen usually goes to the
city hall or the county court house as
the case may be. At the court house he
will want directions to the county zoning
board in order to find out existing zoning
on a specific piece of property.

3. Building codes will not be found in one
single place, for example there are
building material requirements, plumbing
and electrical requirements, and design
requirements as well as others and these
will be found in different county departments.

4. By calling the St. Louis County Court House
you can get a copy of the St. Louis County
Charter which will tell and show you the
different governmental departments in the
county government.

5. The basis for tax structure is laid in the
Missouri Constitution. However county and
local governments set many tax rates that
affect the specific location of an industry.
For these tax rates (personal and real
property taxes) again a citizen would have
to call or go to a city hall or the tax
equalization board in St. Louis County.

6. All St. Louis County laws can of course
be researched at the County Court House
in Clayton.
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*V-6 Activity B - Teachers should present a short lecture on (a)zoning laws,

(b) building codes, and (c) tax structure.

Note to teacher - 1. The lecture should be very short
(approximately ten minutes) and should
provide students with basic information

on zoning laws, building codes, and

tax structure.

2. Illustrations and examples of the preced-

ing should be given in class.

3. Teacher may consider using transparencies

or slides to illustrate the concept.

(form #10)

4. The lecture outline is given in teacher

background. (Starting on page 26)

V-6 Activity C Have the students interview ilJir parents and list the kinds

of taxes home owners pay. Also have them choose a person in

industry and interview this rerson to find out what taxes

industries pay.

Note to teacher - 1. Explain that industries pay taxes just
as home owners do. Since industries

must make a vofit to stay in business

they must obviously be concerned with

kinds of taxes and rates before locating

in a given area.

2. See data sheet on the following pages
and form 11 to run off for students.

V-6 Activity D - The students will speculate c.s. the possibility of building a

slaughter house meat packing plant on the school grounds based

on their knowledge of zoning laws gained from the lecture.

They will also speculate on building materials they think

could be legally used in this area. Finally they will estimace

the amount of personal and real property taxes they think

such an industry would pay.

Note to teacher - 1. Prepare handouts for students to do this

activity. (see form #12)

2. See suggested answers on data sheet on

following pages.

3. You may suggest that the students observe
building materials in their school for

ideas in completing the data sheet.
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V-6

Form # 11

Answer Key

HOME OWNERS INDUSTRIES

Types of Taxes Types of Taxes

personal property

real estate

sales

income

personal property
(machines, tools, products on hand)

real estate
(buildings and land)

excise tax
(passed on to consumer in
price of product that in-
dustry pays to the federal
government for each part
they manufacture)

corporate income tax
(tax paid on income before
it goes to stockholders)

To Teacher - These are some of the taxes students will probably come
up with - be sure they learn about the real and personal
property tax because these are the most important to
industry when they choose a place to locate a factory.
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Form # 12

Answer Key

V-6

1. Do you think St. Louis County has this property presently zoned
for possible industrial use or would St. Louis County consider
changing it to industrial zoning?

no

2. In 25 words tell why or why not?

citizens would fight it due to smell, and other pollution

problems such as water, sewage, and waste disposal

3. List several types of building materials that you think building
codes would allow such an industry to use. In one phrase or sentence
state why you think that building material would be allowed.

brick - fire-prevention

concrete blocks, concrete floors

wood pens as opposed to metal pens

grave or tar roofs

Main reason given for materials should be fire prevention,

aesthetics and sanitation

4. Estimate the amount of taxes you think this industry would pay.

A) Personal Property Tax

B) Real Estate Tax
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Topic: Industries Benefit Communities.

Time: One week

Sub-topic: Employment and Career Opportunities.

*VI-7 Activity A - The instructor should make arrangements with the counsel-
ing office to administer the Kuder Interest Test and discuss
with students opportunities in careers Qs.,,.! occupations.

Note to teacher - 1. The test is a fairly accurate method
of determining where an individual's
interest lies in terms of possible
future occupations.

2. The test of course does not measure
ability necessary to go into that
occupation, only ^ompatibility with
the individual's interests.

3. Have counselor discuss with students
where information is aviilable about
occupations and caree$,.

4. A question-answer session should follow
the presentation.

VI-7 Activity B - Have each student choose an industry and chart jobs avail-
able in that industry. (professional, semi-professional,
skilled, semi-skilled, non-skilled) Students should utilize
facilities such as the school counseling offices, public
employment office, libraries and par" -"c who work in industry.

Note to teacher - 1. A data shee .0 examples is available.
(form #13)

2. Teachers should realize that there may
be some difference of opinion as to
what constitutes skilled and semi-skilled,
etc.

VI-7 Activity C - Students will prepare a line graph on one occupation
(example: Engineering: show how demands for that
occupation have gone up or down during a set period of
time.)

*VI-7 Activity D - Have each student complete an information form on an occupa-
tion he or she would like to enter.

Note to teacher - 1. Run off copies of Occupation Information.
(form #14 a & b)

2. If the Kuder Test was administered this
is an excellent follow up activity.
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3. The source of this information can
be obtained from the counseling office
Source books are
(a) Encyclopedia of Careers and

Vocational Guidance
(b) Chronicle Occupation Briefs

4. Students may wish to discuss some of
their findings as relates to various
topics on the information form.

5. Will the students be able to locate
in Metro-St. Louis on basis of oc-
cupations they have chosen?

V1-7 Activity E - Have the student interview someone in the occupation that

he or she is interested in pursuing.

Note to teacher - 1. First have the student select a
specific occupation.

2. Secondly have the student develop
ten or twelve good questions to ask
on an interview.

3. Using these questions have students
interview someone in that occupation.

4. You may want to put these together in

booklet form that would be available
to other students in the class to
read as a way of familiarizing all
students with as much career information
as possible.

VI -7 Activity F - Students will research the possible effects of automation

on jobs of the future and write a one-page paper on the

topic.

Note to teacher - 1. Students should list their sources.

2. See teacher background information.

3. This topic would be excellent for

class discussion because of its
controversial nature.

VI -7 Activity G - The four day work week is a much discussed and very con-

troversial issue today. Students should research the

four day week and write a one-page report on the positive

and negative aspects of the foyr day week on industry and

how it will effect the individual worker and his family.
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Note to teacher - 1. Students should list their sources.

2. See teacher background information.

3. The four day week issue could be an
excellent and certainly controversial
class discussion topic.

*VI-7 Activity H - The instructor will discuss w (1 the students

1. How to find a job.

2. How to fill out an application.

3. How to conduct themselves at an interview.
Students can then be divided into groups for a
mock interview presentation.

Note to teacher - 1. An outlined lesson plan can be found
in teacher background.

2. The application form that students
can fill out prior to their mock
interview is in the student data
sheets (form #15).

VI-7 Activity I - Guest Speaker

Note to teacher - 1. Mr. Brexler is an expert in an on-the-
job safety program (public and hospital
safety) sponsored by the federal govern-
ment. His job at the present time is
based at St. John's Mercy Hospital,
Ballas Road, Town and Country.

2. He can be contacted through Mr. Palette
in the Community Relations Office at the
hospital.

VI-7 Activity J - Field Trin. (South County Technical School or any other
technical or vocational school)
After returning from the field trip, the teacher and
counselor should discuss the requirements for admission
and graduation, benefits, job assistance, and curriculum.

*VII-8 Activity A - Students will work several tax problems to determine the
amount of taxes paid by various priced homes. Students
will also work several problems to determine the amount of
taxes paid by various sized industries. From these problems
students will draw conclusions about industries' tax contri-butions to the community.

Note to teacher - 1. Prepare handouts for students.
Form #16, Form i17, and Form *18.
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2. Explain that the tax formula is
established by law as well as the
tax rate. The county assessor
examines the property and records
its real value. (Real value means
the amount of money the land and
buildings on it could be sold for
if the owner in fact sold.) The
assessor will then divide that
amount by one third. For each $100
of that amount you pay a certain
number of dollars worth of taxes.
(i.e. the tax rate - in Parkway
the total property taxes are for
most people nearly $8.00 per $100
of assessed valuation. To keep
the problems simple mathematically,
the problems are based on this tax
rate.) Use home taxes form #16

3. Form #17 is designed to help students
understand that industries are a
major part of tax structure and
should be used next.

4. Form #18 should now be used. It

is designed to help the students
compare taxes produced from land
used for homes to land used for
building industry.

5. See following 3 pages for more
information.
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INDUSTRIAL TAXES HELP COMMUNITY

Form #16

Answer Key

Real property tax problems for homes.

We pay taxes on 1/3 of the amount of money we actually paid for our
homes. Tax rates will vary from one incorporated town to another.
They will also vary from one school district, fire district and other
districts in which you may live. Included in the tax rate
are tax dollars that go to Sr.. Louis County Government and the State
of Missouri. All residents co; the Parkway School District pay tax
rates between $7 and $8 per hundred dollars assessed valuation.
In this exercise we will use the following tax rate: $8 per $300
assessed valuation

1. Real value of home; $21,000
1/3rd of $21,000 equals $7,000
$7,000 divided by $100 equals 70
70 times $8 equals $560.

2. Real value of home; $36,000
1/3rd of $36,000 equals $12,000
$12,000 divided by $100 equals 120
120 times $8 equals $960.

3. Real value of home; $42,000
1/3rd of $42,000 equals $14,000
$14,000 divided by $100 equals 140
140 times $8 equals, $1,120.

4. Real value of home; $48,000
1/3rd of $48,000 equals $16,000
$16,000 divided by $100 equals 160
160 times $8 equals $1,280.

5. Real value of home; $60,000
1/3rd of $60,000 equals $20,000
$20,000 divided by $100 equals 200
200 times $8 equals $1,600.
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Form #17

Answer Key

INDUSTRIAL TAXES HELP COMMUNITY

Real property tax problems for industries.

Real property tax for industries is figured on the same formula as

used for homes. However the real value of land containing industrial

buildings in much higher than the real val'.ie of land containing homes.

1. Real value $6,000,000
1/3rd of $6,000,000 equals $2,000,000
$2,000,000 divided by $100 equals 20,000
20,000 times $8 equals $160,000.

2. Real value $9,000,000
1/3rd of $9,000,000 equals $3,000,000
$3,000,000 divided by $100 equals 30,000 ('

30,000 times $8 equals $240,000.

3. Real value $15,000,000
1/3rd of $15,000,000 equals $5,000,000

$5,000,000 divided by $100 equals 50,000

50,000 times $8 equals $400,000.

4. Real value $30,000,000
1/3rd of $30,000,000 equals $10,000,000
$10,000,000 divided by $100 equals 100,000
100,000 times $8 equals $800,000.

5. Real value $48,000,000
1/3rd of $48,000,000 equals $16,000,000
$16,000,000 divided by $100 equals 160,000
160,000 times $8 equals $1,280,000.

example Ramsey Corp.

example Western Electric

example West County
Shopping Center

example Chrysler Corporation
plant on highway 66

Note to teacher - These are example industries comparable to amounts

in problems of industries located in or near the Parkway School District.

You might point out that Parkway receives no taxes from an industry unless

it is actually located in the Parkway District.



Form #18

Answer Key

INDUSTRIAL TAXES HELP COMMUNITY

Company A is located on 25 acres. Its value is approximately $6,000,000.
As you know from working tax problem 1 (Form #17) on industries, this 25 acres
with industry built on it is bringing in approximately $160,0u0 in real
estate taxes each year.

On 25 acres approximately 75 homes could be built. This is approximattly
3 homes per acre and the average in the Parkway School District. Assume
these 75 homes would each have an approximate value of $30,000. Figure
how much taxes the same 25 acres would produce in taxes if homes were
built there instead of an industry.

75 times $30,000 equals $2,250,000
1 / "rd of $2,250,000 equals 750,000

750,000 divided by $100 equals 7,500
7,500 times $8 equals $60,000.

(Industry therefore brings in approximately $100,000 more than homes.)

Work the problem assuming $40,000 homes were built on the 25 acres.

75 times $40,000 equals $3,000,000
1/3rd of $3,000,000 equals $1,000,000
$1,000,000 divided by $100 equals 10,000
10,000 times $8 equals $80,000.

In this case the industry brings in $80,000 more than the homes.

List at least 5 community facilities benefited by these industrial taxes.
(example County Library)

Note to teacher - Apartments built on the same land would bring in more tax
dollars than homes, but not as much as industry. Land is valued higher when
apartments are built on it than when the land is used for individual homes.
A second reason is that there are more buildings on the land thus giving it
an even greater value. It might be noted that industries as such do not
produce any children and statistics show that apartments produce fewer children
than homes.



vII -8 Activity B - Students will compare the tax rate of three St. Louis
County school districts (Clayton, Parkway, and Valley
Park) and discuss why differences exist.

Note to teacher - 1. A student data sheet listing the
districts and their tax rates is
in the student data sheets (form #19).

2. The teacher should pass the data
sheet out to student groups, have
them write why they think taxes
are higher or lower or moderate,
and then discuss their answers.
(Groups of 4 or 5 would be recommended) _

3. Taxes in Clayton, of course, are
lower (lowest in St. Louis County)
because property value is high and
there is a tremendous amount of
industry (retail and administration)
in this city. Valley Park has
moderate taxes because there is
little industry, property values
are low, and the residents are
simply unable to pay extremely
high taxes. Parkway has high taxes
because of little industry, mostly
residential, perpetual growth, and
a demand for good education acilities.

Topic: Industries May Create Problems for the Community.

Time: 3 weeks.

Sub-topic: Disruption of Environmental Processes.

*VIII-9 Activity A - Introduce with film, "Cry of the Marsh." (12 minutes -

Color - county A. V.)

Note to teacher -1. The concept that industry disrupts the
environmental processes within a com-
munity is very well illustrated in the
film which relates events when the water;
in a wildlife supporting marsh is draine
and the land is converted for industrial
use.

2. Students might be asked to prepare a
before and an after contrast list.



*Activity B - Have students take field trip to the Parkway 98 acre

Area (on Hanna Road about one mile south of Manchester

Road - Highway 100) to study a land site that has not

been built on by a subdivision or industry. An Environ-

mental Interpretation Center Trail Guide should be

ordered from the EEE Office for each student prior to

taking the field trip.

Note to teacher - 1. (a) We strongly urge that this
field trip be taken.

(b) Run off copies of data sheets maps
for the field trip. Form #20 A, B, C.

2. The students will write or draw in
on map 2 the location of specific ele-
ments observed in the natural environ-
ment: a stream, pond, meadow, bird
nest, animal niche, trees by name,
wooded areas, grass areas, animal tracks,
etc.

3. The purpose of the field trip is to
have students become aware of the
environmental disruptions that may
occur if an industry should locate here.

4. The student should also be able to
identify and plot on map 1 specific
environmental disruptions caused by
man to date. Examples: cleared ground,
burned over woods, plowed cropland,
bare ground paths.

5. As a follow up of this activity the
students might like to enlarge the map
(using an opaque projector) and compile
their observations as a class on this
map.

6. Students will locate and plot on map 2
an ideal building site for an industry.
The students will have to defend the
industry and the site the industry was
to be built on.
(Applies to concept II, behavioral
objective 2.)

7. After the field trip you may wish to
use 6 topography slides of the 98 acres
as an aid to discussion. These slides
are available at the EEE Office. You

will find an outline of the slides on
the following page. (Call 434-8412,

ex. 79)

*Activity C - Students should assess, the school grounds from the point
of view of environmental disruptions that can be noted as
a result of the school plant having been built there.



Topography Slides of the 98 Acres

Slide 1. Contour of the land and access roads. The blue denotes flood
plains.
Would an industry have ample transportation for it's activities?

Slide 2. Contour of the land.

Where on the 98 acres would you build an industry?
Would it be suitable for a slaughterhouse operation" Any other

type of industry?

Slide 3. Surrounding subdivisions.

Would an industry be able to get necessary zoning laws passed?
Meat processing? Any other types of industry?

Slide 4. Creek and pond. (water on the 98 acres)

Do you think there are ample supplies of water for industry?
Slaughterhouse? Other types of industry?

Slide 5. Fish Pot Creek.

What type of pollution would different industries create? How

would pollution of the creek and its tributaries affect the
over all community?

Slide 6. Flood plain and tributaries.

(use same Question' as in Slide 5)

..
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Note to teacher - 1. A data sheet (form #21) is provided

in the appendix for the student survey.

2. The teacher should point out to the

student that they should view the

school grounds as it looks now and at-

tempt to picture in their minds what

the area may have looked like before

the school was established there. Then,

they write down what changes or environ-

mental disruptions ossibl took place

(e.g. trees cut down to ma e room for

construction force small animals and

birds to leave for another location.

This is an environmental disruption.)

Activity D - Based on data sheet from activity C have students suggest

ways that a slaughter house packing plant might disrupt

the environmental processes even more than the school

plant already has.

Note to teacher - 1. Additional environmental disruptions

resulting from the slaughter house

might be noise which scares away birds,

animals holding pens become bare grounds,

water run off may cause erosion or

pollute nearby pond or stream, smoke

might kill off the trees, traffic snarls,

large paved area for roads and parking

lot, odors.

Activity E - Students may interview their grandparents or any other

senior citizen they know and interview them (and bring

old pictures if possible) ;omparing environmental processes

today with those of the past. For example, the student

might ask his grandparents to tell him about the land

several years ago before industry was located there.

Note to teacher - 1. Students could use a written interview

or cassette.

Sub-topic Industry May Create Aesthetic Problems

*IX-10 Activity A - Take a field trip to a nearby industry and observe:

(a) Architec*Jre

(b) Landscaping

(c) Paved areas

(d) Other unique features.



Note to teacher - 1. Run off copies of data sheet (Form
#22 A and B).

2. Read over the data sheet and become
familiar with the types of information
the student is expected to obtain.
You may wish to tie concepts of cost
and/or appropriateness of acquiring
the land for this particular industry.

3. This may be done as a class or assigned
to the individual student to do as an
outside-of-class project.

IX-10 Activity B - Have students sketch industries and the surrounding grounds
and present the sketches in poster form. The poster is to
show an industry that did a good job aesthetically and an
industry that did a poor job aesthetically.

OR

Have the students do a comparative study via their own
snapshot photographs (polaroid cameras are best as they
supply instant pictures) mounted and brought to class.
The study should show one factory the students believe
did an excellent job aesthetically and one factory the
students believe did a poor job aesthetically.

Note to teacher - 1. Magazine pictures could be substituted.

2. As this is a value oriented activity,
you and the students will have to
establish the criteria of what is
aesthetic as opposed to what is un-
aesthetic.

Sub-topic Industry May Cate Aesthetic Problems

IX-10 Activity C - Have students design a factory building including the
landscaping for the building.

Note to teacher - 1. This is an activity for very bright
students. Perhaps some student is
thinking in terms of Architecture or
landscaping as a career a I would enjoy
an activity of this nature.

2. Any student choosing this activity
should pay particular attention to
aesthetics in his building design and
landscaping.



*IX-10 Activity D Have a guest speaker on landscaping and/or architecture.

Note to teacher - 1. Mr. Wayne Kennedy is Commissoner
of Parks and Recreation for St.
Louis County. He or someone on his
staff is available as a guest speaker.
The address is:

Mr. Wayne Kennedy
Commissioner of PeAs and

Recreation
7922 Bonhomme
Clayton, Missouri 63105

We especially recommend Mr. Kennedy
for landscaping.

2. If you know of an architect or possibly
one of your students may know of some-
one. You may want to invite that per-
son to guest speak instead of Mr. Kennedy.

*IX-10 Activity E - Have students through sketches and/or discussion (written
or oral) present their ideas on improving the landscaping
around their school.

Note to teacher - 1. You might divide the class into four
groups, one for each side of the
school plant site. Have students
tour the outdoor area and record
their observations of what in their
opinion could be improved on in
terms of landscaping.

2. You might have each group do all four
sides of the school plant site and
determine if there was 1 consensus of
opinion by all four gmaps as to
landscape improvements chat could be
undertaken.

3. After completing the outdoor survey
have the students return to class
and formulate their ideas for improving
the landscaping.

Sub-Topic Airy_ Water, Noise, and Land Pollution Created by ."dustry..

X-11 Activity A - The following films may be shown as aids to under-
standing air, water, noise and land pollution.

1. Junkyard. 10 minutes, Cooperating School Districts
,. This Vital Earth. 10 minutes, Cooperating School

Districts.
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3. Conservation of Resources. 10 minutes, Cooperating
School Districts.

4. Ear Protection in Noise. 12 minutes, Cooperating
School Districts.

5. Lakes . . . Aging and Pollution. 15 minutes,
Cooperating School Districts.

6. Heritage of Splendor. 18 minutes, Cooperating
School Districts.

7. The following two films should be shown in sequence.
A. Nature's Plan. 14 minutes, Cooperating School

Districts.
B. Man's Problem. 20 minutes, Cooperating School

Districts.

In the event you have not used "Cry of the Marsh,"
it can also be used at this point in the unit.
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*X-11 Activity B - Students are assigned to survey the school grounds and
catalog the sources of pollution on the grounds. Students
should take a litter sack with them and pick up trash as
they come across it. Students should discuss and suggest
solutions to the problems after returning to class.

Note to teacher - 1. Data sheet with examples is provided
on form #23. Perhaps you may want to
consider having the students catalog
the types of trash on their data sheet
and have them suggest ways to remedy
the problems of trash from that company.

X-11 Activity C - Each student will find within the time allocated for this
study, two local newspaper articles or magazine articles
on air, water noise, or land pollution. Do only two out
of the four preceding types of pollutioi. The student
should summarize the main points made in each of his articles
in a short paragraph. The articles will be compiled in a
class scrapbook under the appropriate pollution headings.

Note to teacher - 1. For el.aluation purposes, the teacher
will :Amply check off the students
name as he turns in the articles.

*X-11 Ac.!vity D - Students will be given reading selections on air, water,
noise, and land pollution and answer guided study questions.

Note to teacher - 1. The readings are in the student data
sheets (forms 24A through 240.)

2. Question sheets for the students are
also in the student data sheets (for
25A to 25D.)

3. The same questions accompanied by an
answer key is in your teacher instruc-
tional information on pages following
this sub-topic.

X-11 Activity E - Students can take pictures of water in the area of an
industry (lake, pond, stream, river). Write a paragraph
or discuss that body of water and the steps industry seems
to be taking to reduce or prevent pollution or identify
and discuss how the industry is polluting the water.

Note to teacher - 1. Examples of possible subjects would
be Grand Glaze Creek (Ramsey Corpora-
tion), Creve Coeur Lake, Mississippi
River, Missouri River.
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X-11 Activity F - Students can take samples of some body of water and analyze
it for various pollutants using the investigative approach.

Cooperation with the Science department would probably be
necessary for this project.

*X-11 Activity G - Have students keep a daily record of pollution and weather
in metro-St. Louis for one week (at least).

Note to teacher - 1. Run off copies of data sheet (form #26).

2. Have students listen to radio (i.e. KXOX)
for pollution description. Pollution
count for today will be low, moderate,
or high.

3. Students may obtain their weather informa-
tion from a variety of sources. (i.e.

T.V., newspapers, radio.) Some students
may wish to obtain the information (or
parts of it) first hand using their own
rain guages, barometers, anemometers,
or thermometers. Considerations:
(a) Sky condition (sunny, partly cloudy,
cloudy, haze)

(b) Precipitation (vain, hail, sleet, snow)

(c) Wind Speed

(d) Wind Direction

(e) Temperature

4. Is there any relationship between pollution
and weather? Could the record be kept over
a longer period of time for more conclusive
results? The students should convey their
interpretations to the class. Did their
information come from the same source at
the same time of day? Other considerations
might come to light through discussion.

X-11 Activity H - Comparative study. Students c'uld visit the river front by the
arch or go up in the arch and observe industrial air, water,
noise, and land pollution on both the east side (Illinois)
and the west side (Missouri). Students would complete the data
sheet provided in the data sheet (form #27).

Note to teacher - 1. Backgrouna information contains informa-
tion on the problem in Illinois.
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X-11 Activity I - Students may devise experiments connected with pollution
and report findings.

Note to teacner - 1. A list of nine possible experiments
that can be used are in the student
data sheets (form #28A and 288).

2. Teacher may wish to cooperate with the
science department for this activity.

X-11 Activity J - Students will keep a scrapbook containing comics and car-
toons that illustrate pollution. Students may draw their
own cartoons. The scrapbook should also contain political
cartoons dealing with pollution followed by a short para-
graph analyzing that cartoon.

Nate to teacher - 1. Examples of cartoons are in teacher
background information.

X-11 Activity K - Students may keep a pollution bulletin board on current
problems in class.

*X-11 Activity L - Students can play the "Pollution Game."

Note to teacher - 1. It was suggested earlier to order some
of these games. This would be an ex-
cellent in-class activity for those
students working on an activity that
involves mostly outside work. It also
provides as an excellent activity for
slower students or students that are not
easily motivated in class.

X -ll Activity M - Students could read the booklet, "Needed: Clean Air. The
Facts about Air Pollution." This booklet is excellent
reading material and can be followed by discussion.

Note to teacher - 1. It was suggested earlier to order
several copies of this booklet.

2. The booklet would be especially good
for slower students.

3. Through discussion it should be concluded
that air pollution is a very dangerous
problem and can seriously impair one's
health.

s
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X-11 Activity N - 1. Give each student a copy of the maze and data sheet
(student data sheet form #29 a & b). Have students
solve the maze.

2. Have students identify several positive methods
people may use to help solve pollution problems.

3. Have students identify the "dead end" results of
man's actions creating pollution.

4. Discuss how many positive steps are underway today and
how many still need positive action.

6-
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Form #25A

Answer Sheet

WATER POLLUTION:

1. Describe the Cuyahoga River before it became polluted.
Clean, pure, full of fish. Source of transportation, water supplies, etc.

2. Describe the Cuyahoga today and why it is polluted so badly.
Industries dump chemicals. Junkyards spill into it. Heavy rains flood
sewer system of Cleveland and sewage empties into river. No fish. Oil
and chemicals. Leeches and sludge worms can't even survive it. "You
don't drown-you decay" - (this is what people say, tongue in cheek about
the river) "natural sewer." Fire hazard. - (Water is so oily it actually
caught fire.)

3. If you were a leading politician in Cleveland, what would you recommend
in regard to the Cuyahoga?
Lawsuits against companies polluting it. (Make them face charges)
Boycott industries causing pollution.
Improve sewage facilities.

4. Where is Lake Erie and why is it so badly polluted?
North of Cleveland. One of the Great Lakes. Cuyahoga runs into it.
Also used for wastes of several industries on its shores. Algae choked.

5. What does McCall's magazine have to say about drinking water in the U.S.?
102 cities in 32 states and Puerto Rico have water supplies dangerously
close to minimum safety standards.

6. Trace the history of the gradual decay of the nation's lakes, rivers,
and streams.
Sewage and garbage from farmhouse dumped into river. (cheap, convenient
way to get rid of wastes.) River at this time, could handle it.
Towns developed-dumped wastes into river.
Industrial revolution-factories sprang up and dumped wastes into river.
Too much wastes and sewage eventually chokes the rivers, lakes and streams
and creates dead body of water.

7. Would you drink water from Lake Erie? What city does? What substance is
added to water to purify it? How can this substance be harmful?
Cleveland.
Chlorine purifies water for drinking.
Too much chlorine would be harmful to water. Large quantities of chlorine
can be poisonous.

8. What dangers threaten Minnesota lakes and streams according to Senator Mcndale?
Lake Superior - taconite (iron ore)
Metal industries dumping refuse into lakes.
Thermal heat-Mississippi River.
lakes -algae



9. What does Senator Mondale say about the water of the Mississippi River
just south of St. Louis?
toxic-signs warn against eating food near its banks.

10. How much will it cost
Is it out of sight?
100 billion dollars.
We have already spent

approximately to clean up the nation's waterways?

that much on Vietnam. (as of 1970.)

Q')



Form #258

Answer Sheet

AIR POLLUTION. (industrial)

1. What factors contributed to pollution of the air in London and in other cities?
Smoke from factories, automobile fumes, gases from electrical firms, combined
with temperature inversion.

2. Describe temperature inversion as it happened in London in 1952.
Burning of soft coal was largely responsible for fogs.

Warm Air Mass

Cool Air Mass (locks in pollutants)

Polluted Air
Pushed Back
To Surface

In 4 days - 4,000 deaths directly
8,000 died later as a result.

3. What groups of people were hurt most by the killer smog in London?
Older people, young children, people with lung and heart disease.

4. How did the old horror and detective movies picture London?
What did Dickens say about London?
Jack the Ripper, Dr. Jekyll-Mr. Hyde, Sherlock Holmes, London After Dark.
All of these movies pictured London as dark and extremely foggy and wet.
1852 CSarles Dickens - said that black soot looked like snowfall.

5. What did London do to eliminate much of the pollution of the air and
to clean up the buildings in the city?
Study-found that pollution cost country 700 million a year in lost
efficiency and cleaning bills.
Soft coal burning prohibited - Clean Air Act passed.
British industry had to clean up and stop pollution. Buildings scrubbed down.

6. According to the article, "The People vs. the Smog", what was the reason
for the sudden pollution of the air in California?
Post war-heavy industrialization-auto.

7. What did Los Angeles County government do to try and stop pollution of the air?
Did it stop the smog? Why or why not?
Abolished coal burning entirely. Oil burning banned for 7 months of year.
Incinerators banned. Got worse because of more automobiles.

8. Is the air surrounding the earth's surface an unlimited resource? Why or
why not?
No. Air only goes up 11 miles.
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Form #25C

Answer Sheet

9. What effect does dirty air have on homes and buildings?
Discolors, corrodes metals.

10. What effect does dirty air have on vegetation?
Reduces vegetation-destroys it or stunts growth.

11. What effect does dirty air have on the health of human beings? It is
especially harmful to people with what diseases?
Respiratory diseases-lung cancer, asthma, bronchitis, emphysema.

12. The government has passed legislation to fight pollution but it is not
enough. We need more legislation passed and more participation by every
citizen in this country. What is the biggest problem or obstacle in
fighting pollution in this country according to the statement on the
last page?
Citizen apathy - little pressure on politicians.

13. John Gardner has stated four alternatives to the air pollution problem.
What are they?
1. Remain indoors and live like moles for an unspecified number of days
each :'ear.

2. Issue gas masks to population.
3. Live in doomed cities.
4. Take action to stop the pollution of air.

Oil



Sub-topic Industries May Create Problems for Existing Community Facilities

*XI-12 Activity A - Introduce this topic with the film: WEALTH OF THE WASTELAND
1969 - color - 28 minutes - County A V.

Note to teacher - 1. The film is excellent as it deals
with industrial waste problems.
It describes the phenomenal growth
and productivity of industry in the
United States. It deals with how
industry meets its waste disposal
problems.

2. Discuss the film and point out in-
dustrial waste is an ever growing
problem and that industries cannot
solve the problem but that the com-
munity gets involved directly or
indirectly through bond issues or taxes
to help meet the need for disposing of
the industrial wastes.

3. Industrial packaging is also taxing
the community facilities as consumers
use the products of industry.

*XI-12 Activity 8 - Have the student visit the local community sewage disposal
plant.

Note to teacher - 1. Prepare data sheet for student found
in student data sheets (form #30A and B.)

2. There is a secondary sewage plant opera-
tion on Dietrich Road, 1/4 mile south
of Manchester Road (Highway 100). There
is a Lagoon (primary treatment system)
on Barretts Station Road, 1/4 mile south
of Manchester Road. Fee Fee Trunk Sewer
Incorporated located on Olive Street
Road (secondary treatment system).

3. This activity may be used as a field
trip or as an individual assignment. If

used as an individual assignment be sure
you instruct your students on courtesy
and politeness because these operations
do NOT have to show students around,
but they are presently willing to give
it a try.



4. If you plan to use the plant on
Dietrich Road, call the Manchester
City Hall to make arrangements.

Mr. Harold Eschenbrenner is the
man in charge of the plant.

5. From information the students get
on their data sheet have them report
their findings and opinions on the
adequacy or inadequacy of the system,
and especially on industrial sewage
problems the plant is experiencing.
Finally it is important to discuss
possible solutions to these problems.

XI-12 Activity C - Have the students investigate the waste disposal of a
particular industry. Industrial wastes may exceed or
severely tax existing community facilities for disposal
of this waste.

Note to teacher - 1. The students need to identify
particular kinds of waste to be
disposed of (paper, oil, detergent,
animal by-products.)

2. Next students should find out how
industry disposes of this waste
(burn it, recycla, wash it down the
drain, haul it off to a ?and fill.)
Does this waste create problems for
the waste disposal facilities of a

local community? Oil or gasoline gets
into sewage, damages sewer lines if
they are exploded, may damage sewage
plant, or may pollute a creek in a
nearby public park.)

3. A data sheet is provided for in the
student data sheets (form #31.)

*XI-12 Activity D - Have students determine possible sites for land fill
operations as a solution for part of the industrial waste
problem in the St. Louis area.

Note to teacher - 1. You may have students draw a topography
map, use a written report, or take
pictures showing an actual landfill site
or a possible site chosen by them.



2. Introduce the story from teacher
background where a ski resort hill
was constructed from solid waste
near Chicago. Have the students
suggest or devise similar waste
constructed recreational facilities.
Leisure time gives rise to need for
more recreation facilities, more
people, more waste, growing need
for waste disposal facilities, maybe
this is one avenue for resolving several
problems with one solution.

*XI-12 Activity E - Have the students trace the history of sewage disposal.

Note to teacher - I. This activity was designed to familiar-
ize the student with various methods
that can be used and how methods have
been improved over the years. Also
to familiarize the student with the
fact that sewage disposal has always
been a problem to mankind.

2. It will be necessary to use reference
books in your library. We suggest
that the history begin with the prover-
bial outhouse, to the various stages
of development of the septic tank,
cess pools, to lagoons (primary treatment)
to secondary treatment plants and finally
the tertiary treatment plants. It would
be interesting to rote that the historical
growth of a community could be traced
through the various stages of sewage
disposal methods.

3. There are various ways students can
report on this activity - for example
it could be done entirely in writing
or it could be done primarily with
sketches and photographs used as il-
lustrations needing only "caption"
writing.

XI-12 Activity F - Have the the student suggest in one paragraph that would
happen in the event the community water works broke down
and could not supply water.

Note to teacher - 1. Get the students to think in terms of
obtaining water from neighboring areas.
They should consider types of transporta-
tion that could be used on a practical
basis. Air travel would automatically
be ruled out on basis of cost and the
quantity that could be carried. Students
might come up the idea of using existing
pipe lines (oil or gat;) that could be
converted for water used in an emergency
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2. Would it be practical to drill a
well for a shOrt period of time?
Would well water be safe to drink
or to cook without having to be
chemically treated?

3. Have the students hypothesize what
effects industry would have on the
water supply of a community during a
drought. Could the community afford
a temporary shut down of the industry?

4. t kinds of problems would be created
if industry needed more gallons of
water than the existing water mains
could carry? Would it affect them?
Bond issues and taxes probably revert
back to the public. Is that industry
really important enough for this kind
of investment?

*XI-12 Activity G - Have the students hypothesize the needs of locating a
meat packing plant slaughter house in terms of:
(a) water facilities

(b) sewage disposal facilities

(c) waste (solid) disposal facilities

Note to teacher - 1. The purpose of this activity is to drab,

to the attention of the students the
vast demands made on existing community
facilities by various kinds of industry.
You might have the students project
present school demands on these facilities.
You might pose the problem, that the
meat packing plant might locate on the
school grounds and what would be some
of the foreseeable problems that would
have to resolved concerning the facilities
serving the school at this time.

2. It is not our intent that the students
come up with actual figures involved in
locating the meat packing plant, but
rather be able to indicate the increased
demands placed on the existing facilities.
For exemple, water needs of a packing
plant would be tremendous (animals would
need to have water, all cleaning phases
in meat processing need large amounts of
water, large quantities of scalding water
is needed in proccssing swine or poiltry.)



2. (cent.) This water need might neces-
sitate the installing of larger water
mains to supply the need. Solid waste
disposal would create problems (animal
wastes would have to be removed - How?,
animal by-products that cannot be re-
cycled for farther use would have to
be disposed of, how much of this solid
waste would the industry try to liquify
aki introduce into the community sewage
system?) Because of increased amounts
of sewage, larger sewer mains might have
to be installed.

3. Final awareness on the part of the stu-
dent should be as to whether the industry
would really be an asset or a liability
to the community. Just who, the indL4try
or the community, would be saddled with
the responsibility for resolving these
problems created by the locating industry?

4. Have the students determine (use reference
book) how many phases or steps of meat
processing require the use of water.
Have them find out if sewage is processed
by the industry before disposing of it
in the community sewage system. What
happens to the unrecyclable animal by-
products, are they incinerated or dumped
in landfills? The students can write a
report and discuss their findings in class.
Some students may want to get first hand
information from local packing plants.

*XI-12 Activity H - READING from OUR POLLUTED WORLD, pages 23 through 35.

Note to teacher - 1. Each teacher should obtain a room
set of AEP - OUR POLLUTED WORLD as
a classroom reference (see page 2).

2. The reading is an excellent background
source that discusses:
(a) Man's need for water

(b) The importance of water in food
production both plant and animal.

(c) How water is palluted and identifies
major pollutants.

(d) Types of sewage disposal treatment
plants.

(e) Industries that specifically inter-
fere with natural water processes.
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(f) Solutions to cleaning up our

polluted water.

(g) Stresses idea that if man is
to survive he must learn to
use his water resource in a
much wiser manner.

3. The teacher should refer to the
STUDY GUIDE of Our Polluted World,
page 35 for student response from

the reading. The student may be
required to answer the questions
or do the suggested research projects.

Sub-topic Problems of Electrical Power

XII-13 Activity A - Have students survey their home and identify the devices
used to generate electrical energy in daily living.

Note to teacher - 1. In doing this activity you may have
meager results and on the other hand
tremendous response. It will depend
on the backgrounds of the students.

2. Some home generating devices to con-
sider are the old-fashioned crank
wall telephones, the automobile
generator, some bicycles may be
equipped with a wheel generator fw
its head light, there are flash lights
on the market that are hand squeezed
to produce electrical energy. Some
rural areas still have windmills that
generate electrical energy for farm use.

X11-13 Activity B - You are Secretary of the Intellor and you have received a
request from an electrical company for permission to install
a nuclear power plant in the St. Louis area. You will re-
search nuclear power and list some of the' benefits and
dangers of nuclear power plants and why it is important
not to build such a plant in certain areas. In your con-

clusion of the report, write your decision on whether or
not you would allow the company to build the nuclear power
plant in the St. Louis area. Your report should be approxi-

mately one page in length.



Note to teacher - 1. Union Electric
Company is supposedly

considering installing a nuclear
power plant in the St. Louis area.

2. You will find information on nuclear
energy in your teacher background.

3. Dangerous locations of nuclear power
plants would include areas that are
known to have

earthquakes (California),
floods (river banks), high winds
(Ga'eveston, Texas) etc.

4. Pollution dangers of course include
thermal pollution of water and radiation.

*XII-13 Activity C - Students will read "Our Polluted World", pages 37 through42 and "Energy and Economic Growth", pages 13 and 14.They will write a 200 word essay on "Future Growth andEnergy Needs."

Note to teacher - 1. This activity should begin with the
reading questions to be handed out
to students when they begin the reading
assignments. (see form #32 A & B.) You maywant to collect these assignments sincethis may be the only part of the assign-
ments slower students will be able todo. You ordered these materials at the
beginning of the school year.

2. You should spend 10 or 1S minutes help-
ing the students analyze the wall chart#6 that came with the materials you
ordered on "Energy and Economic Growth."(see page 2)

3. After these steps have been accomplished,have the students write the 200 word essay,"Future Growth and Energy Needs". The
essays should contain information onfuture energy needs and problems connectedwith our acquiring this needed energy.



X11-13

Form #32

Answer Key

STUDENT READING GUIDE

OUR POLLUTED WORLD pp 37-42

1. List 6 ways in which we come into contact with radiation.

outer space watch dials

ores in the earth atom bomb testing

x-ray color tv

2. Name 3 ways in which radioactive waste is being accumulated.
mine ratioactive materials

when we process these materials or refine them

in reactors

3. Indicate where we dispose of this waste.

rivers

air

4. The first problemlo be solved in disposal of these materials is better

storage

5. Name one other problem in moving toward the use of nuclear materials
to produce electricity for the future.

cost

ENERGY AND ECONOMIC GROWTH pp 13 -14

1. By the year 2000, how large will the population be according to the
wall chart? up 84%

2. How much additional energy will probably be needed by the year 2000?
up 198%

3. GNP means the amount of goods we produce in the United States every
year. If our standard of living is to continue to imporove than we
must continue to produce more goods.
What will we need most in order to continue producing more goods for
more people? energy

4. Why are radio active materials especially needed in the future?
production of electricity
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XII-13 Activity 0 - Have students find out where the electrical energy for
this area is produced, and what natural resources are
used to generate this energy.
(example: water power, coal, gas, oil, nuclear.)

Note to teacher - 1. You might ask students how they
think electrical energy is made
and then have them use reference
books to confirm their ideas.

2. You may want students to write
letters to local electric companies.
(the best choice being Union Electric.)

3. The class might be divided up into
three groups and ha'ie them research
the development of Bagnell Dam,
Labadie Plant, and Taum Sauk-all
owned by Union Electric. Taum Sauk
has free literature available.

4. Students may want to do sketches or
even build models of these generating
plants. Taum Sauk would especially
lend itself to this because of the
unique engineering problems associated
with it and its method of operation.

5. After researching these areas you might
want the students to determine the
percentage of electric energy produced
by water power as opposed to fuels as
a group or on basis of the differei.t
fuels. (gas, oil, coal.)

XII-13 Activity E - Have a 4.1ass discussion centered around the advertised

concept that electrical usage is really a "clean" form
of energy.

Note to teacher - 1. You may preient this topic to the
class and see where it leads you.

2. You may have the students dc research
on how electrical energy is produced.
The major method is use of steam
generators that burn coal mainly, some
may be fueled by oil or gas. Water
power has very little sAnificance.
Use reference book.

3. Students should arrive at the roncept,
electrical energy malc.s for cle4n liv-
ing in the home, but becaus,c fuel: are
burned to generate it air pollution is
the result.



XII-13 Activity F - Students should research and write a one page paper
on the great power blackout in the northeastern
United States in November, 1965. In the paper, they
should comment on the following:
1. causes

2. effects

3. Will it happen again? Why or why not?

4. Wnat are some of the serious effects of a power
blackout in a city?

Note to teacher - 1. The incident occured in November
of 1965 and most magazines of that
month carry articles on the event.
Yearbooks and encyclopedias should
also have comments on the blackout.

2. Information on power blackouts is
in teacher background information.

Sub-topic Industries May Create Traffic Problems

Suggestion to teacher - All students should probably do or take part in
Activity A. In addition, every student should probably choose to do either
Activity B, C, or D. It is recoomended that all students do Activity E if
at all possible in order to thoroughly cover the concept. You may want to
assign Activity F to only average to above average students.

*XIII-14 Activity ' - Have students collect pictures of various types of
vehicles used by local industry and make a bulletin
board display. Under each picture the student will
suggest the use of that particular vehicle. From these
pictures have the students classify them according to
size and weight (i.e. small vehicle equals pickups,
panel trucks, medium equals 5 ton range, concrete mixers,
gasoline trucks. Large equals semi-trailer trucks.)

Note to teacher - 1. Students may obtain their pictures
from newspapers and magazines.

2. The bulletin board is a class activity
and gets low ability students involved.

3. The purpose of the activity is to make
the students aware of the vast variety
of types of transportation vehicles
used by industry. In most cases size
of vehicle will coincide with size
of commodity of a particular industry.
Use of semi-trailers are utilized by
large range markets.
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XIII-14 Activity B - From the bulletin board display have students use
the classification system they devised to do a count
of the numbers of industrial type vehicles and their
use, that they see on local major roads and highways
(e.g. Manchester Road, 1-244 and Page).

Note to teacher - 1. Run off copies of data sheets
found in student data sheet
(form #33).

2. To simplify data sheet use:
Class A to represent small

vehicles (pickups, panel trucks).
Class B to represent medium vehi-
cles (5 tons, concrete mixer,
gasoline truck).
Class C to represent large vehicles
(semi-trailers).

3. The students may prefer to write
the type of vehicle under the class
or merely insert a number.

4. The student should also indicate
what the vehicle is used for in
the appropriate column.

5. This activity should be conducted
at varying intervals in the day in
order for students to see when
various types of industrial vehicles
are most active or if such a relation-
ship does exist.

XIII-14 Activity C - Given a specific intersection or allowing the students
to choose their own, have students observe an intersection
during rush hour and list problems created by a nearby
industry.

Note to teacher - 1. The ,Jut z sheet explains the assign-

ment to *he student and should be
completud by the student. (see
form 114).

2. The following intersections are re-
commended for each school but of course
are not mandatory.

Central -Woods Mill and Olive Street Road
East -1-244 and Ladue Road
North -1-244 and Page Boulevard
South -Woods Mill and Manchester Road
West -Woods Mill and Clayton Road



XIII-14 Activity 0 - The students will count the cars on an industrial
parking lot. Then the students will list problems
they can think of that would be created by the vehicles
at certain times during the day. They will list exist-
ing facilities that have been added to alleviate traffic
problems and finally suggest additional possibilities
for futther alleviating such traffic problems.

Note to teacher - 1. Any student choosing to do this
activity should 0 given data
sheet (form #35 A and B).

2. The student could simply hand in
the data sheet or give a report of
his findings to the class. If he
simply turns in the data sheet he
must have suggested at least two
possible solutions otherwise the
activity would be basically mean-
ingless.

XIII-14 Activity E - Students will investigate the ossible rise in numbers
of traffic accidents due to industrial locations and
industrial vehicles on the vods and highways.

Note to teacher - 1. It is suggested that you have
students carry out this activity
via an interview with local, county
or state police. We felt that a
positive contact between a student
and police officer would be good
for both.

2. The purpose of the activity could
also be carried out by having a
state highway patrolman speak to
your class on the topic of accidents
near industrial sites and accidents
involving industrial vehicles on the
highways.

3. The officer could also serve as a
source of information for the essay
in activity F.

4. The county police department could
also furnish a speaker. You can
call the St. Louis County Courthouse
or the State Highway Patrol Office
on Mason Road near Highway 40.



5. In the event you choose the interview
method for individual activity,
you should have the student develop
good questions to ask and these
questions should be approved by the
teacher before the student conducts
his interview. After he has conducted
the interview he should draw conclusions
as to whether or not industrial sites
give rise to more accidents. This
can be handed in, in written form or
he could give a short report to the
rest of the class.

XIII-14 Activity F - Have the students write an essay or discuss why certain
streets are zoned against heavy industrial vehicles.

Note to teacher - 1. You might introduce this topic by
pointing out to students that some
streets have signs stating NO TRUCKS
and other streets have sip n stating
TRUCK ROUTE. Ask the students to
give some reasons for this.

2. You might want students to locate
streets zoned in this manner and
by direct observation come up with
an explanation for zoning. (Examples
of roads containing such signs are;
Baxter Road, Fee Fee Road, Dietrich
Road, Forest Park)

3. Some considerations:
A) Roads are very narrow to accomodate

autos and large trucks

B) Road beds cannot stand stress of
heavy weighted vehicles

C) Bridges on residential roads were
not built to withstand heavy loads.

D) Noise of heavy trucks, especially
around hospitals and churches and
sometimes schools.

E) In residential area heavy vehicles
on narrow streets are dangerous
for small children.

F) Heavy vehicles tend to slow down
traffic flow on major arteries
that were designed to carry work
force in cities and so trucks are
prohibited from using this roadway.



G) Heavy large vehicles cut
down auto driver visibility
and thus create traffic hazards.

Sub-topic Indistries Create Problems For A Community When They Go OutOf Business Or Move Away

*XIV-15 Activity A - Students will study the effects of the decline of a
large industry on the community.

1. Students will read the excerpt from Time Magazine
(January 4, 1971), "Seattle Under Siege: The
Troubles of a Company Town."

2. Students will answer questions basea on the article.

3. Students will hypothesize McDonnell-Douglas moving
out of St. Louis and complete a vertical continuum.

4. Discussion: Teachers will discuss with students the
Seattle situation and the McDonnell hypothesis.

Note to teacher - 1. See (form #36, 37A and 378) for
reading assignment and question
sheet.

2. Answers to the questions provided
on the following page.

Additional Ideas and Activities

Possible activities and resources that may be used will he found at theend of this unit on pages titled, Environmental Resource Inventory. Theseinventory pages are arranged according to specific school sites, however,
you will find that the idea may apply to your building as well.
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Form 37A

Answer Sheet

Assignment: Students will read the excerpt from Time Magazine (January 4, 1971),
"Seattle Under Siege: The Troubles of a Company Town."
Answer the following questions based on the article and be
prepared for discussion on the topic.

1. What type of industry is the Boeing Company?
Aircraft manufacturing (i.e. commercial jumbo-jet 747)
Aerospace

2. How important was the Boeing Company to Seattle in terms of employment?
At its peak, Boeing employed 1 out of 12 people in Seattle. (101,500)
Taking thei" families into account, Boeing was the direct provider for
almost 400,000 people.

3. Boeing Company ran into hard times after a peak year in 1968. What
effect did the hard times have on the Boeing Company?
Forced to cut employment from 101,500 to approximately 25,000. The
company was forced to sell a plant, close another, auction off surplus
equipment and furniture, consolidate assembly lines, and cut down on
its production of the 747 jumbo-jet.

4. Discuss the problems of unemployment for the average former Boeing
engineer.
New jobs hard to find in Seattle or elsewhere in engineering.
New and difficult experience because most of these people have never
been out of work before and to adjust to living on a small budget after
living on a high budget is also difficult. (i.e. expensive house payments)
Work as cab drivers, Santa Claus, etc.

5. When a nuclear bomb hits ground zero (target) it virtually destroys
the area immediately surrounding ground zero. However, fallout from
the blast can severly damage and even destroy areas some distance away
from the blast. In the same way, unemployment, due to Boeing's decline,
caused fallout in Seattle's total economy. Discuss some of those
"fallout" problems in Seattle in a few short paragraphs.
Unemployment compensation services increased many times.
Many unemployed moved out of Seattle. (rental agencies for U-Haul ran
out of equipment.
City government forced to cut expenditures-led to city job freeze-summer
park programs decreased; no growth in city tax revenue; etc.
Schools - 50 times as many r.hildren on free lunch program - expensive.
Tax levy for schools difficult to pass. School budgets cut considerably.
Automobile sales - "losing their shirts" - sales off 30 to 50%. Going out
of business. This is typical of many other retail businesses that produce
consumer goods.
Housing - Apartments become vacant (vacancy rate up to 40%.) Rents cut.
People who are working are afraid to spend too much money which causes a
chain reaction of more business slump and more unemployment.



BEHAVIORAL
OBJECTIVE NO.

PRE-POST TEST

Tea:hers should give the Pre-Post Test again
now that the activities are complete.

i. 1. In twenty-five words or less write one reason why capital
investment and profit making are necessary for business
to survive.

2. 2. Ilst t../o factors that industries take into consideration
in acquiring appropriate land.

a.

b.

3. 3. From the lists below match the specific industrial need
supplied by that form of transportation. INSTRUCTIONS:
Match the letter answers in list B to the Types of
Transportation in list A.

LIST A
TYPES OF TRANSPORTATION

AIRPLANE

TRAIN

RIVER BOAT OR BARGE

TRUCK

OCEAN TANKER

LIST B
SPECIFIC INDUSTRIAL NEED

A. OIL REFINERY

B. COAL to STEEL MILL

C. AUTOMOBILES TO THE
WEST COAST.

D. COCA. COLA to a RESTURANT

E. LIVE LOBSTER from MAINE

3. 4. List two reasons why transportation is an important
consideration in locating an industry.

a.

b.
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4. 5. List two reasons why an industry investigates the
' availability of rious forms of energy befora it

locates in a ity.

a.

b.

5. 6. Industries investigate the :oning laws, building codes,
and tax structure before hating in a community. Give
one reason that tells why each item below is investigated.

a. ZONING LAWS -

b. BUILDING CODES -

c. TAX STRUCTURE

6. 7. Complete the chart below: INSTRUCTIONS - List four (4)

types of career opportunities that exist in industry today.
Indicate the level of training you think is needed for each
career you name. Levels of training: professional,
semi-professional, skilled, semi-skilled, unskilled.

7

CAREER OPPORTUNITES LEVELS OF RE UIRED TRAINING

a.

b.

c.

d.

8. The real value of an industry is $6,000,000. The property
tax formula is $8.00 per $100.00 assesses valuation. Assessed
valuation is 1/3 of the real value. Find the amount of pro-
perty tax the industry would pay:

The real value of a home is $30,000. The property tax
formula is $8.00 per $100.00, assessed valuation. Assessed
valuation is 1/3 of the real value. How much property tax
will the home owner pay?
Compare the amount of taxes paid by the industry to
the amount of taxes paid by the home owner. Do industries
benefit the community? Why or why not?



8. 9. List four (4) environmental processes that will be disrupted
when an industry locates in a community.

9. 10.

10.
11.

11. 12.

12. 13.

13. 14.

14. 15.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Draw a sketch in the space below. In oe sketch draw and
label five (5) aesthetic qualities an industry might add
to its complex to make it

OR
more appealing to the community.

Draw a sketch in the space below. In the sketch draw and
label five (5) items that an industry 'eight have on its
complex that would detract from the aesthetics of the
community.

In the space below draw a poster that will show
three (3) forms of pollution related to industry.

Choose one of the following: water facilities,
or waste disposal facilities. In two or three
sertences name and specifically explain a problem
that an industry might create in a community
regarding one of these facilities.

Suggest two workable solutions for increasing
electrical power when industry places a strain
on the existing supplies of a community.

a.

b.

List three (3) effects on road and/or traffic facilities
that are likely to arise within a community when an industry
first locates there.

a.

b.

Read the following story: Approximately 20,000 people
live in the community of Doomsville. About 8,000 of these
people are attending elementary school and high school.
5,000 men and 3,500 women are employed by the Big Bad
Bunny Baking Company. There are about 500 retired couples

living in the community and the remainder are engaged in
such businesses as: filling stations, grocery stores,



oloitowi,

cloe,aiag shops, barb...r shcp3, bc,;uty salons, and

cloth ng stores. C..:caLse Nalph Rader discovered
;:he 3unny Bakino Company was big and bi,d, the

4 G's had to get ou.c. of i:own. [y the end of & two
yceir period, the cokunity was z.tfll
unsuccessful in g:At2,a.) a new industry to locate
there. In fact tLere were no other factories within
a radius of 75 miles arouad .")comsville.



STUDENT BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. Air Pollution Control in St. Louis County. St. Louis County
Health Department. Clayton, Missouri

2. "Air Pollution Experiments" (High School Edition)--Booklet describes
five experiments. Write to: Cooperative Extension Service, College of
P.griculture and Environmental Science, Rutgers - The State University,
New Brunswick, New Jersey, 08903. Free.

3. Energy and Economic Growth. Babian, Haig. American Petroleum Institute

4. The Unclean Sky. Battan, Lewis J. Anchor Books. 1966

5. Chronicle Occupational Briefs. Chronicle Guidance Publications, Inc.
New York

S. Curtes, Richard and Hogan, Elizabeth. Perils of the Peaceful Atom

7. DeBell, Garrett. The Environmental Handbook. Ballantine Book. 1970

8. Ehrlich, Paul and Harrison, Richard L. How To Be a Survivor.
Ballantine Book

9. Encyclopedia of Science and Technology. McGraw-Hill. pp. 775-776
(automation)

10. "Experiments for the Science Classroom based on Air Pollution Problems"
--may be obtained from Mrs. Ruth S. Hartman, Health Education Consultant,
Department of Public Health, 2151 Berkely Way, Berkeley, California
94704. Free.

11. Hidy, Ralph W. Individual Enterprise and National Growth. D.C. Heath and
Company. Boston

12. Hopke, William E. The Encyclopedia of Careers and Vocational Guidance.
Doubleday and tompany, Inc. New Mork

13. Leopold, Aldo. The Sand County Almanac. Ballantine Book. 1970

14. Needed: Clean Air. The Facts About Air Pollution. Channing L. Bete
Company, Inc.

15. New York Stock Exchange Educational Division. New York Stock Exchange.
You and the Investment World

16. Railroads of America. Association of American Railroads. Washington, D.C.

17. Railroad Quiz. Association of American Railroads, Washington, D.C.
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18. Rienow, Robert and Rienow, Leona Train. Man Against His Environment.Ballantine Book

19. Rienow, Robert and Rienow, Leona Train. Moment in the Sun.Ballantine Book

20. "Scientific Experiments in Environmental Pollution"--Describes 18experiments which include the problems of water pollution and solidwaste disposal as well. Can be purchased from Holt, Rinehart andWinston, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue, New York, New York, 10017.Price-41.00.

21. Wayman, Norbury. Life on The River. Crown Publishing Company
22. World Book Encyclopedia. 1970 Edition. Field Enterprise EducationalCorporation
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TEACHER BIBLIOGRAPHY

1. Air Pollution Control in St. Louis County. St. Louis County Health
Department. Clayton, Missouri

2. Babian, Haig. Teacher Manual - Energy and Economic Growth.
American Petroleum Institute

3. Battan, Lewis J. The Unclean Sky. Anchor Books. 1966

4. Chronicle Occupational Briefs. Chronical Guidance Publications, Inc.
New York

5. Curtes, Richard and Hogan, Elizabeth. Perils of the Peaceful Atom
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Ballantine Book
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11. Leopold, Aldo. The Sand County Almanac. Ballantine Book. 1970

12. Needed: Clean Air. The Facts About Air Pollution. Channing L. Bete

ompany, Inc.

13. New York Stock Exchange. Teacher Kit - You and the Investment World

14. Rienow, Robert and Rienow, Leona Train. MgnAgainst His Environment.
Ballantine Book

15. Rienow, Robert and Rienow, Leona Train. Moment in the Sun.

Ballantine Book

16. Wayman, Norbury. Life on The River. Crown Publishing Company

17. World Book Encyclopedia. 1970 Edition. Field Enterprise Educational

Cooperation
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Further information on air pollution can be obtained from the following
sources.

Donald A. Pecsok
St. Louis County Health Department
801 South Brentwood Boulevard
Clayton, Missouri

Charles M. Copley Jr.
Commission of Air
City Hall, Market Street
St. Louis, Missouri

Missouri Air Conservation Commission
Box 1062
Jefferson City, Missouri Attention: Mrs. Alexander

Information on water pollution.

Miss Margaret Keilholz
Missouri Water Pollution Board
Jefferson City, Missouri
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ill BIBLIOGRAPHY

Everglades: Conserving a Balanced Community. (11 minutes - 1968 county A. V.)

Grassland Ecology: Habitats and Change. (13 minutes - 1970 county A. V.)

Pollution Control. (5 minutes - Western Electric Company)
Clayton at Woods Mill Road

Problems of Air Conservation. (15 minutes - 1968 county A. V.)

A Land Betrayed. (10 minutes - 1970 county A. V.)

Air Pollution. 00 minutes - 1969 county A. V.)

Challenge of Urban Renewal. (30 minutes - 1966 county A. V.)

We and the Computer. (5 minutes - Western Electric Company)
Clayton at Woods Mill Road

Cry of The Marsh. (12 minutes - 1968 county A. V.)

Wealth of The Wasteland (28 minutes - 1969 county A. V.)
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Russian Life

Factories,

The River

Why Communities

Transportation

ADDITIONAL FILM LIST

Cooperating School Districts

11

SI

,,

11

Today

Mines, and Waterways

Trade Goods

by Inland Waterways

21 minutes

20 "

30 II

10 ,,

10
11

Communities Depend on Each Other 10
1,

I,

Your Job: Applying For It 14
1,

,,

Your Job: Fitting In 16 11
11

Your Job: Getting Ahead 16 11 II

Your Job: You and Your Boss 16 1,
1,

Your Job: Finding the Right One 14 1,
1,

Note: There are also a number of films on occupations and jobs in the
St. Louis County and City Public Library.
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Form #1

Industries Consider Certain Important Factors Before Locating in a Community

Company A - This company received a patent from the federal government for
manufacturing hula hoops. The company then bought some land,
built a building and purchased machines. After that they employed
fifty people who lived nearby to operate the machines and manage
the factory.

At the end of December the company had to pay the following
bills: Wages were $25,000, electricity to operate the machines
cost $5,000, water to cool machines and for employee use cost
$500. Gas to heat the building in January cost $2,000, raw materials
needed to make the hula hoops cost $5,000. The transportation
cost of shipping in the raw materials was $400, and it cost an-
other $600 to ship the finished hula hoops to customers. Since
the company will have to pay taxes to the federal state and local
governments at the end of the year it was necessary for them to
put $5,000 in the bank at the end of the month for that purpose.

During the month of DecemberCompany A sold $44,300 worth of hula
hoops. From these facts determine whether or not Company A made
a profit or suffered a loss.

Company B - The company recently received a patent from the federal government
for the manufacturing of a new and better water gun. Like Company A
they went out to acquire and on which to build a building and
bought machines to make the water guns. Feeling they had a very
large market for their new product (i.e. many people would want to
buy it) they bought a larger tract of land and built a larger
building than Company A. They hired 75 people who lived nearby.

At the end of December they paid $33,000 in wages. The electric
bill for operating the machines and other uses was $6,000, the
cost of water for cooling machines and other uses was $600, gas
to heat the building cost $3000, and raw materials for making the
water guns cost $7,000. The bill fcr transporting these raw materials
was $700 and the cost of delivering the finished product to customers
came to $900. Since they would have federal state and local taxes
to pay at the end of the year it was necessary to put $6500 in the
bank for that purpose. They sold $56,450 worth of guns during the
month of December.

From these facts determine whether or not Company B had a profit
or suffered a loss.

In 25 wcrds give reasons why Company A will stay in business but
Company B will likely go out of business.



Form 18

Note: When assets equal liabilities the business breaks even.
When assets exceed liabilities the business has made profit.
When llatiTillieleircceedaregreater than) assets the business has
suffered a loss.

1. Total the assets and liabMties for Company A for the month of
December.

2. Complete the chart for Company A for the year and total all assets
and liabilities.

n an y A

ASSETS LIABILITIES

1. Total the assets and liabilities for Company B for the month of
December.

2. Complete the chart for Company B for the year and total all assets
and liabilities.

Company B
ASSETS LIABILITIES
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Form 1C

COMPANY A

Assets Liabilities

JAN.

FEB.

MAR.
APR.
MAY

JUN.
JUL.

AUG.
SEP.

OCT.
NOV.
DEC.

Total

45,500
45,300
43,100
43,600
44,400
44,800
46,700
45,900
42,050
41,200
43,900

46,200
46,700
44,050
41,100
41,300
42,600
44,600
43,700
42,100
41,800
43,850

Assets Liabilities

JAN. 55,200 57,900
FEB. 54,500 55,800
MAR. 55,900 55,500
APR. 56,750 54,600
MAY 57,200 55,100
JUN. 56,500 56,400
JUL. 55,250 55,700
AUG. 55,100 55,750
SEP. 53,800 55,650
OCT. 52,550 56,400
NOV. 53,600 56,200
DEC.

Total
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Form #2

The following article is an excerpt from a St. Louis Post-Dispatch
story on the Soviet Union under Leonid Brezhev, First Secretary of
the Communist Party. (January 1972)

Brezhnev's empire produces about the same amount of steel as the
United States; more cement, but only a quarter of the synthetics; one
fifth the automobiles and one tenth as many computers.

Brezhnev's citizens are well nourished, healthy, disciplined people
who desire the good life in peace. They still have the lowest living
standard and the most backward social order of all industrial countries.
Brezhnev's subjects cannot produce or buy, or read and write what they
like. They cannot vote for whom they want nor can they go where they
want. Isolated from the world around them-enveloped by party, police
and censorship- -they are drilled in patriotism, moral duty and prudery.

The bureaucrats decide what shall be produced; the producer has
little interest in increasing output because the state skims off the
profits, principally for the benefit of what is known in the Soviet
Union as security. This is why productivity is only half that of the
United States. The rate of growth is declining and the output of
important goods is falling.
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Form #3

Name

Appropriate Land for Industry

ASSIGNMENT

You are a civil engineer specializing in topography. You have been hired
by a meat packing plant to help them plan for their new complex. They
have just purchased the property of your school building and would like
to take down the school building and build their new plant. Before they
build they want to know if the land is feasible for the new plant. Your
job is to assess your school grounds to see if the land could be made
suitable for locating a meat packing plant on it.

1. Is the property large enough to accomodate the industry?

2. Is the land flat enough to construct the main building complex?
If not, what has to be done?

3. Is there a resonably large area that is relatively flat that could be
fenced off to provide a corral for in-coming animals?

4. Is there enough land for adequate parking facilities? How many cars
(approximately) can be parked on the grounds?

5. Are there adequate sewage disposal and water lines in the area?

6. Is there any danger of flooding on that piece of land comprising the
school grounds?

7. Is there any swamp area that will have to be filled?

8. Is the property surrounded by a residential area, industrial area,
agriculture area, vacant property or a mixture of these?

9. Can you find any evidence of erosion preventive techniques on the
property?

10. Other information or factors.
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NAME

Appropriate Land for r Ca ria2:11 red ?

Form #4

Mr. Sam Jones is 60 years old. He was born to parents who were

farmers. The parents owned and farmed 75 acres of land. When Sam was

20 years old his father died. Since Sam wanted to 'o a farmer anyway
he decided to stay home and take over the farm far his mother. When

Sam was 35 years old his mother died and willed the 75 acre farm to Sam.
Sam had two sons, one son wanted to be a farmer also and Sam sent him
to a university where he majored in Agriculture. This son is presently
in the process of taking over the management of the farm for his father.

One day a man knocked on Sam's door. He introduced himself as
Mr. Scott Tifiny, a representative of the Speedy Home Building Materials
Corporation. He informed Sam that his company was interested in pur-
chasing Mr. Jones' property for a building site for a new factory and
that he was prepared to pay a good price for the property.

He then proceeded to offer Mr. Jones $500,000 for the 75 acres.
Mr. Jones turned him down stating that he had been born on this farm
and did not want to move away.

Mr. Tiffiny went back to his company, informed the Board of Directors
of Mr. Jones' answer.

The Board of Directors discussed the matter. The land was zoned by
the county government for industry so there would be no problem or expense
involved in getting the property re-zoned. A freight train track ran along
the southern boundary of the property so there would be no expense in bring-

ing in needed transportation. Their industry desperately needed to locate

a plant in that metropolitan area in order to better meet competition from

other companies in the same manufacturing business.

After reviewing all these facts the Board of Directors authorized
Mr. Tiffiny to offer Mr. Jones one million dollars for his farm plus a
farm to be purchased by the company in a neighboring state.

Do you think Mr. Jones sold his property?

Back your answer to the above question with logical reasons.
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NAME
Form #5

TYPES OF INDUSTRY - TRANSPORTATION NEEDS - SUITABILITY IN TERMS OF
RAW MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS SHIPPED TO MARKET.

FACTOR RIVER BARGES Lboats) RAILROADS TRUCKING AIRPLANES

COST

SPEED

SIZE AND
WEIGHT

PERISHABLE
GOODS (CHECK
IF APPLICABLE)

NON-PERISHABLE
GOODS (CHECK IF
APPLICABLE)

NAME OF GOODS
TRANSPORTATED
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The Dennison

Manufacturing Company
1844-1865

UNIT I
THE FOUNDING OF THE FIRM

CONCEPT 3
Andrew Dennison

Form #6A

By 1844, Andrew Dennison, a shoemaker of BrunsAck,
Maine, was experiencing the difficulty of competing success-
fully in a rapidly changing American economy. Like centuries
of cobblers before him, he made shoes in his own shop. He
would measure the foot size of a customer, then cut and stitch
the leather by hand to fit each person's foot. This was slow and
expensive.

Near Boston, shoemakers had long since begun to spe-
cialize. If several men worked together, each making a par-
ticular part of the shoe, shoes could be produced more quickly
and cheaply. By adopting standard shoe sizes in a range of
widths and lengths people could make shoes in one place to
be skipped to other places. A customer could buy READY-MADZ
shoes less expensively than he could have a cobbler make him
a pair.

Andrew Dennison could not compete with these mass-
produced shoes, and looked about for a better way of earning
a living. Andrew's two sons had moved to Boston to engage in
the jewelry business. One of them, Aaron, was a successful
watchmaker who later helped establish the Waltham Watch
Company. For his business he bought from France small
jewelry boxes similar to those used by jewelers today to display
their merchandise. The trip across the ocean on a sailing ship,
however, made their delivery uncertain and their price high.
Aaron took some sample boxes home to his father and two
sisters with the idea that copies made in the United States
would sell more cheaply and be more dependably delivered
than the French boxes.

Dennison BEGINS a Business

Andrew was persuaded to begin manufacturing jewelry
boxes. Using what money he had, he bought cardboard, fabric,
wood, glue and tools and, with the help of his family, started
making jewelry boxes in his own home. To establish a price
for his boxes, he added up his total cost for materials, wages
and transportation, including shipping the raw materials to
Brunswick and the finished boxes to Boston. Then he added
twenty per cent to this cost, which he would keep for himself
as PROFIT*. His son Aaron, the jeweler, who had originally
recogni 'ed the existing MARKET for cheaper boxes, sold the
boxes to jewelers in Boston and New York.

Before long Andrew Dennison was able to increase his
profit to forty per cent. He did this in two ways. First, he raised
his prices, although he still made sure that his prices were less
than those of the French box makers. Secondly, he decreased
the costs of MANUFACTURING the boxes. By searching out new
sources and buying larger shipments, he learned to obtain his
raw materials more cheaply. The fact that each store originally
demanded boxes of different sizes and shapes made producing
them slow work at first. He had learned a lesson from the
changes in shoemaking, however. By persuading the stores to
settle for a limited variety of boxes in standardized sizes, he
was able to cut his production costs.

Soon Andrew's second son, Eliphalet, became involved in

Dennison did not use this buns as we would use it today. In figuring
his costs he did not include either the expenses of upkeep on his shop and
tools, Which is called depreciation, or payment for his own time.
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cormthe business. Ills father's comment that he "suffers his outgoesto exceed his Income" may indicate that Mill:do %vas some-what careless with his money. more willing perhaps to RISKit than his more conservative father. Indeed, this son had notbeen very successful in the jewelry business in Boston. In1849 he began to purchase supplies for the box business as anagent of his father. More important, he began to use his talentsas a salesman to MARKFI or find buyers for his father's boxers.Eliphak t reeognired markets for other products .shni141to bumti and knew that the more products they could sell themore money they could make. 11e was anxious to expand thebusiness by inviatsiFiNc. or manufacturing other products hewas sure would sell. Soon the Dennisons hired neighbors tohelp. and were selling cards, fine cotton. tissue paper and tags.They purchased their supplies in even larger quantities. Manyof the new growing businesses in the United States found itcheaper to buy boxes and tags from Dennison who specializedin their production. than to make their own as ley traditionallyhad.
The location of the Dennison business in Brunswick,Maine, was unnecessarily far from major markets. Delays intransportation by wagon over the poor New England roadsoccasionally caused loss of orders. Eliphalet suggested movingthe business to Boston, where the new railroads would providefast regular delivery to New York and other eastern markets.Ills father, however, did not wish to leave his home town.

The Business MOVES to Boston and GROWS

In 1855 Andrew Dennison agreed to sell the business toEliphalet so that he could move it to Boston. Eliphalet hadlittle cash, so he bought the business on CREDIT; that is, heagreed to pay his father part of his earnings every year until$9000 was paid. Eliphalet now rented a building in Roxbury,later to become part of Boston. and hired people in the area towork for him.
In 1858 Eliphalet added merchandise tags to his list ofproducts. These were large tags for addrel,ses or prices, withstrings to tie them to packages or other articles for shipping.After eyes for the string were cut by machines, the tags weresent out to families who tied the strings to the tags. Sincethe tag had been designed by the Dennisons, Eliphalet appliedfor and received a PATENT from the United States Patent Officein Washington. This was a legal document, good for seventeenyears, prohibiting others from duplicating the tag withoutDennison's permission. To expand his market, Eliphalet boughtthe business of a New York tag importer. Now he could selltags to those companies which had previously bought fromthe New York company as well as to his original customers.Tags quickly became one of the most important products ofthe company, more important by far than the original jewelryboxes.

The Dennison Manufacturing Company grew rapidly; andas the company expanded. its profits increased. Measured byalmost any standards. its first few decades in business wereimmensely successful. During both 1863 and 186.1. profits cameto almost 125 per cent of the ("ANTAL INVI-stED in the company.These large profits in the early stages of the business wereused for DIVIDENDS and for expansion. Each of the persons whohad supplied some of the money invested either in the originalcompany or in later expansions received a yearly dividend, orshare of the profits proportionate to the amount of his originalinvestment. Some of the profit, however, was used for expan-sion. Equipment for manufacturing larger boxes, gummedlabels and sealing wax was added. Branch offices to expandsales were established in Philadelphia. Chicago, Cincinnati andSt. Louis.
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Problems of GROWTH

The growth of the company was not without problems.
One of the more delicate policy decisions concerned the meth-
ods of selling merchandise. Most of Dennison's sales came to
be made through WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS. Instead of selling
small numbers of tags to each of their CONSUMERSthat is, the
companies and businesses who used their productsthe com-
pany simplified the process by selling a large shipment to whole-
sale distributors, then letting them worry about selling to
consumers in their areas.

In 1870, however, Dennison became unhappy about this
method of selling. In order for a distributor to make a profit,
the company had to sell him products for 40 per cent less
than the price he charged the consumers. This limited the man-
ufacturer's profit. Furthermore, the fact that distributors did
not always carry all of Dennison h prouucis cot down on Its ,

potential market.
To remedy this situation, the company started sending out

salesmen to compete with its distributors in selling to con-
sumers. Aroused at loss of sales, distributors threatened to
stop carrying Dennison products. The company feared it would
lose sales. Modern advertising was unknown, and the com-
panies and stores which used its products had frequently never
heard of Dennison. They were accustomed to buying from the
local distributor, whom they knew personally, regardless of
what kind of labels he sold. The company feared that these
customers would be unwilling to give their business to a strange
salesman who said he represented the Dennison Manufacturing
Company. Dennison management decided it was running too
great a risk, withdrew its salesmen and continued to market
its products through wholesale distributors.

The American BUSINESS Scene

It would be difficult for a company to grow so fast today;
it would have been almost impossible in the seventeenth cen-
tury. Indeed, a large part of Dennison's growth in the nine-
teenth century can be accounted for by the fact that it was
swept into the all-encompassing expansion taking place in the
American economy at that time.

Before 1775 the thirteen colonies, as undeveloped regions
igually do, exchanged raw materials for the manufactured
cods of the mother country, England. In other words, America
exported tobacco, wool, indigo, tar, pitch, turpentine, hemp,
lumber, furs, copper, iron and rice, and it imported English
finished products.

After the American Revolution citizens of the new re-
public wanted to manufacture as many of their own finished
goods as they could. The industrial revolution had originated in
England within the textile industry. The English had developed
water-driven machines for spinning and weaving curing the
last half of the eighteenth century. By 1789 American busi-
nessmen had begun to copy the British machines and to develop
a textile industry of their own.

The early American textile industry settled in New Eng-
lyid because of the satisfactory combination of
ItCONOMIC RZSOURCILS found there. Not only could New England
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Ferm #60

TILE DENNISON NIANIJFACTUIUNt.

supply waterpower. it also had workers who learned quickly
how to run textile machinery and businessmen with money to
invest in the new industry. By 1850 New England textiles
were competing with British textiles in numerous parts of the
world.

Only slightly later did other industries develop. nourished
by a variety of factors. America had abundant supplies of land,
raw materials and immigrant labor. New markets were open-
ing up as a result of better transportation, growth of cities and
the expanding western frontier. New machines were invented
or copied from England the sewing machine, the steam ham-
mer, the cylinder press, the telegraph, looms for producing
figured fabrics, air-heating stoves, firearms, boot and shoe
machinery, rubber goods and most important, the steam engine.
The threshing machine, the reaper and the mover were en-
abling the farmer to produce enough food to feed the
populations of the cities growing up around the factories.
Perhaps most spectacular of all was the contribution of the
railroad. By 1870 it was freeing business from the limitations
of geographical location, and goods produced in one area could
be sold across the whole nation.

To be sure, th.. tags, boxes and other paper products of
the Dennison Company were a small item in the total picture
of national growth. But the rapid expansion in the shipment of
merchandise opened up a growing market for the company's
products.

-.0"r"

110 I `rt at
tv.6' tp-

4."
A :I

The material In this case was taken from articles in the Journal
of Economic and Business History, "History of the Dennison Manufactur-
ing Company," by E. P. Hayes, vol. I (1928-29), pp. 467-502, and "History
of the Dennison 4vIanufacturing CompanyII," by Charlotte Heath, vol. II
(192g-30), pp. 163-202; from the survey of the company in Casebook in
American Business History, by N. S. B. Gras and Henrietta Larson (Apple-
tonCenturyCrofts, New York, 1939), pp. 437-460; from annual reports of
the company; and from interviews generously given by officials of the com-
pany and representatives of the International Association of Machinists,
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Form #7

Hypothetical Problem - You are a civil engineer and your

company has assigned you to survey the proposed location

of a new Slaughter House Meat Packing plant in terms of

transportation facilities. Assume that the plant is to

be located on your school grounds in place of the school

building. Assess your school area to see if needed or

necessary modes of transportation are available or feasible

for obtaining resources (cattle, hogs, sheep, etc.) and

transporting the processed product to market. Also consider

the handling of employee traffic. Your survey should be

submitted in the form of a report under the headings:

Roads, Railroads, Water, and Air transportation indicating whether

they are feasible, adequate, or inadequate.
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Name
0/0/Momalt Form #8
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NAME

Form #9

USE OF AVAILABLE ENERGY SOURCES

1. List 4 types of natural (primary) energy sources.

2. Name the main kind of secondary energy used by industry today.

3. List 4 facts about primary and/or secondary sources of energy
an industry would consider before locating in a given area.

4. Which of the energy or energies do you think a slaughter house
meat packing plant on your school grounds would select?

5. Based on the facts you listed for #3, justify in about 50 words
your answer to the above question.
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NAME

HOME OWNERS

types of taxes

Form #11

INDUSTRIES

types of taxes

13



NAME
Form #12

1. Do you think St. Louis County has this property presently zoned
for possible industrial use or would St. Louis County consider
changing it to industrial zoning?

2. In 25 words tell why or why not?

3. List several types of building materials that you think building
codes would allow such an industry to use. In one phrase
state why you think that building material would be allowed.

4. Estimate the amount of taxes you think this industry would pay.

A) Personal Property Tax

B) Real Estate Tax
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NAME

Form #14 A

OCCUPATION INFORMATION FORM

1. Name of Occupation

2. Related Jobs or Positions

3. Work performed

4. Physical demands

5. Personal Qualifications or Requirements

6. Education and Training Requirements

7. Where employed

8. Hours and Earnings

139



9. Working Conditions

10. Employment Outlook

11.0pportunities for Men

12. Opportunities for Women

Form #148

13. Educational or Training Opportunities

14. Would you be able to obtain this occupation in this area?
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NAME Form #15

This example application form is similar to one you will be asked to fill out
when you look for work. Pretend you have finished the 9th grade (3 years junior
high) and fill out application accordingly. Unless you have a Social Security
card just leave that space blank.

Personal Information

Name (last name first)

Address

A9e Date of Birth

Height

Date

Social

Security No.

Telephone

Place of Birth

Weight Physical condition (health)

Name of parent or guardian

Education No. of years
and schpoj

Graduated? (diploma) Favorite subjects

Grammar School
iElpmontary1
Junior High
School
Senior Thigh

School

College
Other (trade
school)

Work Experience. (Most recent employer first.)

ErnOoyer company) Dates from-to Kind of work

Activities in Sch)ol.

Scholastic honors

Athletic and extracurricular

Other activities and hobbies

Reference (teachers, ministers, employers, etc.)

Name Address

Name Address
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Form #16
NAME

INDUSTRIAL TAXES HELP COMMUNITY

Real property tax problems for homes.
We pay taxes on 1/3rd of the amount of money we actually paid for
our homes. Tax rates will vary from one incorporated town to another.
They will also vary from one school district, fire district and other
districts in which you may live. Includedin the tax dte
are tax dollars that go to the Louis County Government dnd the State

of Missouri. All residents of the Parkway School District pay tax
rates between $7 and $8 per hundred dollars assessed valuation.
In this exercise we will use the following tax rate: $8.00 per 1100.00

assessed valuation

1. Real value of home; $21,000

2. Real value of home; $36,000

3. Real value of home; $42,000

4. Real value of home; $48,000

5. Real value of home; $60,000
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NAME Form #17

INDUSTRIAL TAXES HELP COMMUNITY

Real property tax problems for industries.
Real property tax for industries is figured on the same formula as
used sor homes. However, the real value of land containing industrial
builaings is much higher than the real value of land containing homes.

1. Real value $6,000,000

2. Real value $9,000,000

3. Real value $15,000,000

4. Real value $30,000,000

5. Real value $48,000,000
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example Ramsey Corporation

example Western Electric

example West County
Shopping Center

example Chrysler Corporation
plant on Highway 66



NAME

INDUSTRIAL TAXES HELP COMMUNITY

Form #18

Company A is located on 25 acres. Its value is approximately $6,000,000.
As you know from working tax problem 1 on industries, this 25 acres

with industry built on it is bringing in approximately $160,000 in real
estate taxes each year.

On 25 acres approximately 75 homes could be built. This is approximately
3 homes per acre and the average in the Parkway School District. Assume
these 75 homes would each have an approximate value of $30,000. Figure
how much taxes the same 25 acres would produce in taxes if homes were
built there instead of an industry.

Work the problem assuming $40,000. Homes were built on the 25 acres.

List at least 5 community facilities benefited by these industrial taxes.
(example County Library)
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FIELD TRIP TO PARKWAY 98 ACRE AREA

INDUSTRIES MAY CREATE PROBLEMS FOR THE COMMUNITY:a. Industries may disrupt the environmental processes in a community.b. Industries may add to or detract from the aesthetic features of acommunity.

FIELD TRIP ACTIVITIES:

PURPOSE: To provide students with an opportunity to explore a relativelyuntouched, wild area. To have them identify and hypothesizethe problems a locating industry may create for a community.
What environmental disruptions (both immediate and permanent)will the locating industry cause? What will be the aestheticimpact (positive or negative) in terms of the over-all community?

Map 1: a. Identify and plot on Map 1 envirolmental
disruptions causedby man to date. Examples: cleared ground, burned overwoods, plowed crop land, bare ground paths.

Map 2: a. Write in or draw the location of specific elements observedin the natural environment. Examples: a stream, a pond,a meadow, bird nest, animal niche, trees by name or type,animal tracks, etc.

b. Locate and plot an ideal building site for an industry.You will have to defend the industry and the site theindustry was to be built on. Considerations:1. Suitability of the land in terms of:
a. Cost
b. topography (hilly, flat, rolling, good or bad

drainage, flooding)
c. available transportation (air, rail, truck, barge,other)
d. available utilities (water, sewers, electric,

telephone)
e. available energy sources (coal, gas, oil, electric)f. available access roadways (streets, highways, freeways)

2. Is ample housing available, or is there space for newhousing to be developed?
3. What recreational opportunities are there? Are there land areasareas that can be sct aside and developed for recreationalactivities?
4. What environmental

disruptions (immediate or permanent)will the industry create if it locates here?5. Aesthetically will the industry beautify or blight thesurrounding community areas?



NAME:

Form #21

ASSIGNMENT:
Assess school grounds from point of view as to environmental disruptions
that can be noted as a result of the school plant having been built there.

LAND

WATER (creek, pond)

TREES

BIRDS

ANIMALS

OTHER
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NAME Form #22A

FIELD TRIP TO INDUSTRY

ARCHITECTURE:

1. Shape of building (square - oblong - round - other)

2. How many stories or levels does the building have?

3. Exterior texture (rough - smooth)?

4. Exterior building material

5. Windows (many - few - large - small - dirty - clean)?

6. Exterior cclor

7. Does building blend well with the lay of the land?

8. Is the building design (old-fashioned - modern - futuristic- way out)?

9. Does the building blend well with other surrounding buildings?

10. Does the building occupy (all - most - little) of the land it is located on?

11. Is the building well maintained and cared for?

12. Is the name sign (in good taste - poor taste - attractive - large - small -

compatible with the architecture?) Does the sign use electricity?

LANDSCAPING:

1. Are there trees? Kinds?
Numbers?

2. Are there shrubs? Kinds

3. Where are the shrubs located (near the building - spread out over the grounds -
located near tree curbs - surround parking lot area)?

4. Is there grass (natural - artificial - well cared for - poorly cared for)?

5. Is there any evidence of animal life?

a. natural

b. unnatural

6. Has any provisions been made to attract animals to the site?

7. Are there water fountains?

8. Are there water areas (pools - ponds - streams - natural - man-made)?



Form #22B

FIELD TRIP TO INDUSTRY (cont.)

9. Are there flower bed? Flower boxes? Natural or
artificial flowers. Are the flowers wel: cared for?

10. Are there other unique decorations or landscaping techniques that
appeal to you?

11. Is there litter on the grounds?

12. Are there litter containers located in strategic places.

13. Where are the large . sh bins located?

Concealed or out in the open?

PAVED AREAS:

1. Are entry streets (paved - gravel - dirt)?

2. Are the entry streets (wide - narrow - adequate - inadequate)?

3. Has consideration been given to water run-off from paved areas?

are there signs of erosion anywhere on the grounds because of large amounts

of paving?

4. Is the parking lot (paved - gravel - dirty)?

5. Is the parking lot (large - small - accessible - inaccessible - adequate-
inadequate)?

6. Is the parking lot (out in the open - concealed)?

7. Do traffic snarls occur at entry streets or in the parking area? If so, why?

What would you suggest to remedy the traffic situation?

COMMENTS:

1. Would you live next door to this industry?
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The story of almost every great
American city is tied up with a river.

New Orleans has the Mississippi.
The Potomac flows past Washington,
D.C. The Hudson gently laps the
docks of New York City. And Cleve-
land has the Cuyahoga.

The 100-mile-long, snakelike Cuy-
Phoga courses past places like Man-
tua, Kent, Cuyahoga Falls, Akron,
and Sagamore Hills, splits Cleveland
in half, and spills into Lake Erie a
short distance from Cleveland's Mu-
nicipal Stadium.

Indians once paddled the clear-blue
waters of the Cuyahoga in silent ca-
noes. The French built trading posts
along its sylvan shores before the
English arrived. And the Cuyahoga
enabled Cleveland to become a great
manufacturing city because of the
river's access to the Great Lakes.

On hot summer nights, the Cuya-
hoga cooled the city. And, at one
time, the river was a genuine delight
to the eye.

In short, the Cuyahoga was good
to Cleveland.

But Clevelandand other commu-
nities along the Cuyahoga's shores
have nearly destroyed the river.

Each weekday steel companies and
other industries dump ch 'mica'
wastes into the Cuyahoga's waters.
Junkyards dot the river's edge. Heavy
rains flood Cleveland's ancient sewer
system. The result? Millions of gal-
lons of human waste pour into the
Cuyahoga.

All of this filth has turned the Cuy-
ahoga into a floating junk heap. Its
sickening greenish-grayish-brownish
water oozes along like dirty soup.
Chemical dyes and bubbling gases
spot its surface. Stand near the
river's edge on a hot night with the
wind blowing right, and the foul
smell will drive you away.

Fishermen once flung lines into

the Cuyahoga, hooking nifty catches.
Today no fish swim there. In many
dirty rivers, leeches and sludge
worms thrive on watery wastes. Not
even leeches and sludge worms can
survive in the Cuyahoga.

Local wags tell jokes about the
Cuyahoga.

"Anybody who falls ilto the Cuya-
hoga doesn't drown," goes one joke.
"He decays."

Another joke has it that any nin-
compoop can walk on wateras long
as it's the Cuyahoga.

Mayor Carl B Stokes once said
about the Cuyahoga: "We have the
only river in the country which has
been legally descr,lied a fire hazard."

His listeners lauF,hed.
They don't anymore.
Last June 22 the Cuyahoga caught

fire. Immense black clouds of smoke
billowed into the air. Flames from
the oily river spread ferociously.

Fire trucks raced to the scene. In
the water, a fireboat sprayed the
flames with powerful hoses. Nearby
the smoky inferno, minutes passed
like hours. Finally ... the blaze was
brought under control.

Fire officials began to estimate
the damage. Two railroad bridges
spanning the river had been nearly
destroyed. The heat was so intense
that railroad tracks on both charred
bridges warped. Total damage came
to $50,000.

David Blaushild, who heads a
Cleveland group called Citizens for
Clean Air and Water, had this to
say: "Every year there's more talk.
The governor and the mayor come to
the conferences, and make speeches
and go home, and the pollution goes
on. You don't have to study anymore.
You can smell and see it. It's time
to file lawsuits."

Why should people take this non-
sense? Blaushild asked.
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Form #24A

A 15-year-old girl went fishing
with her father in the Connecticut
River. She caught a few fish and her
mother fried them up. The only
trouble: The fish tasted like the dirty
river.
1111 A family of four vacationed along
Lake r *Vs shores. They discovered
that only three of 62 beaches on the
lake are rated completely safe for
swimming. Even wading is unpleas-
ant. Why? Thirty thousand sludge
worms may be found in each square
yard of lake bottom. The worms
feed on filth.

McCall's, a nationally distributed
woman's magazine, did a story on
drinking water. The publication
found that 102 cities in 32 states
and Puerto Rico have water sup-
plies dangerously close to minimum
safety standards.

Hundreds of other cases of wa-
ter pollution could be cited. The
Cuyahoga River (see Case Study)
may be among the dirtiest of rivers,
but foul water is common. Almost
every stream, river, Ir-ke, and bay in
this country is polluted.

The condition is not unique to
America. Wherever lots of people,
homes, and factories are situated
close together, near a waterway,
pollution is likely to occur.

Why is it that waterways be-
come polluted?

The UNESCO Courier, published
by the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organiza-
tion, put it this way:

"The trouble arises from the
primitive notion that a river is a
natural sewer."

'Individual Laziness'
When the country was young and

the population was small, pollution
was not a problem. The early pio-
neers and settlers found that most



fresh water was fit to drink. Human
wastes and garbage from a farm.
house often were discharged into
streams. But a mile down the stream,
the water %is/old again he pure
enough for human consumption.

Dumping ;:ito streams became a
cheap, convenient way to get rid of
wastes.

When towns began to develop,
pollution became more of a prob-
lem. Wastes from many houses were
dumped into streams. Factories con-
tributed their discharges. Still, sew-
age from a small town was diluted
and made safe within a few miles.

Then other towns developed near-
by. Some towns grew into cities.
Industry grew bigger and more var-
ied and discharged greater amounts
of different kinds of wastes. Trouble
really begin. Many of the nation's
rivers, streams, and lakes became
stinking and disease-ridden cess-
pools. They received so much gar-
bage from so many places !slat
they would he unclean from one end
to the other.

Soon only very old men could re
(romber when streams were good
for fishing. More and more beaches
were declared unsafe for swimming.
Communities had to add more
chemicals to water to make it safe
for drinking.

Congressman Lowell P. Weicker.
Jr. of Connecticut says our rivers
have become "sacrificed to individ
ual laziness and corporate profits."

Public officials and company man-
agers didn't seem to care. Towns.
people didn't want to raise the tax
money necessary to remove danger.
()us materials from human waste be-
fore it was discharged into water.
ways. Nor did factory owners want
to spend the money needed to dump
industrial wastes elsewhere or to
snake wastes less dangerous before

Form #24A

they reached the water.
Men feel differently about the

value of water conservation.
For example, Congressman Weick-

er says: "What I am asking for is
nothing less than a total commit-
ment on the part of each citizen of
this nation to be prepared to act as
well as pay for the preservation of
our environment."

Another man, the o er of an in-
dustry criticized for dumping waste,
said that the jobs his plant offers
are more important than the feel-
ings of "a few bi:a watchers and do-
gooders."

Why is water so important? Why
should we keep it clean? Sometimes
it is hard to come up with quick
answers because we take water so
much for granted. Our bodies are
made up of three-fourths water. The
surface of the Earth is three-fourths
water.

Plants need water to grow. Water
stabilizes the Earth's temperature.
We swim and boat in water. Water
is used to clean everything from
our teeth to the floors of dairy barns.
Industry uses millions of gallons
of water. Three hundred gallons are
used for the manufacture of one
pound of synthetic rubber.

('lean water and the plants, fish,
anu animals that thrive near it are
also important for our enjoyment.

And ... we drink water.

Cleanup Ordered
Cleveland gets its water from Lake

Erie. More and more chemicals have
to he added to the water to make it
safe for drinking. One angry conser-
vationist declared: "The time's go-
ing to come when they won't he
able to put any more chlorine into
the drinking water. What are they
going to do then?"

Action to reduce pollution has
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Do you think the cartoon's title is en apt one?

been stepped up by local, state,
and federal governments and by in-
dustry 1n the last five years. Last
year Cleveland voters approved the
spending of $100 million to improve
the city's sewerage facilities.

The Federal Government recently
ordered the city of Toledo, Ohio,
and five steel companies in the
Midwest to clean up their waste
discharges in 180 days or face pos-
sible court action.

Recently the U.S. Senate voted
$1 billion to fight water pollution.

A spokesman for the Federal Wa-
ter Pollution Control Administration
told Urban World: "We expect a
significant cleanup in the next five
years or so.

"Of course," he added. "that de
pends on whether the public and
private industry are willing to spend
the money to get the job done.-

From: Urban World, 1971
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WALTER F. MONDALE
COMMITMENT TO SURVIVAL

University of Minnesota, April 22

Every five to twenty years, an extraordinary phenomenon
takes place in Scandinavia. The lemmings, for reasons un-
known, begin their suicidal march to the sea.

We are not unlike this little creatureseemingly bent
on the destruction of his own species.

The only real differences are that we don't wait ten years
between marches, and we seem determined to take every
other creature along with us.

Probably no single resource is as precious to the people
of Minnesota as their lakes and waterways.

Yet, every day we pour 25 billion pounds of human,
chemical, and industrial wastes into our nation's lakes and
rivers. Two million pounds of pesticides, and over 104
million pounds of fertilizer are added to the land each day,
to find their way into the nearest waterway and feed the
growth of green algae.

Lake Erie is already dead, killed by the steady discharge
of poison at the rate of one ton per minute.

The Mississippi, south of St. Louis, is so toxic that signs
warn against eating food near the banks.

Ohio's Cuyahoga River flowed so thick with oil scum that
it caught fire.

According to Gaylord Nelson: "We have in the last forty
years polluted every major watershed in America east of
the Mississippi to a serious degree, and every major water-
shed west of the Mississippi to some degree."

Here in Minnesota:

The magnificent Lake Superior, the third greatest body
of fresh water in the world, is threatened with 60,000
tons a day of taconite tailingsonly a single example of
our abuse of that lake;
The Boundary Waters Canoe areawith some of the
purest water and most unspoiled land in the nation
is threatened by mining interest which would cash in this
irreplaceable wilderness for a possible profit in metal;

* The Mississippi, where it is not yet spoiled by chemical
and organic discharge, is threatened at Monticello by
thermal heat and radioactive discharge;
Hundreds of our 14,000 lakes are threatened by eu-
trophication. We have already seen our precious fresh-
water community lakes fill up with slime and algae which
feed upon the nitrates and phosphates washed in from
fertilizers, detergents, and sewage. . .

First of all, we must as a nation stand ready now to
commit the vast resources needed to undo a history of
abuse and neglectnot the vague token commitment of
$4 i,illion spread over the next ten years as promised by
the administration.

The New York Times estimated the cost of cleaning all
the nation'c waterways at $100 billion. Out of sight? We
have almadyspent that much in Vietnam.

From: Earth Day - The Beginning Rantum Press,

1970 pp 44-45
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people have caused it

One factory after another

ack of fresh air

Lad of clean water

Unhealthy conditions, just like a nightmare

Too much trouble for Mother Nature

I hope we can solve this problem

OnlY we the people can change things

Now Is the time to decide.

KILLER SMOG hiT.5
LONDON: P452.

"Hell is a city much like London,
a populous and smoky city," the
19th - century English poet Percy
Bysshe Shelley once wrote.

For five days in December 1962
the people in England's largest
city thought that they were indeed
in hell.

A sooty, black, choking smog
smoke mixed with foglay just
above the ground. There was dark-
ness at noon.

11.affic on London's broad ave-
nues came to a halt.

The smog hung so low that peo-
ple walking through the darkened
streets were struck by birds trying
to fly low enough io avoid the
choking mixture.

All outdoes spurting events were
canceled.

Bodies piled up because they
couldn't be buried quickly enough.
Crematoriwns (ovens for disposal of
bodies) were kept burning day (Ind
night.

Older people were hurt firit by
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the smog. Many died. Later young
children and people with lung and
heart problems were felled by the
polluted air.

All told, more than 4,500 deaths
were blamed on the smog.

Meanwhile, the rest of England
was enjoying bright and sunny skies.

What made this particular fog
a killerdifferent from all the rest?

The answer to that question is
fairly easy to find.

For years London, like most
heavily populated industrial cities,
had been pouring pollutants into
the air. Smoke from factories, auto-
mobile fumes, and gases from elec-
trical plants all were fouling the
atmosphere, usually causing only a
minor discomfort to Londoners.

This time the pollution com-
bined with two layers of air to
cause, as one member of the House
of Commons called it, "almost ...
mass extermination."

A layer of cool air had been sit-
ting over London since late Novem-
ber and early December of 1952.
On December 4 a new layer of warm
air arrived.

The warm air moved above the
cool air and stopped where it was,
locking in the cool airand all of
the pollutants being pushed into it.

For days the two air layers just
stood still over London. Scientists
call this act of nature "temperature
inversion."

The pollutants being spilled into
the air could not move very far
upward because of the hot air
sealing them in. So they stayed
close to the groundspreading
death.

Eventually, offshore winds did
move the warmer air out of the
way, and the pollution moved up
into the atmosphere and away from
London.

Life went back to normai.
Since then London has not had

another killer fog. But many Lon-
doners who remember the disaster
of 1952 wonder whether it will
strike again, making breathing dif-
ficult and killing thousands.
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Out of the Fog
For more than 600 years. Londoners

alternately cursed and boasted about
their famous fogs. In 1852. Charles
Dickens wrote of leaden skies filled
with black soot that resembled snow-
flakes "gone into mourning for the death
of the sun." Some 60 years later, T. S.
Eliot immortalized the ". . . yellow fog
that rubs its back upon the window-
panes." Fog shrouded the malevolent do-
ings of London villains from Jack the
Ripper to Mr. Hyde, and was all too fa-
miliar to Sherlock Holmes, who fre-
quently set forth from Baker Street
picking his way through a real "pea-
souper."

Yet today, to the dismay of mov-
iemakets sad the delight of countless

Britons, London fog has virtually van-
ished. Only three or four times a year
does anything that can credibly be de-
scribed as fog descend on the city. Even
then, it is never the suffocating, smoke-
laden, brown or yellow stuff that once
mantled the city with dreary regularity
and sometimes lethal results. This year
London skies were clear even during No-
vember. usually the foggiest month.

The fog crept to its peak in 1952,
when Londoners learned a hard lesson:
if there was romance and mystery in
the murk, there was also death. During
the Great Fog of 1952. which cloaked
London for four days. some 4.000 peo-
ple, most of them with respiratory ills,
were killed by the polluted air; about
twice that number perished later as a di-
rect result of those four terrible days.
Until think a succession of monarchs,
Prime Ministers and Parliaments had

TIME. DECEASE' 12. 1149

tried in vain to ban the burning of soft
coal, which was largely responsible for
the pea-soupers. But the killer fogfol-
lowed by a study concluding that air pol-
lution was costing the country about
$700 million a year in lost efficiency
and cleaning billsjolted the British
into action. In 1956, a Clean Air Act
aimed at industrial and domestic air pol-
luters was pushed through Parliament.
Most important, the traditional burning
of soft coal in hearth grates was pro-
hibited in large areas across Britain.

Bright Buildings. To comply with the
new regulations, British industry has
spent nearly a billion dollars in the
past decade to clean up the emissions
from its smokestacks.

London has led the way in smoke con-
trol. The 156,000 tons of sooty grime
it once belched into the air annually ,

have been cut by 80%, and about three-
quarters of the city is actually smoke-
less. -We estimate that London noii
gets 50% more sunlight in the winter
than before the act," says Lord Ken- I
net. What is more, many of Britain's pub-
lic buildings have been scrubbed down
and look brighter than they have in dec-
ades, if not centuries.
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DIRTY AIR

The People vs. the Smog
THE SLEEPY suburb camealive all at once, and soon almost

all the men were rushing out
their front doors, jumping into
cars, and driving off to Los
Angeles for work, As Bill Taylor's
wife kissed him good-by at the
door, she said, "Good-by, dear.
Try not to breathe too much in
the city."

The joke was a bad one today:
From the moment Bill woke up
and took his first breath, it hurt
even in the house that early in
the morning. It hurt deep down
in his chest. And now he felt
suffocated among the thousands
of cars that moved along bumperto bumper.

THE SMOG was soupy. Bill
could make out gas stations and
some houses near the freeway. He
could see outlines of mountains
that rose on three sides of the
county, but just barely.

As Bill approached downtown
Los Angeles, he was caught in
the usual bottleneck. Bill thought
he could see fumes from a thou-
sand exhaust pipes forming a
bluish-gray cloudand he instinc-
tively rolled up the window.

"A lot of good that'll do," Bill
said aloud to himself. But with-
out realizing it, he began to
take short, quick truths. He felt

as if somebody had him by the
throat, and he began coughing.

"This is madness," Bill ex-
claimed lewdly. "Why do we have
to put up with this?" Bill re-
called the pure, crisp air and
the expansive landscape he had
known as a child in the same
area of California.

But after the war, industry
boomed and smokestacks pumped
plumes of black soot into the air.
Millions of automobiles crowded
onto the land, emitting tons of
the colorless, invisible, and dead-
ly gas called carbon monoxide.
Pollution alerts began cautioning
people with respiratory ailments
to remain indoors.

By the time Bill got to the of-
fice, he had made a decision. There
was talk at the office about how
bad the smog was, but Bill didn't
hear.

WHEN HE got home that eve-
ning, Bill told his wife that he was
going to form a citizens' commit-
tee to do something about air
pollution. "Be practical," she told
him. "Who are you, against all
those big companies?"

"It's my air, too," Bill replied.
"What's more important, it's ev-
erybody's air. And that's why I
can do something about it.b'

Could I:9?

From: A.E.P. Assciates,
Harvard Social Studies
Project, 1967.
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DIRTY MR

The War on Smog Has Many Fronts
THE BILL TAYLOR described

on the preceding page is a fiction-
al person. But in Los Angeles dur-
ing the late 1940's there were many
people lam himmany Bill Tay-
lors who formed citizens' commit-
tees to restore clean air to "Smog
Town, U.S.A."

Orders To Clean Up
Los Angeles was both the first

major city to alert the nation to
the perils of air pollution and the
first to do anything about it. In
1947, the Los Angeles County Cen-
tral Board was formed and given
wide powers.

Los Angeles County abolished
coal burning entirely. Oil burning
which produces sulfur dioxide
fumes, as does coalwas banned
seven months of the year. Back-
yard incinerators were outlawed
and municipal garbage incinera-
tion was halted. The County vir-
tually eliminated emissions from
stationary sources (chimneys,
smokestacks, and open fires).

But the smog didn't go away.
It got worse. The cause was mil-
lions of automobiles. It wasn't
until the mid-1950's that scientists
discovered that the major source
of smog was automobile fumes.
Research showed that one out of
ten gallons of gasoline escaped
into the air as waste.

Persistent Pollution
After lively battles with the

automobile industry, California
passed a law requiring 1966 mod-
el cars to carry fume-control de-
vices. The devices could reduce
emissions by about 30 percent.

The Federal Government fol-
lowed California's example with

a federal law requiring air pollu-
tion control equipment Ls all cars,
beginning with 1D68 models.

Despite these measures, Los An-
geles County today still suffers
from severe air pollution, 90 per-
cent caused by cars.

Smog is not a disease of Los
Angeles alone. The United States
Public Health Service reports that
more than 7,000 communities
across the nation are afflicted with
air pollution. And, unlike Los An-
geles, many of them are doing
little or nothing about it.

Our Limited Air
Air pollution has crept up on

the nation, just as water pollution
did. People still think of air
as they once did of land, for..ets,
and wateras an unlimited re-
source. But air is surprisingly lim-
ited. The. ter around the Earth ex-
tends upward only about 12 miles
before it becomes thin and useless.
The air we can breathe extends
upward only a few thousand feet.

Into this precious air America
today pumps millions of tons of
gaseous wastes. The 6 million resi-
dents of Los Angeles County alone
average mote than 9,000 metric
tons per day of air pollution.
Some scientists believe that the
atmosphere is the principal dump-
ing ground for human wastes.

The atmospheric burden is grow-
ing by the day because of the
steady increase in population, au-
tomobiles, and industry. Many of
the comforts of modern life are
sustained by burning of some
kind Tgasoline in cars, coal and
oil in . factories that produce lux-
ury goods, and more power plants
to make more electricity for cons-
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fortable living. Waste from burn-
ing is the basic cause of smog.

The cost of the "good life" is
murky skies over many big cities,
as well as many smaller com-
munities. Bad air was once the
burden of only a few poor people
who lived on "the wrong side of
the tracks"so named because
the section was downwind of the
coal-burning locomotives whose
cinders and smoke were unpleas-
ant. But today dirty air plagues
rich and poor alike.

Rotting Clothes
In many areas of the United

States dirty air soils and even
rots clothes. Housewives fad they
must wash clothes and clean the
house more than usual. Dirty air
discolors houses, corrodes metals,
and mars public buildings.

In every urban area, pollution
has reduced vegetation of all kinds.
For example, inspect the shrubs
and trees continually blasted by
exhaust fumes at bus stops and
you may discover that they are
dead or dying. The costs in wasted
fuel and property damage are es-
tiznated to be as high as $11 bil.
lion a year.

"There is no doubt," John Gard-
ner, former Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare, once said,
"that air' pollution is a contribut-
ing factor to the rising incidence
of chronic respiratory diseases
lung cancer, emphysema, bron-
chitis, and asthma."

Dirty air also kills. In 1948, the
first health disaster resulting from
polluted air hit the town of Do-
nora, Pennsylvania. Four days of
smog made 43 percent of the pop-
ulation sick and caused the death
of 20 persons.

Fifteen days of heavy smog
400 people in New Yorlb

City in 1963. In November of 1968
a mass of heavily polluted air
trapped 16 million people of
Greater New York in a huge poi-
sonous balloon. An estimated 80
persons died, but thousands of
others spent their Thanksgiving
holidays in fear and pain.

Federal Action
The Federal Government has

acted on air pollution. The Fed-



DIRTY AIR THE WAR ON SMOG HAS MANY FRONTS

seal Clean Air Act of 1963 pro-
vided funds for local programs
and for research into scientific
air pollution control.

The Air Quality Act of 1967
greatly expanded the federal ef-
fort against air pollution. It set
aside $400 million for clean air
over a three-year period. However,
the Act did not set up standards.
That was left to the states.

The states have acted slowly.
Few of them are as concerned with
air pollution as is California. A
recent nationwide survey found
that eight out of ten persons did
not consider air pollution a com-
munity problem.

Because of citizen apathy, state
politicians feel little pressure to
act on air pollution. They are thus
free to find dozens of more popu-
lar ways to spend money.

One air pollution control official
from a large city in the Middle
West spoke bluntly: "The truth is
that the critical ingredient in smog

For Thought and Discussion

1. CONSIDER THE following ar-
gument: "Why doesn't the Govern-
ment take steps to replace private
cars in the big cities with mass
public transportation, or develop
electric or steam-powered vehicles?
raid why oesn't the Government
pos4a a po?...ition tax on industrial
and municipal polluters, or give
them tax incentives for cutting
pollution?

"Part of it is apathy. Part of
it is that the Government is in-
fluenced by lobbyists for the auto
industry, highway and trucking
firms, and other special-interest
groups. The real cause of air pol.

Form #248

simply Is politics ....We know
how to cure smog. It's not unduly
difficult or expensive. The mob-
Ism is getting the people in the
community to support a clean-up
proPam."

Strangled on Wastes?
Conservationists would Wm to

see more any people such as
Bill Taylor. They would hie to
see mare citizens' committees for
dean air. They' fear that unless
this happens, America will some-
day be strangled in her own wastes,
The smog grows thicker every day.

. Former Secretary of Health, Ed-
ucation, and Welfare John Gard-
ner has posed the alternatives:
"Our choices are narrow. We can
remain indoors and live like moles
for en unspecified number of days
each year. We can issue gas masks
to a large segment of the popula-
tion. Or we can live in domed
cities. Or we can take action to
stop fouling the air we heaths."

lution is politics, but the culprit
is the Government, not the people."

Do you agree with this view of
the problem? Why or why not?

2. HISTORICAL RELEVANCE:
'IV to imagine how a pioneer
trapper or lumberman might have
reacted to the suggestion that
someday forest animals, trees, and
minerals would be ea Now,
on the basis of what you ..Ave read,
how do you think the average
Anierican reacts today to talk that
the' air he breathes is scarce? Do
you think the two reactions would
be similar? Why or why not?
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The following reading on Land Pollution was taken from Time Magazine,
February 2, 1970.

"Man's inadvertence has even upset the interior conditions of the
earth's crust. One of the most respected U. S. geophysicists, Gordon J. F.
MacDonald, reports that wherever huge dams are built, the earth starts shud-
dering. The enormous weight of the water in the reservoirs behind the dam
puts a new stress on the subsurface strata, which are already in natural
stress. In consequence, giant sections of the earth's crust sheer past one
another and the earth quivers. MacDonald warns that earthquakes may result
(and did near Denver) from one of the newest anti-pollution techniques: in-
jecting liquid chemical wastes into deep wells.

If technology got man into this mess, surely technology can get him out
of it again. Not necessarily, some people say. Problems are solved but as
we solve them we may find that our only remedies will create more of the same
problems.

One example is the mighty Aswan High Dam project, built on the Upper
Nile River with Soviet aid. When an international team of ecologists studied
the effects of the dam, they were shocked. For one thing, waterweeds are
clogging the shoreline of Lake Nasser behind the dam. The weeds may well speed
evaporation through transpiration to the point where the lake lacks enough
water to drive the gigantic generators.

UNEXPECTED SIDE EFFECTS

The dam has also stopped the flew of silt down the Nile, which in the
past offset the natural erosion of the land from t'le Nile delta. As, a result,

downstream erosion may wash away as much productive farm land as is opened up
by new irrigation systems around La1.e Nasser. Without the nutrient-rich silt
reaching the Mediterranean, the Egyptian sardine catch declined from 18,000 tons
in 1965 to 500 tons in 1968. A- a final penalty, irrigation projects on the
delta plain have allowed a moisture-loving snail to thrive. Since it carries
schistosomiasis, most of the delta people have had that agonizing liver and
intestinal aisease."
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NOISE POLLUTION

The following reading was taken from St. Louis Post-Dispatch, October 4, 1970.Reporter, E. F. Porter, Jr.

NOISE IN URBAN LIFE: THE DEAFENING DIN

"Noise is America's fastest growing pollutant. The average level ofsound assailing the ears of the urban dweller has doubled in the last 15years. Not smog nor sewage nor solid waste can make that claim.

If noise continues to increase at its current rate, hearing may be alost talent in the year 2000--a special, exotic gift possessed only by thevery young and members of primitive tribes. The cacophony of civilization,the roar of traffic, the hum of household appliances, the shriek of jet air-craft, the clatter of machinery and the acid squeal of hard rock music conspirein a mounting tumult that experts warn has reached critical proportions.
The United States Public Health Service estimates that 6,500,000 Americanssuffer some degree of impaired hearing. Deafness, full or partial, costsAmerican taxpayers $8,000,000 a year in disability

compensation payments.

Residents of some areas, expecially those adjacent to highways and air-ports, experience a level of general outdoor noise already higher than thelegal limit imposed for the safety of workmen in industrial plants withgovernment contracts.

Not only is nois.1 driving us deaf, it may also be driving us insane.
A two-year study of persons living near London's Heathrow airport dis-closed an incidence of mental illness significantly higher than that of therest of the population. Laboratory rats subjected to high sound levels develophigh adrenalin levels and other hormonal imbalances."
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WATER POLLUTION

1. Describe the Cuyahoga River before it became polluted.

2. Describe the Cuyahoga today and why it is polluted so badly.

3. If you were a leading politician in Cleveland, what would you recommend
in regard to the Cuyahoga?

4. Where is Lake Erie and why is it so badly polluted?

5. What does McCall's magazine have to say about drinking water in the U.S.?

6. Trade the history of the gradual decay of the nation's lakes, rivers and
streams.

7. Would you drink water from Lake Erie? What city does? What substance is
added to water to purify it? How can this substance be harmful?

8. What dangers threaten Minnesota lakes and streams according to Senator Mondale?

9. What does Senator Mondale say about the water of the Mississippi River just
south of St. Louis?

10. How much will it cost approximately to clean up the nation's waterways?
Is it out of sight?
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AIR POLLUTION (industrial)

Form #258

1. What factor contributed to pollution of the air in London and in other cities?

2. Describe temperature inversion as it happened in London in 1952.

3. What groups of peope were hurt most by the killer smog in London?

4. How did the old horror and detective movies picture London?
What did Dickens say about London?

5. What did London do to eliminate much of the pollution of the air am4 toclean up the buildings in the city?

6. According to the article, "The People vs. the Smog", what was the reasonfor the sudden pollution of the air in California?

7. What did Los Angeles County government do to try and stop pollution of the air?Did it stop the smog? Why or why not?

8. Is the a;r surrounding the earth's surface an unlimited resource? Why or why not?
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AIR POLLUTION (industrial)

Form #25C

9. What effect does dirty air have on homes and buildings?

10. What effect does dirty air have on vegetation?

11. What effect does dirty air have on the health of human beings? It is
especially harmful to people with what diseases?

12. The government has passed legislation to fight pollution but it is not
enough. We need more legislation passed and more participation by every
citizen in this country. What is the biggest problem or obstacle in fight-
ing pollution in this country according to the statement on the last page of
The Reading On Air Pollution.

13. John Gardner has stated four alternatives to the air pollution problem.
What are they?

4.

3.

4.
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LAND POLLUTION

Form #25D

1. What is a possible consequence of man's interference with the earth's

surface and under the surface?

2. What were the negative effects of the dam built in Egypt?

2.

3.

4.

NOISE POLLUTION

1. What are some of the sources of noise pollution according to the article?

2. What are two consequences of noise pollution?
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POLLUTION - WEATHER STUDY

NOTE to STUDENT:

Form #26

aleINIOwaa

POLLUTION LEVELS WEATHER FACTORS
SKY CONDITIONS - SUNNY, PARTLY SUNNY, CLOUDY, HAZE.

HIGH TEMPERATURE - DEGREES FAHRENHEIT
PRECIPITATION - RAIN, HAIL, SLEET, SNOW

MODERATE WIND SPEED - MILES PER HOUR
WIND DIRECTION - NORTH (N), NORTHWEST (NW.), etc.

LOW

POLLUTION WEATHER FACTORS

SKY CONDITION

TEMPERATURE

PRECIPITATION

WIND SPEED

WIND DIRECTION

SKY CONDITION

TEMPERATURE

PRECIPITATION

WIND SPEED

WIND DIRECTION

SKY CONDITION

TEMPERATURE

PRECIPITATION

WIND SPEED

WIND DIRECTION

SKY CONDITION

TEMPERATURE

PRECIPITATION

WIND SPEED

WIND DIRECTION
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Form #28A

ACTIVITIES AND EXPERIMENTS IN AIR POLLUTION

A. SIMPLE EXPERIMENTS

1. Take a series of pictures or slides of air pollution sources in your
community.

2. Place a clean cloth over the intake of a vacuum pump or over the hose
of a vacuum cleaner. Draw air through the cloth for several minutes.
What is observed?

3. Place a few drops of concentrated hydrochloric acid in a small dish.
Close by, place a dish containing a few drops of concentrated ammonia.
DO NOT MIX THESE CHEMICALS!!!! The gaseous vapors of these two sub-
stances will react to form a cloud of white solid ammonium chloride.

4. Smog can be produced by the condensation of water vapors (or other vapors)
on solid particles like smoke. Insert a lighted match in a gallon jug
to make a small amount of smoke. Blow, with your mouth pressing firmly
on the mcuth of the jug and release the compressed air quickly. A smog
should form in the jug. Try this blowing activity without the smoke from
tt:, match. What happens?

5. If a microscope and a Brownian movement apparatus are available, observe
cigarette smoke. This demonstrates that tobacco smoke is made up of
solid particles. The smoke particles are small enough to be kept suspended
in the air indefinitely and are in a constant state of vibration due to the
bombardment of air molecules.

6. Remove the rubber bulb from a medicine dropper. Insert a small wad of
cotton in the glass tube and replace the bulb. Insert the end of the
dropper in a lighted cigarette. Squeeze the bulb a few times to draw
the smoke through the cotton. What happens? What conclusions might be
drawn as to the nature of tobacco smoke? While tobacco smoke is usually
not produced in large enough quantities to constitute an air pollution
problem out of doors, indoors it may be another matter to contend with.
Compare the probable reactions of a heavy smoker with those of a non-smoker
living through an experience such as occurred in Donora, Pennsylvania.

7. Place a clean cold dish in a candle flame. Soot formed is a result of
incomplete combustion of the candle fuel. Heating this soot in a hot
Bunsen flame causes it to disappear. Why? What ideas for one kind of
pollution control might be suggested by this demonstration?
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Form #286

8. Procure a large strip of white felt or cotton batting (or use milk pads).Tack to a board, cover with 5 sections, and remove a section daily to
uns.over, felt for observation. Note and compare build up of impuritiesover five day period. A magnifying glass may help to determine the densityof the polluting elements by observing the five sections.

9. After a snowstorm (if they ever have one of those things in Missouri),
collect one quart of snow and, after allowing it to melt, filter it
through fine mesh cloth. Do this on several days if possible. Comparethe accumulation of pollutants.
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Form #29 A

STUDENT DATA SHEET

1. Complete the maze.

2. Identify several positive methods people can use to help 1.'llve
pollution problems.

3. Identify the "Dead End" results of man's actions creating pollution.

4. Be prepared to discuss the positive methods you believe are being
used today and those being neglected.
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NAME Form #30 A

TO THE STUDENT - Use this data sheet as a guide for information that you
will need when reporting back to the class. REMEMBER you are trying to
determine how community growth places a straiT15Fia community facilities
as sewage disposal operations. You are to be especially concerned about
the problems industries create for these facilities.

1. Original capacity of the operation -

2. How many years do they estimate it will take before the plant has to be
enlarged?

3. What alternative plans, if any, exist for enlarging the operation?
What is the cost estimate?

ALTERNATIVE PLANS COST ESTIMATE

4. How many people are employed at this plant operation?

S. Indicate levels of training required for several of these jobs.

6. What happens to the end product? (i.e. how pure is the water when it is
returned to the earth and how is the residue disposed of)

7. Ask the guide if he can point out any sewage problems specifically related
to industries that use the plant?

1.

2.

3.
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Form #30 B

8. Make suggestions of your own for solving the above problems.

1.

2.

3.

9. In your opinion, is this a satisfactory ystem for your community
or do you think major improvements need to be made in processing
the sewage? EXPLAIN
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NAME Form #32 A

STUDENT READING GUIDE
CUR POLLUTED WORLD pp 37-42

1. List 6 ways in which we come into contact with radiation.

2. Name 3 ways in which radioactive waste is being accumulated.

3. Indicate where we dispose of this waste.

4. The first problem to be solved in disposal of these materials is better.

5. Name one other problem in moving toward the use of nuclear materials
to produce electricity for the future.

ENERGY AND ECONOMIC GROWIH pp 13-14

1. By the year 2000, how large will the population be according to the
wall chart?

2. How much additional energy will probably be needed by the year 2000?
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Form #32 13

3. GNP means the amount of goods we produce in the United States every
year. If our standard of living is to continue to improve then we
must .ontinue to produce more goods.
What will we need most in order to continue producing more goods for
more people?

4. What are radioactive materials especially needed for in the future?
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NAME

INDUSTRIES MAY CREATE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS

DATE

Form #33

FROM

TIME:

TO

LOCATION

A

CLASS
B C INDUSTRIAL USE

TOTALS
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NAME

INDUSTRIES MAY CREATE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS

Form #34

ASSIGNMENT: Observe a specific intersection during a busy time and

complete the following items relating to that intersecticn.

1. Intersection (location)

2. Problems of intersection (created by nearby industry or contributed to
that industry.)

3. Solutions (that have been accomplished for some of the problems.)

4. Possible solutions to existiiit problems. Your own solutions.)

5. Possible problems of the future.
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NAME Form #35 A

INDUSTRIES MAY CREATE TRAFFIC PROBLEMS

To the student - Choose a specific industry to carry out this activity.

Name of industry:

Location of the industry:

Give name or names of major highways that are near the industry.

Approximate time you visited the parking lot.

Number of cars counted.

List traffic problems you believe might exist at the time the people arrive
at work and leave at the end of their workday.

1.

2.

3

List interstate highways that are near the industry.

List roads that are near the industry. (Examples are Baxter, Woods Mill
Fee Fee, Ross, McKelvey, Ladue, 01: e, Clayton, Manchester)

List minor streets that intersect with the roads you listed.
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NAME Form #35 B

List facilities you observed at the industrial si*e that are meant to
help solve the traffic problem,(example - someone employed by the industry
to help direct traffic)

Are there other facilities nearby that have been expanded in order to help
handle the problem?(example clover leaf access)

Suggest at least 2 solutions that would further help solve traffic problems
created by industrial sites.

2.

3.
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Seattle Under Siege:

The Troubles of a

Company Town

in this bltgar winter of high naffs fief
unemployment, Seattle has the unhappy
distinction of leading America's maiormetropolitan centers with a staggering
imemplayment rate of 10.9%almost
double the n'.iIonal rate of 5.8%. Se-
tittle's troubles largely have their originIn the troubles of the Boeing Co which
ass Ns peak employed 1 out of 12 per)-* in the Seattle area. But the effects rip-
ple out to touch nearly everyone, asTM Correspondent Karsten Pragerworts;

THE facade is deceptive: busy, bright-
ly decorated city streets, department

Mere full of holiday shoppers, the free-
way h$ lupins with traffic. The Seattle
SuperSonics are drawing sizable crowdsat the Seattle Center Coliseum in theshadow of the Space Needle; their11100Tti is so-so, but they are making
money and their attendance is fourth
in the N.B.A. Al'AS11, now in itseighth month at the downtown ColiseumTheater, is still pulling them in at S2.50er seat. All over town, station MO-
irv's billboards ask, HAVE YOU HEARD
A GOOD ONE LATELY?part of a good-ewe campaign that has triggerediundreds of calls since its inceptionast May.

But good news Is the individual in-'dent, not the general reality in Se-tftle. Under the veneer, it is a troubled.
moertain city, its crisis real. It is aent that has had its downs before,
put never quite to this degree: cut of
ra area population estimated at 1,400,-
00, more than 74500 are out of work;
4,000 are on county welfare rolls:2.000 on food stamps. In little morean two years. Boeing employment haslummeted from 191,500 to 46,800. By

the end of ) 971 it will probably sink
to 32,500. It could go as low as 35,000
if the U.S. Senate goes through with
Its threat to cut off funds for Boeing's
!ST development program, a project
that still employs 4,800 workers. The
company has already sold one plant,
closed another, auctioned off surplus
equipment and furniture, consolidated
assembly lines, cut its 747 jumbo-jet
production from 7i g month to 5.

The Boeing cuts have given Seattle
unemployment a rathes unique texture:
a large pool of highly skilled technicians,
many of whom have never been out of
work before, and for whom prospects
elsewhere are hardly encouraging. CO
Lowe, 45, a former flight test engineer,
has been luckier than many of his col-
leagues: from Thanksgiving to Christmas
Eve he played Santa Claus' at a down-
town department store. He and another
former engineer were picked out of ten
men who applied. Despite the fact that
the St attle Times printed ten times more
help-wanted classified than situations-
wanted last month, good jobs are hard
to come by. Most of the ads offer ei-
ther overseas work, low-paying jobs er
commission deals.

Whenever something acceptable
opens up, the lines are long: 280 men re-
gently took examinations for 20 police
vaeancies. Sometimes the aosial label
can actually hinder. "Saying tit:: you've
been hi aerospace around hem is like
having a Wart °now eon," says Lows.
To counter that, -bine 100 tmftployed
have come together in a group called
Talent Plus Inc., with the aim of find-
ing new jobs partly by helping each
other to write résumés that stress as
much nonaerospace background ps pos-
sible. A kw jobs have opened up.

For most others it is the wee miy trip
to the Unemployment Compensation
Services office on Taylor Avenue North,
where the queues form well before 8
a.m. in the early-morning gloom. Busi-
ness has been so heavy that the agency
!tad to take more office space earlier
this month. In the beginning of the cri-
sis, many people who had lost em-
ployment moved away: the demand for
U-Haul trailers was so great in May
and June that rental agencies ran out
of equipment. But thousands are still
hanging on, unwilling to give up life
near Puget Sound and the now snow:.
covered Cascades. For all its woes. Se-
attle remains one of the most attractive
urban areas in the nation.

The downturn in the economy, ac-
mtki,ited by a sagging forest-products
industry and a steady net decline in sec
ondary employment, has caused fallout
virtually everywhere, from city finances
to car sales to housing. As early as last
summer. Wes Uhlman, 35, the person-
able mayor of Seattle, decreed a 5% ex-
penditure cut for the second half of
the year in an alreadyconservative bud-
get. A selective city job freeze wcnt
into effect, and summer park programs

133

. Form 35
closed a week early. There is virtually
YA_Fh In city tax revenue now, re-

*, stagnant economy. Vhlman
has already weathered a frightening
bombing spree and a police scandal
last year, and he says: "There are days
when I wonder why 1 couldn't have
picked another time to become mayor."

The budget squeeze also troubles the
schools. For every child in the free-
lunch program in 1969, there are now
more than 50, and Superintendent
Forbes Bottomly is deeply worried that
a special school levy in March might
not be passed by the voters. If it is not,
a $98 million school budget will have
to be cut by $20 million the first year, an-
other $20 million the second.

Automobile sales and housing are in
bitter straits. "We are losing our shirts,"
laments the manager of one large cat
deakrship. Auto sales are off by any.
where from 30% to 50%, and more
than a dozen dealerships have gone
under in recent months. Where one age",
ay had ordered 400 new cars by this
time in 1969, it now orders 115. A news-

y campaign comes complete with
discount coupons for a new car.

rt-iwbwrings a limp reply, A brand-now
1970 Barracuda, which would normally
toll for $3,000, goes on special sale at
a mere $1,495and draws no takers.
Housing ii not much better off. Apart-
mints stand vacant everywhere; in sums
suburbs the vacancy rate reaches 40%.
Many landlords have cut rents by as

. mach as a (porter; others are offering
sw* incentive; u a free month's rug
on a one-year lease, or the use of a
color TV, a stereo or free cable TV.

When will it all bottom out? Prob-
ably not very soon. Says William P.
Juke, chief economist for Pacific North-
west Bell: "The real day of reckoning
is still before usand the community
is not prepared for it," It may very
well be, as some Seattle-ites claim, that
the 89% of the people who are work-
ing are making more money than ever
before. But somehowperhaps because
they are afraidit seems that they are
not spending as much as they might.
What is more, in the next two months an-
other 10,000 people are expected to
join the unruployment ro find thou-
sands of others will run out of their 39-
week unemployment benefits. The Wash-
ington State legislature will probably
extend benefits, but that will not go to
the root of the problem. Already, a
church-sponsored volunteer organisa-
tion called Neighbors in Need is dis-
tributing free food. as is a small com-
mune of the left-wing Seattle Liberation
Front Says Mayor Uhlman: "There
a lot of tragedy all around. The only
hope we have lies in our people. They
are rugged and resourceful, and even-
tually we will ))ertlapa some out all the
stronger for this "

From: Time Magazine;

January 4, 1971; pp 2R-29.



NAME:

Form #37 A

ASSIGNMENT: Students will read the excerpt from Time Magazine (January
"Seattle Under Siege: The Troubles of a Company Town."
Answer the following questions based on the article and be
for discussion on the topic:

4, 1971),

prepared

1. What type of industry is the Boeing Company?

2. How important was the Boeing Company to Seattle in terms of employment?

3. Boeing Company ran into hard times after a peak year in 1968. What effect
did the hard times have on the Boeing Company?

4. Discuss the problems of unemployment for the average former Boeing enginetr.

5. When a nuclear bomb hits ground zEro (target) it virtually destroys the area
immediately surrounding ground zero. However, fallout from the blast can
severely damage and even destroy areas some distance away from the blast.
In the same way, unemployment, due to Boeing's decline, caused fallout in
Seattle's total economy. Discuss some of those "fallout" problems in Seattle
in a few short paragraphs.
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Form #37 B

McDonnell-Douglas Corporation of St. Louis is a large aircraft and aerospace
industry like Boeing. Although McDonnell doesn't dominate St. Louis as Boeing
did Seattle, it remains as St. Louis' largest individual employer.

In reference to Seattle's experience, complete the vertical continuum below
on what would happen in the Parkway area if McDonnell-Douglas went out of
business. Be prepared to discuss.

POSSIBLE LASTING EFFECTSA

MOST IMMEDIATE EFFECTS
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